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MAIILON E. CURTIS.

at

Eyar Curtis observed
the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage SatI
urday, Nov. 4th, at their home on the Patterj
son road in East Belfast, surrounded by their I
children, grandchildren and a few friends j
The home was prettily decorated with ever- j
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon
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i.lectoral
College Wilson Hughes
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greens,

rarged.
covers

rated
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29

and pinks, very attractively ar- I
Dinner was served at noon, when ;
were laid for 18
The table whs deco- i
I

with

leaves.

autumn

Miss Ethel

Curtis, served.

Their

Jane, assisted by

The

duck arid chicken with

menu

younger
Mrs. F.

included

j
■

roast

every conceivable fix-

i

ing, cherry and pumpkin pie, cheese, relishes,
assorted cake, ice cream, grapes, oranges, bananas, salted nuts and coffee. An immense
cake decorated in gold and pink and bearing
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With their laughter and shouts
As they came through the doors.
We realize and know
Iht y are gifts from above,
God’s innocent ch ldren
With their hearts full of love,
We hope this reunion
With you here today,
Has lightened your hearts,
And drove cares away,
We have all dor e our best
To make your life cheery,
And extend our kind wishes
With greetings sincerely.
May father and mother still live on,
And always remember
Thejr fiftieth anniversary on
The fourth of November.

roses

daughter.

6
14
4

Curtis made an appropriare response,
Leroy S. Green then played several cornet
10
13
| solos, accompanied by Mrs. George E. Curtis.
the names of the bride and groom of fifty
10
The afternoon was spent socially by a
very
Mrs.
6
was
E.
presented by
years ago
George
happy family, whose circle in all these long
o
8
of
the
center
the
table
AtCurtis and graced
years has never been broken.
Mr. and Mrs.
the close of the dinner, Mrs. George E. Curtis
15
Curtis were the recipients of gold coin, dishes,
.15
read the following original anniversary poem
a rocking chair, lamp, picture, etc
and of the
DEAR PARENTS:
congratulations and best wishes of all present.
Your children, grandchildren,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis moved to Belfast about 15
Kind neighbors and friends
years ago from Plymouth, Me.
Mr. Curtis
Have met here to greet you,
was born in Swanville, March 4, 1841, the son
And congratulations extend.
It was fifty years ago today
of Josiah and Betsey Curtis, and Mrs. Curtis
In Pittsfield, Maine, so the records say,
was born in Jacks >n Jan. 15,
1851, the daughMahlon was married to Ellen Brown,
ter of John and Evelina Brown. They were
By Theodore Gerrish of that town.
You have lived a happy wedded life,
married in Pittsfield Nov. 4, 1866,
by Rev.
b
orth
Sharing your joys and troubles alike,
Theodore Gerrish. Their children are: Fred
Working together through sunshine and
Everett of Northport, Herbert Leslie of Belrain,
fast, George rdmer of South Belfast, Grace
Always happy and smiling,
no
to
With
cause
complain.
Evelina, wife of Capt. R. W. Pattershsll, and
5
5
Island
Five children were born
Ethel Jane, who lives with her parents. Mr.
And have blessed you well,
and Mrs. Curtis are a highly respected couple
Fred, Bert, George, Grace and Ethel,
and have lived a happy married life for
They have all settled down.
fifty
20
20
Having cares of their own,
Mr. Curtis has been a school teacher
years.
With tne exception of Ethel
and superintendent and taught 50 terms in the
And she lives at home
13
12
rginia.
To care for her father and
towns of Monroe, Frankfort, Stockton, HudMother so dear.
son, Knox and Brooks. He was also a preacher
We greet her today
and presiding elder in the Church of God and
With kind words of cheer.
had preached every summer in Maple Grove
We have brought you presents.
And also some gold.
camp meetings. He has attended 50 funerals
.531
255
276
we
Which
hope you’ll enjoy
and officiated at hundreds of marriages. He
; :
mar vote received in each of !
Through the long winter cold.
:
siuent Wilson and Charles
But the best of all that we
preached for five years in Charleston, five in
led on incomplete reports
Bring you today,
and two years in Glenburn.
j Bradford,
mated that the President reAre seven grandchildren,
The Journal extends congratulations to Mr.
votes than Mr. Hughes in
All bright and gay.
I and Mrs. Curtis and hopes they may live to
They gladen our hearts,
And we know they do yours,
celebrate many more wedding anniversaries.
ms of the election were
v
11th, when word from
at ion
in Hancock county
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vote of any candidate in
uzze-.i was born in Monroe in

f

'in the

public schools of the
Academy, read law and
it* Waldo
County bar in 1900,
ne served three years assu-miiuols and has always been
1

ational

matters, serving as
Waldo county Teachers' As-

o

following

transfers of real estate

were

1

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Nov 15. 1916:
Flora E. Gilman, Winterport, et al., to Wal-

I

■>*

of the busiest lawyers ol
ducket shows that he has
civil

me

f

any

in the past
attorney in the
many criminal oc-

caaeB

other

appearing
ounty attorney for two years,
in

actice he finds ti

l
f

an

enthusiast in
He

owns a

me

for

almost

re-

any

string of har-

in particular. Ladv Booker.
r the
clean-up horses of the
meh he employs a trainer he
’'i»md himself and send e’m to the
!,est of them. He is
secretary
the new Waldo County Fair,

s

I

l
l
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regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S. to-morrow, Friday, evening, there
will be an entertainment by the Primrose Con-

!

cert Co.

|

|

!

j

Merrithew, Stockton Springs; land in Stockton

|

Knights Templars,

yuung Buzzells, all brighl
lather hopes will be good Re-

Mlr

D-,

these days.

1 he Shoe Situation.

|
v

of activity in footweai
rt that more business could
,r materials were more
plentiin leather beyond all preufaclurers are impelled tc
ices, yet the demand does
11 and in
many instances fac<i ahead well into 1917. Tht
nation in leather has resulted
market, especially in botton
price revisions are often ol
ment

k
1

tfcCr;
-f,.

Wednesday

j

neighbor.

f
1,

installed

evening, Nov. 8th by Wilmer J Dorman,Grand
Hattie B. Sparkman, Georgetown, S. C., to S. 1 Captain General, assisted by William C. Libby,
B. Merrithew, Stockton Springs; land in Stock- Grand Marshal, and are as follows: Eminent
j
ton Springs.
Commander, Charles R. Coombsjgeneralissimo,
S. B. Merrithew, Stockton Springs, to Mount Clifford J. Pattee; Captain general, D. F.
Prospect Cemetery Corporation, do.; land in ! Stephenson; senior warden, T. Frank Parker;
Stockton Springs.
i Junior warden, Maine Hills; prelate, M. L.
Adoniram J. Webster, et al., Winterport, to Slugg; treasurer, Frank R. Woodcockjrecorder
Ross A. Thompson, do.; land and buildings in William C. Libbey; standard bearer, Eugene L.
Cook;sword bearer, Ernest S. Webber; marshal,
Winterport.
Austin L. Ricker, Monroe, to Evelyn TwomL. B. Thompson; guards, A. W. Miller A. G.
Jewett, George C. Trusseli; sentinel Adrian C.
bly, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
Evelyn Twi mbly, Monroe, to Addie May Tuttle.
|
1
Ricker, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
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There

were

equally

meeting

and made

interesting

1

remarks.

in.

There

was

meeting

no

of the storm.

them next
ans

Tuesday afterMarshall Circle, on account

An

Monday

Night

also be

will

at 7.30 p. m.,

be

observed.

when VeterThe Post will

Tuesday morning by train, accompanied
by her father, for Detroit, Mich., where she
was to arrive late Wednesday afternoon, when
her marriage to Delbert O. Whitmore was to
take place. Her traveling suit was a tailor
made brown velour, with seal skin trimmings,
with a large brown bat to match.
Her blouse
was a dainty crepe-de-chene with lace trimmings. They will begin housekeeping at once
in apartments furnished by the groom. Miss

I

I

deed

was

j

Friday

will

move

The bride

wore a

guimpe

Saturday

last

uncle,
leave

parties will be given in Memorial
hall Tuesday, Nov. 21st, under the
auspices of
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, the proceeds to be

the

Cliftondale, Mass.,

for

an

supper

,,

n,

broadcloth, with waist of gray

crepe-de-cneue, gray gloves

and gray beaver

The bride and groom are well and favorably known in Belfast, both graduating from
the Belfast High school in the class of 1908.
Mrs. Wood was employed in The City National

hat.

Bank

as

bookkeeper

and

resigned

to take

a

similar

position in the Perry market. He is
a macainist by trade and was
employed for
several years by the Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine Co., and later by Fay & Scott of
.Jexter, leaving there to become a member of
the firm of I. L Perry Co. After their wed-

ding trip they
in a home
they

will reside at 161
have

High street,
made ready for their oc-

cupancy.
SWANVIiXE

....

where he had been

employed

readings by Worthy

remains cf John Cummings, aged 74
years, arrived by train Tuesday night from
New York and were taken to East Searsmont
The

entertainment given by

Mrs. Maxin had
for

CENTER.

a

week but is

an

ill turn and

gaining

was

poorly

now.

Julia Bachelder of Belfast visited her
sister, Mrs. Morrill, last Saturday.
of

Mrs. Wm. Curtis is having a long hard
hay fever, but is slowly gaining.

at

This, Thursday,night there will be a s.ciable
Mrs. Lydia Clements in South Monroe.

run

Misses Leah and Glenice Evans were weekend guests of their aunt,Mrs. Elwyn Dickey.
Mrs.

Louise Holt of West Sullivan was
Nickerson’s Nov. 11th.

a

caller at Miss Martha

Mrs. R. G. Robertson is in Winterport visiting her parents, Hon. and Mrs Charles M.
Conant, for two weeks.
A
hold

speaker from Orono, Miss Jewett, will
meetings at the Monroe Center and Mon-

Honesty Grange, Morrill,

Wednesday, where

Friday evening,

the

returned

to

matches between Belfast and

Miss

soon

for

auto

a

central

Miss Susie E.

Blake, who had been in Boston
treatment, returned home last
Saturday. She was accompanied by her sister, Miss Flora B. Blake, who returned to
Brockton, Mass., last Monday.

short visit in

played last Friday night at the Dutch
Willey room, Belfast winning by apinfail of
71.
Following is the tally:
&

BELFAST.

Keene,
Gray,

Spinney,
Staples,
French.

ROCKLAND.

Bernard,
Robinson,

411
520
424
377
479

456
426

Gay, 451

Mayo, 431
Spear, 395

Total-

Total
2211

9151Q

played

The series will be

in the two cities

and the next match will be

to-morrow, Friday,
night in Rockland, A silver cup will be given
to the winning team, four games out of the
The total pin-fall is what counts.
seven.

Bradbury, as a benefit
Band, promises to be one of the
social events of the season. The Band will
give a concert,the program to include several
new and catchy selections, instrumental solos,
a vocal solo by Charles Hammons, Mrs. C. W.
Wescott and Arthur N. Johnson will sing and
little Doris Sweatt will give an exhibition
dance. The general admission will be 35 cents
and seats at small tables will be sold for $1.00
in advance. Ross Arey will furnish pop corn,
ice cream, soft drinks, etc., and will give 50
per cent of his proceeds to the Band.
for the Belfast

Margaret Uhenery

entertained

a

party of
las; Satur-

schoolmates at the Colonial Theatre
day afternoon in observance of her 14th birthday. The guests were later entertained at
her home in Main street, where games were
played and refreshments were served. The
hostess

was

the

recipient

of

some

very

,,

Mi|H#rbor

K™
q'

A

)

for

will visit iu

Mrs. Lewis E.

Campelio, Mass., arSaturday morning, and accompanied

Richard P. Whitman of
rived last

by Mrs. Whitman and their little son, William

A fine little “Midget” by the name of William Burrill Williamson, Jr., weighing nine
pounds, came Thursday mcrning, Nov. 9th. to
take up his permanent residence with Mr. and
Mrs. William B. Williamson of Augusta. His
birthday would have been the birthday of his
! great grandmothor, wife of the late United
states senator, had she survived, and he is the
only one of her descendants of whom thi6 is

!
j

true.—Kennebec Journal.

I

Capt. Charles P. Staples, long connected with

..

n_

ed the ninetieth milestone

on

life’s

journey

8th, and relatives and friends gathered
at her home on that day to celebrate her birthday. The house was dressed in holiday attire
in honor of the occasion, and Mrs. Swazey was
Nov.

Mallory Steamship Company,

has retired

and gone to Maine. He will live at “The
Anchorage,” a fine estate near Belfast, Maine,
and formerly the home of his father.—Tbe
Nautical Gazette.

been visiting in
weeks, went to

Rockland last Saturday and will visit in Wiscasset and Damariscotta before going to Portland to remain until January with Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Rigby. She will spend the remainder of the winter with her niece, Miss Mabel
Cushman, in Boston.

medical

the

Picher.

Miss JNancy Bailey, who has
Belfast and vicinity for several

Marjorie Patterson,

an operator in the
office of the N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co.,
left Wednesday to visit relatives in Boston
and vicinity, accompanied by her mother, Mrs,
Harriet H. Partridge.

a few days’ visit with his
W. Pitcher, Mr. Mathews will
for the south, where he will spend

after

Thomas

Rockland bowl-

ers was

j

|

McDonald.

Liberty

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Varney left last Friday

;

young

roe

Mrs, William 5. Simpson of Fairfield, who is
read a paper on “Bees” before the Unitarian Alliance this, Thursday, afternoon, arrived
Wednesday and is the guest of Mrs. H. E.

to

Rockport, after
which they
Wiscasset and vicinity
and then go to Portland, where they will be
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Wiggin.
Mrs. Stanley Wescott, nee
Mi s Blanche
A pitiful tramp case was brought before Pitcher, and her baby daughter, Ruth, born a
Judge Lord of the Municipal Court Wednes- few weeks ago in the Waldo County Hospital,
left last Saturday morning for their home in
day, when William Murdock, aged 77 years,
hailing from Calais, and acknowledging that Patten, accompanied by Mrs. Wescott’s mother,

The pop concert to be given in the Belfast
Opera House Thanksgiving night under the di-

Miss

at his trade of

carpentry. He married Miss Anna Lane of
Northport, who survives him with one daughter, Miss Lillian Knowlton; and leaves one
brother, Elmei' M., who makes his home iri the
family. The funeral took place at his late
home last Sunday at 1 p. m., Rev. Arthur A.
Blair of the Universalist church officiating.
The services were under the
auspices of Excelsior Lodge, F. & A. M., of
Northport, of
which the deceased was a member.

Friday, evening.
and

J

green chiffon

Miss Olga Howes of the U. of M
arrived
to spend a few days with Principal and
Mrs. William Faulkner, corner of High and
Commercial streets.

Friday

winter.

by

added to the monument fund. Whist will be
played from 2 to 4 p, m., under the direction
of invited captains, and publicly from 8 to
10,
with admission 25 cents.
A dance will follow
from
10
to
with
15
cents admission.
12,
|

hand-embroid-

dress with

to

P. Mathews

Thomas

Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson Blair announcing the marriage oi their (laughter Aiexina to
of meteor lace and carried a bouquet of white I
Morgan Buitiett Schiller, at 5 p. m. Nov. 8th,
carnations and ferns. The parlor, where the in
Trinity church, Pittsburg, Pa. A reception
1
ceremony took place, was decorated with followed the ceremony at the Blair home, 1808
ferns, chrysanthemums and carnations. A Devonshire street. The groom is the son of

crepe-de-chene

gone

Bedford, Mass., before going to Jacksonville and later to Palatka, Fla.,;for the winter.

Wtood-Perry. A quiet wedding took place !
home of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin L.. Perry
Searsport avenue, Tuesday, Nov. 14th, at 10 a, he had relatives in Augusta, was committed to
the jail for 15 days.
their only daughter, Marion, was
In the meantime it is
m.. when
united in marriage to Benjamin P. Wood.
hoped that interested parties will care for
They were unatterded. 'fhe ceremony was him. He is lame and uses a cane. He has
performed by Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pastor of been in Belfast several times before.
the Universalist church, who used the double
Belfast friends have received cards from
ered white

Ada E. Wildes has returned from a
days' visit with Mrs. Annabel W. Berry
in Rockland and her Tea House is open as
usual for parties, etc.
Mrs.

few

New

Whist

at the

ring service.

course.

Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ left Thursday
for a week’s visit with Miss Sarah F. Russ in

all who
Flora,
have heard them sing during the short time
they have lived in Belfast, and many wjjj re.
gret that the family is to move away.

H.

Miss Helen H. Kittredge, who had been atthe Salem, Mass., Normal school, returned home Tuesday, having given up the

tending

other year.

next

the hearts of

won

land.

Miss Inez L. Barker has completed a very
successful first year’s service in Islesboro as a
district nurse and has been engaged for an-

from No. 14 Condon street to Sangerville, Maine, where they will make their home.
Their little daughters, Maude, Edna, Elsie
have

Miss Blanche Jennys was at home from the
U. of M. over Sunday and was accompanied by
her classmate, Miss Bernice Whitney of Rock-

indefinite visit.

week

and

has

Bahia,
delightful pas-

most

a

sage.

Miss Mildred E. Mitchell, who spent the past
season at her residence at the Dead of the

Tide,

of her arrival at

news

Brazil, Oct. 23rd, after

Isaac

and

Mrs. George A. Quimby

Belfast relatives of

S. Burgess of North IsleBboro
the guest of Mrs. Annie L. Burgess last

was

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Tracey returued to
Skowhegan Tuesday after a visit with their
cousin, Mrs. V. A. Simmons, and family.
Mrs. Emma Sawyer, who spent the summer
in Milbridge, has arrived to spend the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. Leroy W. Strout.

have received

L. W. Davis and daughter of Roekland
the past week of Mrs. H. C.

Mtb,

her eyes.

on

Miss Aboie Twiss of Nantasket, Mass,, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. John Jackson, aDd
will remain the greater part of the winter.

day

recorded

family

j

May ford Morris went to Rockland last Saturfor a short visit with his sister, Mrs
Frank Elms.

j

operation

an

Mrs. EllaE. Patterson and little granddaughter, Miss Annie Hunter, left Wednesday to
visit relatives in Boston and vicinity.

guests
Pitcher.
were

village churches for a week or more.
funeral took place at
pretty gifts, including one very special one,
November 10th, was well attended and greatly 11 a, m., Rev. Horace B. Sellers of the Belfast
H. P. White, while hunting recently sat
an heirloom of the Crosby family.
This was a
I
The net proceeds were over $12. The Methodist church officiating. He is survived. down to eat his lunch. He kept hearing a
ce —Dun’s
Review, Nov. 11th enjoyed.
writing desk which formerly belonged to the
I Ladies' Aid Society have pledged $160 to be I by a widow, who is living in East Searsmont, buzzing noise and on investigating found i$
the late
wife of
Governor
Crosby, the
WORTH 1SLESB0K0.
used in improvements in the
dining room, 1 and by two daughters, who accompanied the was a swarm of honey bees in an old stump great-grandmother of Margaret. The desk
kitchen and lavatory of the
12
he
remains
As
it
small
swarm
llrg
was
a
from
only
New
got
York.
pounds
Grange hall, |
is well preserved and very handsome. The
1 r®hle
recently visited relative! and the work will begin soon. The
of honey.
improveI guests,were Misse ttuelah Young, Olive Morse,
m
Bangor.
ThE war news.
ment committee consists of Mrs. Bertha H.
| Charles Riley, Jr., of Monroe,who has been Elizabeth Doak, Elizabeth Kittredge, Grace
!’t-na ^(,8e waa
the guest of Mrs. Fre<
Mears, Mra, S. W. Shibles and Mrs. Annie M,
The election diverted attention for a time employed in Bangor for some time in the elec- Hazeltine, Katherine Brown, Hope Dorman
8Btine last week.
Simmons; the executive committee, the Worthy
tric car barn,met with a bad accident last Sun- Ruth Dinamo re and Helen Wescott.
*1. aiJfj M
from the European war; but there was really
rH* Clinton Smith
Master, the Worthy Secretary, Roy Gurney,
have moved t<
He had worked all night SaturL»,l
of special interest to report concern- day morning.
nothing
There will be a public meeting in the UniHerman Merriam and Charles White. As co** the winter.
and Sunday morning signaled a car to stop.
it until the battle of the Ancre opened last day
ing
tarian Church Wednesday evening, Nov. 22nd,
is
one of the first principles of the
a ^
operation
He
breakfast
and
was
his
as
to
the
arren left last week for a visi
going
get
Hi
Monday. The Germans were taken by sur(hsl
when Miss Alice Marion Holmes, sister of the
order it is hoped to have these improvements
*'lh
car did not stop he thought he could grasp the
her daughter, Mrs. Jobi
prise, and in an attack on a live mile front the
Rev. John Haynes Holmes of New York City,
made soon and the already attractive hall made
British captured three strongly fortified towns rail and swing aboard, but his hand slipped will
one of the most convenient in the
^r*. Ch
speak on “Hospital Experiences in France.”
county.
and
his
the
wheels
foot
under
went
crushing
and
The
5000
William8 ai,d daughter, Misi
prisoners.
fighting continued
Miss Holmes was a war nurse earlier in the
his toes on one foot.
was used
The
tit Nov. 9th
x-ray
»
Hard
continues
in the
for Boston, where tbei
Tuesday.
fighting
State of Trade.
year, and comes highly recommended. The
^ the
and the foot dressed and his sister and huswinter.
East, with conflicting statements as to results*
meeting is under the joint auspices of the
*i*8 hrm
went
tc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Thayer,
band,
a ( numbs
arrived from Bostoi
Activity. Political excitement retards bul
Women’s Alliance and Men’s Club and Junior
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and son left Wednes- Bangor and
brought him home in their car.
*r HFKi v °r a phort visit with her parents does not check business. Demand in excess ol
Alliance. It will be at 7:15 and will be over
J
supply in many lines. Car shortages prevent day for El Paso, where they join Lieut. Lord. He is at his father’s and is as comfortable af
Coombs.
in time for the opening entertainment of the
a larger business in and a movement of coal
llii
They were accompanied sb far as New York could be expected.
^Jder returned, Nov. 9th t( lumber and graiu. New high levels of prices, by Mrs. Lord’s mother, Mrs. J. F. Cooper, and
Lyceum Course at the Colonial Theater, which
cotton
and
all
metals
tre Bt>e is
Cereals,
jump this week will
Charles S. Bickford of Belfast, a well known is not until 8:80. Everyone interested in this
several days in Washington with
*i«t
employed as nurse, afte Winter wheat benefited by rains.
spend
October
anc
of
was
JS v‘6 1
alumnus of the University
in phase of the Great War should hear Mise
Maine,
u>th her mother, Mrs. Helei
^Ider
year's building break records. Money in su< Major and Mrs. Lord.—Rockland Courier- Bangor Friday, accompanied by Mrs. Bick- Holmes. She asks for a collection to help “hei
perabundant supply.—Braastreets' Nov. llth.| Gasette.
ford.—Bangor News.
boys”.g. She returns to France in February .4^
v

Mrs.

present.

Daniel A. McLeod and

employed for several years in Carle
store, after graduating from the Bf

a

land for

Mass.

in the Waldo County
Registry of Deeds Nov. 15th from Samuel G.
Dixon, M. D., of Lower Merion Township,
Montgomery County, Penn., to the Islesboro
Inn Co., Islesboro, transferring land and buildings in Islesboro. It is the land at Dark Harbor on which the new Islesboro Inn will be
built.
A

Miss

of many in their former homes for
and prosperous wedded life.

Rev. Arthur A. Blair left by the 2.20 train
for a two weeks’ trip west, to return
home before
Thanksgiving.

Tuesday

Mrs. George F. Kent and mother, Mrs. Fernald, have returned from a visit in Amherst,

The

left

happy

Mrs. Alban B. Wyllie has returned from a
brief visit in Rockland with her mother, Mrs.
Nannie Gardner.

Mrs. Samuel H. Lord left last briday for
Reading. Mass., to visit Mrs. Fred Richards,

|

last

invitation has been received from the Sons of Veterans to meet with

Vesta J., only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute,

wishes

Arey.

Mrs. Wm. K. Keene was called to Rockland
last Saturday by the death of Capt. Clarence
A. Packard.

the

of Thomas H.

noon

Morning

S. in the class of 1908. Her fellow clerks
recently gave her a complete surprise in the
form of a utility shower, which included
many
linen pieces. She was also the
recipient of
of
cut
gifts
sterling,
glass, hand-painted china,
linen, etc. The groom is well and favorably
known in this city. He is the son of Mrs.
Cleone Hills Whitmore of Northport and has
been employed for some time by the Maxwell
Auto Co. of Detroit. They have the best

ter S.

Miss Margaret Innas, B. H. S.'16 is in Augusta, where she has employment.

uations.

& Jones’

in

William T. Norris went to Haliowell Tuesfor a short visit with his aunt. Mrs. Wal-

PERSONAL.

with music

five-part Metro picture, “Dimples,”
ed by a program of recitations, music, etc.,
by featuring Mary Miles Minter and Thomas J.
the host grange and a question box, with ques- Carrigan, will be the attraction at the Colonial
tions supplied by the members.—C, D. Y.
Theater today, Thursday, afternoon and evening. There are five acts of superb photo
drama replete with thrilling and romantic sitWedding bells.

was

and Mrs.

day

taken

Morris L. Slugg returned
Saturday from a
little daughter of Mr. and business
j
trip to to Boston and New York,
Mis. Horace Chenery, was operated on last
Harry H. Upton, Goby '17, was a guest over
Tuesday for appendicitis at the Tapley hospiSunday at the home of Capt. J. O. Hayes.
tal. It was a serious operation, hut she is doj Mrs. V.. S. Carver has
returned to North
ing well. Her father arrived Monday to re- 1
Haven after a visit with Belfast relatives.
main uatil she is convalescent.

Margaret,

Light Grange, Monroe, Dec. 13th. An address
by Dr. L. S. Merrill of the U. of M. will he the
principal feature of the meeting, supplement-

Shute

was

Augusta.

George A. Gilchrest of ThomBelfast for the day Sunday.
Postmaster and Mrs. Austin W. Keating returned last Monday from a few days’ visit in
Bangor.

a

Walkley. It will be interspersed
by the children and others.

“What constitutes a successful
grange?” J. H. McKinley was the first speaker and was tollowed
by C. C, Clements, D. M.
Kimball, C. A. Levanseller of Waldo Pomona
and several others.
After remarks by the
Rev. W. E, Streeter the meeting was closed

Whitmore-Shute.

in

and

Belfast church next Sunday at
Btereopticon lecture on “The Life
oi Christ,” will be given
by Miss Frances

topic,

with

Capt.

or Mrs. Minnie Coombs.
After some
items of business the program was

At the North

7.30 p.

declamation by Elbert Moulton, a selection
by an orchestra of three pieces, a humorous
declamation by Frank Quimby a declamation
by Louis Leonard and another selection by the
orchestra were followed by the discussion of

with the usual formalities.
The next meeting
will be

Monday

up. Readings on Suffrage were given,
discussed, and some new suffrage songs
Miss Winifred A. Dodge and Mrs. Perley S.
were sung by Mrs.
Carter, the ladies joining Cross of Freedom are guests of Miss Florence
the
of
Miss
Ethel
nouncing
Marian in the chorus. The
marriage
topic for the next meeting: I. Cross at 26 Church street.
Jackson of this city and Charles Palmer Swift How
many and what States have Prohibition?
Mrs. C. S. Webber, accompanied by her sisof Portland. They will be at home after Nov
Suffrage? and, What other Unions are doing.
ter, Mrs, Oscar Meader of Auburn, is in Port26th at No. 165 Marret
street, Westbrook.

A

the

Miller

other

Lindloy M. Staples of Washington

visitor

aston were

patchwork at the next
meeting, which will be either with Miss E. F.

there for some time.
Leslie P. Miller died at 2 a. m. yesterday at
his home. No. 17 Union street. The funeral
will be held at 2 p. m., to-morrow,
Friday. An
obituary will be given in our next issue.
Belfast relatives have received cards an-

rection of Mr. Charles

Master, Miss L.ucy A. Cochran, Mrs. Nettie
M. Merrithew, Mrs. Elmira McKeen and Mrs.
Lora H. Ritchie; stories were told by Mrs.
George W. Miller and James W. Wallace; conundrums by Mrs. Mollie R. Shoies and Miss
Mertie Shoies. The program closed with a
reading for the good of the order by the Lecturer, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges. A surprise lunch
will be a feature of the meeting tomorrow,
The

J

No. 85 Congress street, after an illness of
about 48 hours, aged 62 years, 2 months and
10 days. He waB the son of the late Elisha P.
and Sarah E. Lenfest Knowlton, and moved to
Belfast about 5 years ago from
Northport,

J

Thfr

were

|

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Belfast Bowling Association,
yr
K-sident of the Belfast Baseball
:"r the past three
years.
j, J
Comet Grange, Swanville, is holding profM‘e«e games he is always in the j
•'
rarely misses a convention ! itable and interesting meetings and taking in
u,
1'
’Cre >n and can make a stirring new members.
cg
stump speech,
j,.
Seaside Grange had an enjoyable session
1 an
li
^ ! f**rusually find some lodge oi
he belongs to all the Malast Friday evening with a good attendance.
Kj;
U) and
including the 32d de- A “lap lunch” was taken in boxes and eaten in
tfp
mL d, *'hHl Chancellor of the Knights of
common, each exchanging with his nearest
t'g- to the Odd Fellows and the
tyt

the

a

sew on

following a picnic supper at 6 p. m.. with a wedding lunch followed the ceremony and was ; Mrs. Margaret Crosby Sehiiler and has been a P., who had been the guests of her parents.Mr.
I
Faustina Hichborn, etals StocKton Springs, good attendance. The musical entertainment served in the dining room, which was attrac- frequent guest of his grandmother and aunt, and Mrs. James H. Howes, left for home on
was postponed on account of the snow storm
tively decorated in green and white. Mr. and Mrs. Caroline and Miss Anne C. Crosby.
to S. B. Merrithew, do,; land in StocKton j
the noon train. Mr. Whitman was to have reand bad walking.
Mrs. Wood left on the 12,15 train for a wedbut was obliged to return
Springs.
Bowling. The first in the series of seven mained over Sunday
j
The
Lizzie Nichols, Searsport, et als., to S. B. !
officers of Palestine Commandery ding trip. The bride's going away suit was of
earlier.

Springs,

Springs.

ine

At the

Marshall, do.; iand in Winterport.
Primrose chapter, O. E, S., has been invited
Benj. F. Colcord, Belfast, to Walter B. j to attend the annual inspection of Seaside
Dutch, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Chapter of Camden by Grand Patron, 0. S.
Mary A. Plummer, Monroe, to Clara M.
Vickery, next Monday evening,
j
in
land
and
Monroe.
Johnson, do.;
buildings
Aurora Rebekah Ljdge, I
G. O. F., held
Henry H. Grant, Portland, to S B. Mer- j
their regular meeting last Tuesday evening,
rithew, Stockton Springs, land in Stockton

ter E.

L>aily News.]
legislator to Augusta
C. Puzzell, Republican,

an

E. H. Libby, the guest of the day,
waB called
upon at this time and responded
with an inspiring Grange talk. Mr. Libby always talks about the Grange in a Grange meeting and never fails to leave with every mem*
Der an impetus for more faithful efficient work
in the order.
Prof. Monahan of the U. of M. was present

Returns.

12
3
9
13
6
7
3
6
.14
4

Alberta Nickerson made

voted to

was

ployed

joyed.

ELECTED.

Elect-

Robert P. Coombs.

Maddocks,

fine response. A piano duet by the Misses
Olive Hatch and Eunice Chase was much en-

and Wild Berries of

England’s Biggest Probthing Human in Them...
Deaths.
Stuckton Springe. .Bel,.rrent. Born. Marriedv

”tent

which

Hon.

After

Encouraging reports were given concerning
the calendars, by the sale of which the Union
hopes to make a little money for its work—
Waldoboro
to
j particularly Mrs. Ethel Collins, who has sold
Rockland Courier-Gazette a handsome cluster j seventeen. Mrs. Goldie ^Carter was elected
of crimson rambler roses,
picked last Friday. acting president during the illness of Mrs
Mrs. Henry H. Maddocks and children will Frost. A vote of thanks was given for the
use of the M. E. vestry
move today,
during the recent visit
Thursday, to Boston, where they
of Mrs. L. H. Wight, State field worker.
will join Mr.
It
who has been em-

ture of the

Belfast,
of
,> pie Trees Go?. .Death
ti
Winterport Farm
Dairymen. .Old FasbAncient Oceans in
Vl;iine..A Memorable Sea
f

PERSONAL.

the usual devotional exercises reports were called for from the secretly* treasurer, and local superintendents,
emphasis being laid on the need of keeping
notebooks with an account of work done
by
each one, and of being definite in all
reports.

were

panying social hour, proved an enjoyable feaday.
The Grauge was re-assembled in the fifth
and
after a selection by the choir, S.
degree
W. Norwood, Master of Harvest Home Grange,
extended a most excellent address of welcome,

letice.

8po
v

Mrs.

j

very

teresting.

The Ho-piial club will have a dime social
Tuesday evening, Nov. 21st, at the home of

Pomona and at the close of this ceremony,
dinner was announced which, with the accom-

■.,|,rovement Societies..
l he Churches. .Coun;

J

The W. C. T. U. The meeting of the Belfast W. C. T. U. with Mrs. Goldie Carter last
week was unanimously pronounced
in-

Belfast.

_

Amos Clement left by train Wednesday
temporarily supplied as follows:
Chaplain* Zepha Miller; Ceres, Jennie Webb, morning to join friends in a hunting trip in
C.
C.
Mrs.
Clemthe vicinity of Monsehead Lake, where game
and Ass’t Stewards, Mr. and
ents.
After a short business session, a class is reported plentiful.
of six received the lessons of the degree of
Mrs. T. H. Fernaldof
sent
the
stations

r,

j

NUMBER~46

Mr. and Mrs Clyde B. Holmes left Tuesday
for a visit in Boston and vicinity.

Waldo Pomona Grange was entertainNov. 8th by Harvest Home Grange, Brooks,
About 60 were present and a pleasant meeting
resulted. Worthy Master A. T. Nickerson
called the meeting to order and the vacant
North

ed

and Girls. .The Novemrt. .Veterar.fi’ Meeting
Wilson Has Some
is William Barnes?..
penditures. .The Women
Pittsfield Personals...

News of

i

pucted.. Representative

I

p

The

North Waldo Pomona.

1916.

Mr.

1

Charles H. Clement of Seal

Mrs

ana

Thursday on the Monhegan to
spend the winter in Rediamls, Calif. On the
way they will spend some time with their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Bar Haroor Times
S Ames, in Sha on, Mass
Harbor

left

—

H. A Ham.n and daughter.
Wollastun, Ma33., arrived last
Saturday morning for a two weeks' stay in the
Brown cottage on Allyn shore.
Mr. Hamm is
in the accounting office of the Eastern Steamship Corp., and the family has frequently
Mr. and

Mrs.

Miss Thelma of

visited

Last

here.

summer

Miss Thelma dis-

tinguished herself by swimming
harbor, making a record
Unprecedented honor
Newton. Mass,

of

Capt.

Me.

to

Charles

was
a

E.

shown

by the city

native of

Ranlett,

the

across

on

Montvillef
his 100th

9th. The mayor ordered flags
birthday,
to be displayed on all public buildings in honNov.

Many citizens also displayed
colors at their residences. As Capt. Ranlett was not able to receive many callers, a
thousand prominent residents of the city
signed a paper extending their congratulaor

of the event.

the

tions and

expressing

valuable services

presented

their

as

a

appreciation

of his

citizen, and this

was

to him.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
in the best of spirits and welcomed all with
I
genuine hospitality. Her two daughters, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Bean were in Pittsfield
Charlotte Swazey and Mrs. W. D. Parker of
Worcester, Mass., were present and assiduous Sunday.
in their efforts to make the day a memorable
Mr. and Mrs. James Stearns have moved to
one.
Cake, coffee and punch were served by Morrill.
Misses Margaret Snow and Winifred Jones.
Miss Georgia Frye has been visiting relative
Mr. A. E. Meigs, who has retired from active in Belfast.
_

newspaper work after completing 32 years of
continuous service as manager of the Detroit

office of the Western Newspaper Union, was
born in South China in April, 1847, and after
graduating from Colby College began his
newspaper career on the Bangor Whig and
Courier. He remained there until 1880, when
he joined the editorial staff of the New Haven

(Conn)

Three years later, in Oche went to Omaha and joined the

Palladium.

tober, 1883,
editorial staff of the Bee; and in the s ring of
1884 entered tne employ of the Western News-

paper Union,in which he has done good service
He will confor nearly a third of a century.
tinue to make his home in

spend

a

part of his time

the United States
j native
State.

and

Detroit, but will

in travel

no

doubt

throughout

will visit his

customs,

was

The

first

snow

storm of the

season

came

Sunday night, November 12th.
Oliver Newell went to Boston Monday and
expects to remain for the winter.

Ivan Arno, of Bethel joined his mother, Mrs
Caroline Arno, at C. B. Cushman’s Monday,
and they returned home Friday.
Clara Carter returned home Sunda
visiting in Belfast for two weeks witl
her son, R. M. Carter and family.
Mis.

after

Mrs. Emma Cushman

was

in Belfast for

a

days recently,the guest of her brother-inlaw, Sheriff Cushman, and family.

few

Arno, who has been with her
Cushman, a few weeks,
returned Friday, to her home in Bethel.
Mrs. Edwin

Albert M. Ames represented the Stockton
Springs class towns in the last legislature and
evidently did a good job at it, as the people
have sent him back for another session, instead of passing the honor along. Mr. Ames
has long been one of the leading and most
progressive citizens of Stockton Springs. He
has served as selectman and deputy collector
of

T.yle Leonard of Camden spent part of last
C. A. Gray’s.

week at

long

in

the

general

store

daughter,

Mrs. C. B.

passed away, Nov. 6th,
daugiiter, Mrs. L. F. Fos-

Mrs. Sarah E. Blake
at

the home of her

ter, at the age of 92 years and 8 months.
Mrs. Loren Howard and little daughter Milhave been spending a week in Waldo
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Whit-

dred

comb.

Mrs. Eliza Waterhouse and her sister-ininsurance,
He is al- law, Miss Elnora Waterhouse of Searsport,
real estate, and is an undertaker.
ways on the lookout for any good business who have been visiting relatives in Norridgeproposition, and anyone who goes to Stockton wock, returned home Nov, 10th.
Springs for business information is usually adj Mrs. Angeline Nash, who has been seriously
vised to “See A1 Ames,” He is a director and ill at Mrs. Rebecca J.
Poland’s, recovered suf|
clerk of the Stockton Springs Trust Co., and ! ficiently to ride to her home in Belfast last
of the local Water company, and it is needless Thursday, in Dr. T. N. Pearson’s closed car.
to say iB an able business man. He is a 32nd
Stanley Curtis has bought the farm property
degree Mason, belongs to the Knights of
of Mrs. O. L. Bartlett.
He went to WaterPythias, Odd Fellows and Eastern Star. He is ville
Monday to meet Mrs. Bartlett and have
widely known through Waldo county and will the
writings done. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis will
be one of the strongest members of the deletake possession at once.
gation.

business

and is

now

interested in

icicles from his heart. It also melted,
his pride and he went to a police station
and asked for lodging, but had to part
with his faithful dog or stay out in the
rain, which meant death. In the night
he missed his locket and curl of Elizabeth’s hair, and complaining of the robbery caused him to be put out. His faithful dog on the stoop took his part,
whereupon the dog was killed. This so
enraged him that a fight ensued. He
says this night’s experience is the mainspring of his fight with the slums.

VICTORY FOR
THE pH

Boston Man Tells His Experience With
“Fruit-a-tives”.—Now Made in U.SA.
I

--"

—'

He decided
a>k for aid.

go to friends and
But on the way he was
obliged to associate with tramps. He
tried to avoid them, but was not always
now

to

successful.

meteor

disappeared

it would come tr

That evening he found a letter from
home. Among other things it said Elizabeth’s husband had died. He renewed

editor, reporter, publisher
advertising agent, employing two

the part of
and

printers.
per ‘‘The

birthday
a

Jacob

gives

Riis began life in Denmark and
as some of the events which shap-

ed his destiny early sports, but especially
among them the meeting of a girl on a
bridge. This event shaped his hopes and

{

and

He divided his Christmas presents
poor man on condition that he

soul.

with

body

a

tidy

up.
That was the age of the goose quil!,
whale oil lamp and steel and flint to

While

thus

lying helpless

crushing

a

He

in the form of

speedily

was

to

a

gun

as

he

Speedy and Easy Riding
priced

There’s little comfort in most low
e tlieir
cars.
\ou car t
speeds.

Something

The

|

$635 Overland

*

only

!

i

But you car; use ire !u r.eed of its powerfm motor v/hci: you iiced it.

IW.

possible. He
] Y ork during

made his

thought
to

way

im-

New

the summer

flatirons, learned

by peddling
telegraphy and tried

journalism, for which he got
cept in experience. He saw

no

pay

ex-

all classes,,

have
him

sworn

that the

Gilkey
The

i |
I I

|

■■-■■■■

<

1

feet of

a

proprietor knocked

through

the window and broke his
neck, but the fact was that he simply fell through the window of his own

and be lost

man

time in running.
When typhus broke out in the slums
he took his camera and flashlight arid
no

•

I

Its smoothness and ease of riding at any
speed would do justice to a much larger
and heavier car.
Come in and let us demonstrate.
the best kind of proof.

& Son, Sears port, Maine.

TEL.

That’s

|

27-3

“Made i.i U. S. A.

..MWMMMW-

burly, sleeping, snoring

And it has 4-inch tires.

Willys-Overland Company, Teiedo, Ohio

:v. ^

premeditated murder?

drunken member into his office. As he
presently came out through a large window breaking all the glass, they would

—

event that he had

It is not

priced cars—

R.

re-

the

inch wheelbase.

different.

the speed'.;.....

...

I

Ill

the dog was discovered on the
lumber. The gun was raised to shoot.
But he was moved to go closer only to

not

long 42-inch, easy riding, shock absorbing cantilever rearsprings. In addition
the 75 B Overland is a longer car—104-

do^: t ho.d too reed.

sembling

was

It has

They
jostle you —tin;. ride roughly —they

was

On another occasion a crowd gathered
around to see a fight, sending their most

one

I

a Methodist revival.
numbered among the
converts,but conversion failed to produce
the prescribed amount of agony. This

came

in the form of a letter from
home telling of Elizabeth's marriage
came

I

influence

photographed the sleeping dens. He
pleaded for the execution of laws which
discover, not the dog but the man sleep- permitted the city authorities to estabing, whom he so recently put out with lish a decent lodging-house. As he was
threatening language. Had he fired how walking with Mr. Roosevelt about the
could he have convinced a jury that it
building where bis dog was killed before

blow

K

Ck

of $18 for the horse.

The fifteen min-

X

—.

f.o.b. Toledo

trouble if they heard
going to shoot a dog,

utes during which he owned that, horse
ambitions and purposes m life, while ; was one of the longest fifteen minutes
b-ing shut up in a h ipshead merely gave j of his life.
He still
him a view of hit limitations.
After more unsuccessful business venreverences those early scenes, :hough 30
tures be was taken sick with a fever.

tenement because it dwarfs

Roadster $620

I

climbing.
building

Horsepower

BPaasenger louring Car

i

f

resolution to reach the top or die

Another character

I

he had no use for the horse and only six
dollars with which to feed himself and
horse, so he promptly accepted an offer

j

years have elapsed. At 12 years of age
he concerned himself with the sewerage
of the home, and is stilt interested in the

I

paid the last of his debts,
thought of Elizabeth fired him
he

and the
with

The politicians called his paWeekly Funeral.” On her

When sleeping in a hayalone, as he supposed, a flash of
lightning revealed a man not three feet was attributed to the fact that he had
Whether swinging the axe in the heard Mr. Beecher
away.
say that when a man
forest or harvesting ice, the thought of found he was on the
wrong road and
Elizabeth was the mainspring to action. turned
back, he did not usually roll in
He next made some money trapping and the dust and
agonize over his mistake.
lecturing evenings until a sea captain He just turned around and went the
challenged his statements in regard to other way.
latitude and longitude. He did chores
MR. JAS. J. ROYTLL
The paper and the political bosses
for Dr. Spencer, piled boards in a lumS.S. "Boston ”, Central Wharf.
were both Democratic, but when tor
ber
until
he
!
yard
got into a quarrel, and
Boston, Mass., April 26th, 1014.
political expediency they dismissed a
"For three years, I was troubled with ! worked for a cabinet maker. His comRepublican policeman who happened to
threw
a
loaf
of
bread
at
a
rooster
panion
Constipation. At times, the attacks
be his peisonal friend, there was trouble.
because he stepped on the butter. He
would be very severe, accompanied by
The political bosses tried to mend matDizziness and Violent Headaches. I finished doors at 15 cents each,, and mak- ters
by giving him a position as intering $15 per week where his predecessor
took medicine and laxatives the whole
There was bo little work conpreter.
time, but as soon as I discontinued tho had made but $10, bis boss cut the price. nected with the
position that he drew
extra
effort
he
made
week
at
By
bowels
would
$16
refuse to
per
treatment, my
his salary with some qualms of conthe
reduced
move. Last October, I wentto Montreal
price, and the boss cut the science. On each
succeeding pay day
and there heard of Fruit-a-tives ’.
price again, whereupon he quit the job.
I
his zonscienee troubled him less and less.
A job on the railroad proved too much
used one box and the results were so
Failing to see things alike, his colleagues,
pronounced that 1 bought two dozen for him and he again became a tramp tried, to have him
dismissed, but could
and later a ship carpenter.
boxes. 1 continued using‘Fruit-a-tives*
not without the aid of the Legislature,
When he asked an editor for work the
and noticed a deemed improvement. I
whose aid they invoked. The Legislagradually reduced t he dose from three a door was shut in his face, because of his ture
got rid of him by abolishing the ofclay to one tablet every three or four rough hands and clothing. He opened
fice, but immediately proceeded to resurthe
and
door
until
his
fist
at
the
edithe
shaking
clays
twenty-four boxes were
rect it without its incumbent.
This
finished when my physical condition tor, said, “You laugh now, but wait." i
ended his political career, of which he
This decided him to be a reporter. But ]
Was perfect”.
JAS. J. ROY ALL.
continues to be ashamed.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
before putting this resolve into practice
He put a drunken man out cf office,
At all dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives he tried several business ventures, inLimited, Ogdensburg, i\ew Ycrkt
cluding the sale of extension tables and warning him of trouble if he did not go
about his business. That evening he
patent flatirons. He even bought a
was hunting a troublesome
dog among
The Making of an American. horse at auction for $19. During the
next fifteen minutes be came to the eon- piles of lumber with intent to shoot it.
To the Editor of The Journal: i elusion that he had made a mistake, as He bad sent a hoy to tell the police not
mow,

1

hip courage and bought the printing outfit of his former employers. He acted

..... ......

...~v.v.

1

FRENCH ORPHANS ARE SOLDIERS’ MASCOTS

his face years before, he told the story.
Mr. Roosevelt struck his fists together
with “I wilt smash them tomorrow.

The

police lodging rooms were closed Feb.
15j 1896. He made an appeal through
the Tribune for

an

old

and secured him $300.
at 3 o’clock the man

man

in destitution

The next
was

gloriously drunk. He once
of dropping a nickel in

seen

morning

in

a

dive

practice
strike fire. He chose his own trade of from washerwomen to coachmen, trying
a beggar womcarpenter, to the great discomfort of his to beat their pay out of his editor-in- weight. Such is the danger of convic- an’s hand be-cause she had a baby. Later
father, who wished him to be a teacher. chief. As landlords invariably objected tion on circumstantial evidence. Time he discovered that it was a rag baby.
When he was working on the factory of to having his pet dog around, he answer- wore on and the long looked for letter He found the contents of pails carried
his best girl’s
father, her presence ed an advertisement for a dog. As the came. It chanced that the paper was away from the relief station by children
among the lumber piles so attracted his Wall street broker was about to drop sola for five times the cost about this used as free lunch in a saloon where it
attention that he injured himself several the price of the dog into his hand, a time.
had been exchanged for beer. He found
Photo by American Press Association.
times, and on one occasion had to attend wistful look from the dog caused him to
Recently, while lecturing in Chicago, in a certain Italian settlement that onee 1 wo little
orphans who have been adopted by regiments along the Somme front.
This in refuse the money and they started out a lady came up and asked if he was the third of the babies died in a
a dance with one arm in a sling.
Many children I:
single year.
are left parentless and homeless become
great favorites of the soldiers.
itself did not effect Rita, the citizen, sc I to make their living selling an illustrated Riis Bhe had traveled with
twenty-five This appeared among the evidence to
much as ordering her father from the edition of Dickens.
When short of ago, who waB going home to be married. get the buildings in which they lived condance floor, which caused him to go to u money, the dog often fared better at the They warned him that she
might not demned. When he asked the Board of ORRINE DESTROYS
basement gate than his master did at the turn out so nice as he expected. Their Education to open schools at night for
large city to finish his apprenticeship.
yuar
LIQUOR HABIT
Anderson’s fairy stories and the above front door. After spending three days early married life was jubilant with ex- boys’ clubs, they were afraid a window
BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
Fac:
Keen interest in Orrine, the scientific
mentioned girl’s presence in the city tc
with scarcely a crust to eat he was rest- pectation.
HiB experience with a stere- might be broken; but the saloons were
treatment for the drink habit, now on
On and after Oct 1. 1916, trains
finish her education were factors in mak- ing on the steps near the Cooper Insti- opticon outfit proved a
connecting
Legations
repetition of his bidding for them.
sale at our
at Burnnamand Waterville with
continues unabated.
through train,
j Yet this store
fur and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland
ing the future citizpn. His pledging his tute when lie was surprised to hear the former business experience, sometimes
Mr. Riis did a wonderful work in eleis not surprising when it is
and
IV it! Sites, Fai
Sunday trousers to buy her a bouquet, 01 voice of the principal of the telegraph with money and 80metime3 without. vating the lower strata of humanity but j realized that it can be given secretly at Boston, will run as follows:
with absolute confidence, and that
runs It r: I, FAST
crying murder at the theater when ar school he had attended while his money When he tried to get a position on The he is not in it in the making of an Amer- j home
for Summer
j it quickly destroys all desire for whiskey
AM
actress resembling his sweetheart was ir
pm
pm
lasted. Tiiis old friend suggested giving New York Tribune, he was told that he ican.
He disregards heredity.
If the j and other intoxicants. Orrine has saved
Belfast depart.
7 05
12 20
2 20
danger, did not have so much influence ir him a litter of recommendation to a wa3 too green. But he finally secured world goes on for twenty generations i thousands of drinking men, and is sold Citypoint. i7 10 H2 25
t2 25
and Cam
17 20
112 35
the coveted position, five years after being reproduced, principally by those j under a guarantee to refund the pur- Waldo.
forming the citizen as they reveal the man needing a reporter.
12 35
! chase price if, after a trial it fails to Brooks
7 32
12 47
2 47
stuff of which the boy was made. Fout
The letter was no sooner received than the death of Horace Greeley, its founder. too stupid to get an education, what will
LOCATED ON l'H I I
Knox. 17 44
12 59
i benefit.
t2 68
Thorndike. 7 60
his thoughts turned to her, the thoughts In his haste he ran against the city edi- he have out of which to make an Ameri1 05
3
years he dreamed and worked, until hit
05
Orrine
is
in
two
forms:
No.
prepared
j!
7 53
Unity.
113
3 13
apprenticeship was ended; then he re of whom had been his sustaining force tor and knocked him down. Instead of can? Today approximately 99 percent 1, secret treatment; Orrine No. 2, volun- Winnecook. 18 08
,1 23
3 23:
turned home, where she had precefec
in more prosperous days.
8 20
Wont wa3 getting discharged he was promoted to of college women never marry, and 99 tary treatment. Costs only $1.00 a box. Burnham, arrive
1 35
335
Ask for booklet.
1
11
Bangor.
45
s
0U
5 05
him.
secured and food in abundance, hut he police headquarters at an advanced sal- percent of those who do marry raise no
give opportunity to t
Read & Hills, P. O. Square, Belfast.
Clinton. 8 39
5 11
The town’s people all knew that he hat
make
tell exhausted in a swoon on the stairs. ary. At the end of the first week the children. This does not mean race suiBenton. 8 48
change in locati5 20
Waterville. 8 54
in life.
3 29
6 25
proposed and been refused,for the fathei Thus he began his life as a newspaper manager of the Press Bureau reported cide, but it means racial degeneracy.
Portland. 11 50
5 50
8 25
had other plans for bis daughter. H< man. After
Boston, pm. 3 20
putting in a winter here unfavorably to the Tribune in regard to Like all other catastrophies no steps will
8 00
kissed her hand and took her picture ant he was offered a better salary with an- their reporter. The city editor requested be taken to remedy the evil until the
Undeveloped Wat.
1<) It FI. FAST
a lock of her hair to America.
That pic
other firm and in two weeks was editor. them not to be too hasty in forming danger becomes imminent, which will
PM
AM
AM
ONE OF INTEREST TO OUR READERS
Unlimited Raw V
ture and lock of hair were the magnet
Boston. 10 00
3 (0
But before Christmas this firm closed their judgment. After a ten years war be centuries in the future.
8 5C
Good news bears repeating, and when it is
PM
which drew him through all the whirl- out
he
became
the
boss
in
There will some day be larger prizes confirmed
AND
business, and the subject of our
reporter
Mulberry
Portland. 12 00
7 00
after a long lapse of time, even if
12 25 f
pools of life in a strange land. The sketch was standing on the ferryboat street.
offered for the best or most promising we hesitated to believe it at
AM
first hearing, we
Good
Farming
Waterville. 7 16
10 02
above influence is aided in America bj one
3 16'
The police do not care to have all mis- specimens of humanity than there are to- feel secure in
evening lost in meditation when he
accepting its truth now. The Bangor. 7 00
1 50
the public school, church, and last by the
noticed a meteor shooting through the deeds made public for fear they may not day at the cattie shows, and people will following experience of a Belfast man is con- Benton.
AWAIT DEVELOP*
10 08
3 24 j
annual enrollment, which makes a mar heavens. He
Clinton.
10 17
3 34
thought of an old supersti- catch the offender. The reporter who be just as ambitious to compete for those firmed after six years.
leave. 8 35
Burnham,
10
30
Communications
recap
3
50
feel that he stands for something. The
I. W. Cross, retired farmer, 57 Miller street’
tion prevailing among the children that gets what they wish to conceal is the urizes.
Winnecook. 4845
no 40
4 00
are invited and will re'
the
“I
of
had
Belfast,
considerable
and
trouble
8
the
desays:
from
Unity
54
10 55
Alleghanies
A motive more worthy than
4 09 1
scenery
if he could frame a wish before the winner.
The reporter must so report
money
when addressed to any
a lame and
11 05
4 17
momac snriek or the donkey in the coa
aching back. I had been bothered Tlorndike. 9 02
facts that the human drift will be evi- would be the raising of the standard of
Knox. 19 10
MAINE CENTRAL, or t.
15
.4 25
til
in that way off and on for about a
year and a
mines were character formers.
Brooks. 9 25
dent. A fire might hide a firebug; a sick citizenship by heredity as well as by en11 35
4 40
half. Some of the attacks were so severe that Waldo. 19 35
;ndustrial bui
tn
45
,4
50
When Denmark was about to declari
man
meant a pathetic story.
Tracing vironment. The nation which is to en- I was compelled to lay off from work for a day Citypoint. |9 45
til 55
tF 00
war, he saw a chance to win fame on thi
back to its origin, a case of sickness dis- dure must study the conditions which or so. So
Belfast,
arrive.
9
50
12
01
6
05
MAINE CENTRAL
many people had been cured of such
tFlag station.
battlefield which would admit him ai
covered seventeen members of a party have proved elevating and see to it that troubles by Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
got a
once to the
castle of Elizabeth.
Hi
of twenty-five sick with the same symp- new conditions more blighting than the box. They acted like magic and relieved my $5.25 from Belfast.
PORTLAND. MV
H. D. WALDRON,
spent all his money getting to New York,
toms.
Calling together the half dozen nuneries of the middle ages do not pre- back in no time, Later on, I was working
General Passenger Agent.
around my yard and probably overdid
only to find that the government was nol
different doctors whom they had patron- vail.
myself,
G. C. DOUGLASS,
at present enlisting soldiers. Two im
General Manager. Portland Maine.
The above are a few of the facts in which brought on another acute attack. I
created a sensation for the paper.
used
Doan’s Kidney Pills and they cured
again
purtant events occurred in his rovings
WHILE IN PORTLA
“Feel Like a New Person,” One hot day he put a cabbage leaf in regard to one of the greatest of men, the attack just as quickly as before.”
Food received from an old monk in s
his hat when he was going to call on who worked with Roosevelt for years j
r
AT TH!
cowl changed hjs mind in regard to those
A
Willing Corroboration.
says Mrs. Hamilton.
three griet-stricken Bisters.
When he for the elevation of the slums. Those
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mr. Cross said:
people. A few days later he met Chas,
removed his hat on entering the room who would know the world should read
A. Dana, editor of the New York Sun,
the wilted cabbage leaf remained on his his writings as published by the Max- “I still consider Doan's Kidney Pills to be the
New Castle, Ind. —“From the time
best kidney medicine to be had.
He finally secured a job hauling clay ai
I confirm all I
head. This seemed to have a powerful millan Co.
Geo. M. Cole.
I was eleven years old until 1 was seven40 rooms with running
have previously said in their
1916-17 EDITION
praise.”
$22 per month. Dreaming of her play
in
effect
Bellingham, Wash.
assuaging their grief. Police
teen I suffered each
25 rooms with privat
Price 60c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
the
ISSUED
he
AUGUST 1st
ing among
timber,
forgot clay
commissioners often talk confidentially
month so I had to be
House just put in lirat
for a kidney renedy—get Doan's
Pills
Kidney
bank and pit. Forgetting to take oui
with reporters and after one of the talks
in bed. I had headBRITISH SHIPBUILDING.
—the same that |Mr. Cross has Twice
European Flan, $1 on
publicly
the tailboard when he dumped, the ok
he told the Commissioner it was too good
ache, backache and
American Flan, $2 50
It contains more information
recommended.
Foster-Milburn
Co.,
Props.,
London, Oct. 15. Lloyds Register of
horse went into the pit.load, cart and all,
such pains I would
to keep and he thought he would have to
Every car passes the
of value to Business and
for the quarter ended Sept. Buffalo. N. Y.
Shipbuilding
double
cramp
Twenty years later, one of these brick
every
print it. The Commissioner turned the 30th, shows there were 469 merchant
Professional Men of,,Maine
FRANK
ML G
month.
I did not
makers heard him tell this story in a lec
than any other Reference
subject by giving him the handles of an vessels of 1,789,054 tons under construcWE OFFER
M AN AG K l;
know what it was
tion
in
the
ture before Rutgers College.
United
at
the close
He madt
Kingdom
electric battery and increased the curBook.
made

a
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MAINE CENTHAL

1

a

r Twice

told

talT

—

“I DON’T SUFFER

ANY MORE”

Iized

MAINE REGISTER

Beveral

unsuccessful

Denmark.

But

he

efforts

to

go

finally joined

to be easy

ti
thi

great army of tramps, from which he go
knowledge of the evil he attacks. Hi
learned to make better men and womei
by bettering their condition. He hat
letters to friends, but burned them be

run

call

his

on

A

clothing

not

respectable t<
to secure work
to be remembered to all timi

friends

was

or even

night
was a cold, stormy October night, whei
he was sitting supperless by the side ol
the river.
The falling rain and thi <
swish of the tide presented a striking
contrast to her castle.
moment of most utter
that

It was at thi

discouragemenl

wet, shivering dog poured a pite
ous whine in his ear.
The animal re
sponded to his caresses by climbing upoi
hie knees and licking bis face. The af
fection of this little anima melted thi 1
a

minute.
was

all

down and the

doctors did not do

A
any good.
told my mother about Lydia
me

a

cause

a

My health

neighbor

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
1 took it, and now I feel like a new
person. I don’t suffer any more and I
am regular every month.
Mrs. Hazel
Hamilton, 822 South 15th St.
When a remedy has lived for forty

steadily growing in popularity
and influence, and thousands upon
thousands of women declare they owe
their health to it, is it not reasonayears,

ble to believe that it is an article of

great merit?
I f you want special advice write
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine

Co. (confidential), Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read
and answered by a woman and
held in strict confidence,

rent until he secured

a

promise not to

print the information. He noticed an analysis of the city water showed nitrates.
He took his camera and went to the
watershed. He found not only people
and dogs bathing in city water but
city
sewerage finding its way into the water.
The Board of Health inspected the watershed and the city had to buy land along
the river banks.
When he complained of the condition
of a

police lodging house, the sergeant
they cared less for those

told him that

and women than for the cur dogs in
The later work of wiping
out these dens is the apology for writing
these pages. He once saw a big gray
men

the street.

cat

sleeping

and

snoring

on

a

beer

keg

in front of a saloon. Being annoyed
by
the snoring he bit it with his cane only
to learn that his supposed cat was the

of that quarter, against 440 vessels of
1,540,218 tons in the June quarter and
432 vessels of 1,536,177 tons in the
September quarter of 1915. Of the vessels
under construction 135 are under 500 tons
gross, 58 between 4,000 and 5,000. 47 between 6,000 and 8,000, 23 between 8,000
and 10,000, 16 between 10,000 and 20,000,
nine between 20,000 and 25,000, one of
30,000 and two between 30,000 and 40,o00
tons.

Rheumatism Follows exposure.
the rain all day is generally followed by
painful twinges of rheumatism or neuralgia.
Sloan’s Liniment will give you quick relief and
prevent the twinges from becoming torture.
It quickly penetrates without rubbing and
soothes the sore and aching joints. For sore,
stiff, exhausted muscles that ache and throb
from overwork, Sloan’s Liniment affords
quick
relief. Bruises, sprains, strains and other
minor injuries to children are quickly soothed
by Sloan's Liniment. Get a bottle to-day at
your Druggist, 26c.

For Sale

Preble H

_

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870
—

Price, $3

4
CAR LOADS of old
1W
growth, second
clear shingles at bargain

Q

SEARSPORT.
GRENVILLE M. DONHAM,
PUBLISHER,

prices.

Congress Street,
PORTLAND,
MAINE
;

Cooper & Co.
Becon a-tiauc

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you

have anything to
sell drop me e
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H.
64 Main Street, Belfast.
J

VJX5MB8.

_,

Telephone 249-3

Land

^

(I i lilt

Office 14 Main St.,

lei. 341-3

Residence 17 Church St.,
lei. 234-3

At A

Surveying,
Valuation of limK

390

In

postal

00 Postpaid

Topographic

and

Hydrographic
General
MEN

1

v

Engineering

WANTED-TO BRIM

their Safety Razor Blades to me
ened better than new.
Single edg*
Gems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durhun
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman. 72
Belfast, Me.
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girls make bullets for brothers

Don’t forget
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W
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Some

Has

“Wilson

Store.”

This is the caption of a column article
the Fort Collins, Colorado, Daily
Courier of Oct. 9th, telling of the movin

ing

of Mr. Jesse E.

this

city,

into

a

Wilson, formerly

new

store.

of

It seems

the other uay that we reported the
moving of Mr. Wilson into anew store

only
S

i-

8

iican Press Association.

f

^

these women munition workers of Canada have taken to making shells and bullets to aid their brothhearts at the front.

I

i Joys And Girls.

ed

poultry club and I became a member.
April 20, 1916, 1 set 35 eggs under three
I hens. They were light Brahmas. I got
A | them from my father, who keeps that

at Springfield, Mass.
■nd Boy Tell of Their Ex

a

breed. They were of the Eaton strain.
May 12 my eggs began to hatch. 1 had
nltry Raising.
14 chickens in all. 1 gave them all to
and
wards to Maine boys
i one hen. When they were 24 hours old I
Eastern States Expoai- i
began feeding them a few bread crumbs
has
sent
been
Mass.,
j
and chicken feed with grit.
When they
I lepartmpnt,University were three weeks old 1
put them in a
as having been recently
coop with a small run attached, 4 by 12,
lists shows Maine boys covered with
poultry wire to keep out
been successful in vari- the hawks.
They were moved to fresh
T follows:
grass every day.
My hen and her flock
got lousy before they were put in the
Carden Project.
coop and I lost one chicken. 1 greased
growing, second prizes, tncm and was not troubled with
lice
ige of Dennysville and
I found one of my chickens
again.
Morse, Cherrytield. Miss dead in the
coop and this left me 12. The
ived a third prize.
chickens were furnished shade by placing
Potato Project.
a
wide board over one end of the run.
aio, Albert Lincoln, Den- As they were older I fed less chicken
1.oals Gardner. Dennysvi I le, feed and added to the ration cracked corn
and wheat with beef scraps and kept
v C. Rackiiffe,Easton,third;
Monticello, third; Clar- them supplied with fresh water every
Irish day, July 31, my chickens weighed 26
owdoiriham third.
i: Jenkins, Monticello.firsl;
pounds. My cockerels weighed two and
one-halt pounds each.
After haying I
a, second; Matthew Turner,
let
,d Edward Jordan,Maplemy chickens out of the run toward
for
free
ill
the
sefields. They
N- il P. Shaw, Caribou
night
range
Griffin Mapleton, second; always came back to the coop before
dark.
Hariribou,third;Clifford
Oct. 10 I selected my best cockerel and
v.
-set, second; David Noble
third.
Gold Coin, Carrol two best pullets for my exhibit and put
burn, second;Atwood Page, them by themselves. My 12 chickens
5
The three selected
Milton Blackstone Per- weighed 62 pounds.
I
Carmen Clifford Harrison, for rny exhibit weighed 16 pounds.
have
not
sold
of
any
my stock, but think
cond; Ellery Griffin, MapleCowill
net
me
18
cents
live
Marim
they
per pound
Any other variety
1,'
icello, first; Neil L. Bishop, weight,
Easton
ii,
Todd,
second; Guy
|JS
A Jackson Boys Experience.
is McCarlie,Dennysville third;
to
The story of Lloyd Bickford, also of
Monticello, third. Potato
Jackson and a member of the same clut
s taken by Maine boys three
inds.andS thirds a fine show- is worthy of note. He writes as follows:
j;i
I became a member of the club April
boys who were exhibiting
ftestants from all over the 6, 1916. I set one hen on 15 eggs, ot
which nine hatched. April 18 I set 15 eggs
ik States.
and four hatched.
May 1, I set 16 eggs
Corn Project.
and eight hatched. May 24 I set 15 eggs,
r n,
Paul Bonney Sumner,
jrn
and 11 hatched;
29 I set 15 eggs, 11
its
Moody, Liberty, third; Ter- hatched, June 4 May
set 15 eggs, It) hatched.
si, Corinna, third; Rudolph
c
1 lost 15 chickens in all, hatching out 53
:
sttirook, third. On essays, chickens from 90
it;;.eggs of which a strange
secLivermore

!

■

~

j,..

.,

Falls,
Bryant,
nrize totals, one first, one
three tliirds.
Canning Project.
Class, A, Inez Warren,
.bird; Canning total, one.
Poultry Project.
<hibit., J. Wallace Ames,
third; L. L. Bishop, Bow:.
Miscellaneous chickens,
Monmouth, third. Fowl
Milton McEwen, Bowdoin-

f

caught nine, one being caught by a
rat, four dying from wet and cold weather and another being killed by lice,leaving
cat

I second.

Judging.

Lincoln,Dennysville,
Machias, Norris Bryant,

lert R.

j
j

Rock of Light Brahmas.
n year old girl of Jackson
k of light Brahmas which
credit to the plant of any
is told by her in her story
."ds exhibited at the recent
Belfast, when the Waldo
and girls’ agricultural clubs
r annual session.
The Maine
ieved good results with the
member ol the Brooks ciub
is Miss Hattie McKinley of
it
story is told as follows:
J the State leader, organiz-

1

j

«

The Courier says:

Meeting in Swanville.

Veterans

The November meeting of the Waldo
County Veteran association was held
with Comet Grange, Swanville, Nov. 2nd,
and good traveling and a fair day brought
Swanville saw
out a large gathering.
the birth of the association 24 years ago,
Pr-sident J. G. Trask of Newburg called

meeting to order
present. The records

the forenoon
veterans

last meeting

with 45
of the

read by the secretary

were

adopted. Two comrades were
ported as having answered the last
and

re-

roll

call since the October meeting: Comrade
Charles Campbell of Winterport, Co. E,
19th Maine, and Comrade Freeman II.

Curtis,
marks

Maine.

26th
were

made

on

Appropriate

re-

the death of Charies

Campbell by Comrades Crockett and
Stinson, who served in the company with
him. Three long years he served his
country faithfully, always ready for any
service he was called to perform. He
came home to serve his town, county
and State

as

faithfully

as

he had served

It was
his country in its time of need.
the writer’s good fortune to meet with
him at his home and to tent with him at

Gettysburg, July 1913. A good man has
gone from our midst, what more can be
said of him.
The

president

Crockett,

appointed

Stinson and Nash

a

Comrades
committee

place of next meeting. Compresented an invitation
from Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, to
hold the December meeting with them
on

time and

rade Crockett

and the invitation

accepted. Then
sounded ar.d the boys
was

the dinner call was
fell into line and marched to the
room,

where

a

dining

fine repast awaited

some

hundred hungry appetites. Cigars
and the usual smoke talk
were passed
two

which followed was

enjoyed by

the

boys.

President Trask called the afternoon
38 in all, costing me $7.60 to feed them.
to order with a few appropriate
meeting
They were hatched on hay chaff in a stabie
remarks and the following program was
chamber and remained there two days.
Then 1 took them out of doors and put given: Singing, “Tramp, tramp, tramp,
them into coops, carrying them into the the
boys are marching”; prayer by Rev.
stable every night. After their mothers
A. A. Blair of Belfast; address of welleft them 1 let them stay out nights,
of
covering the coops with horse blankets to come. Mrs. Hattie M. F. Phillips
prevent the rain from beating in, and to Swanville; response by Comrade Cook of
keep them warm. Later in the summer Monroe; recitation, Gertrude Robertson;
1 used wire to shut them up at night in
Wilson Nickerson; recitation,
their coops so they would have plenty of reading,
fresh air and nothing could harm them. Celia Nickerson; exercises, recitations
When they were a week old I fed them and songs by the children; remarks by
on corn meal, bran and chick feed, conW. T. Nickerson, who welcomed the boys
tinuing this for ,six weeks; then 1 let to
Swanville; remarks by Comrade Stinthem run with my larger hens, feeding them bran anu corn. After several son, who called the roll of those who
weeks I fed them bran and meal in the signed the enlistment to fill Swanville's
Later 1 put
morning and corn at night.
quota in Co, E, 19th Maine, in the hail
them in a hen house wnere 1 had put new
where we now meet. All of the 13 have
j
roosts and new windows, driving them in
were
every night, feeding them tne same as I answered the last roll call. Six
before. The two pullets and one rooster Nickersons; four never came back; two
which 1 exhibited at the club contest in i came home and lived to fill
many places
Belfast Oct. 27 were taken from the first
of honor in their town, county and State.
lot, set April 6.
Rev. A. A. Blair came next, and he is a
good one when he gets with the old vet-

FOLEY
KeeD 5tn-:

in Fort Collins to meet the requirements
of a growing business, and now he has
had to move again for the same reason.
The store is as complete a clothing
store as any man would care to enter.
It is complete in every detail and offers
an
opportunity to display the stock of
goods in a manner more free than is
usually found in a clothing store. The
aim in furnishing the new establishment
with fixtures has been to have the goods
where they can be se'm. In the newspaper man’s diction he has given his
stock “publicity.”
Mr. Wilson gave his fixtures a great
deal of thought, and in his store will be
found some things not seen in other
clothing stores. They are fixtures designed by himself and made to order to
meet his requirements.
One illustration is the cap case. Men,
women and boys who have bought caps
are aware that when they wanted to select a cap they were forced to wait while
box after box was pulled down and the
caps were pulled out and then stuffed
back in the boxes or they were taken
from drawers where they had been
jammed in. This wall case is of glass
and every cap is in sight and easily inspected. It is as easy to select a cap as
it is to find a hat to suit. The store has
hat racks which will hold 1,000 hats, and
one rack pulled out displays over 150
styles and sizes at a time.
The clothing racks are of similar des gn and so arranged that when a man’s
size is determined the entire line can be
displayed in a minute, and the patron has
the opportunity to make his selection
without waiting for the suits to be pulled
out of stacks.
This is likewise true of the boys’ suits
and two very fine racks, glassed on top
and all sides, give a quick view of the
stock.
The scheme throughout the entire store
has been to make the goods ready for inspection. There are cases for neckwear,
gloves, mufflers and in fact for everything in the men’s and boys' ready-towear goods.
There is ample room for
the immense stock of goods carried and
the methods pursued in planning the fixtures show that the store is ready to give
quick service and good service.
As one enters the place, one glance
takes in the entire store and there is no
trouble in going direct to the department
where you wish io be served.
Even the
shoe department where practically everything is cased, looms up before the

Increase of More Than 250 Per Cent in
Total Outlay for Koads and Bridges in
Past Twelve Years.
increase iri total expenditures
for roads and bridges, growth of buildand
maintenance activities under
ing
State supervision, and a sharp decrease
in the proportion of contributions in the
form of statute labor, mark the
development of highway work in the United
States during the past 12 years. These
facts are brought out by statistics for
the calendar year 1915, recently
compiled
by the Office of Public Roads and Rural
of
the
Engineering
department of agriculture.
The total length of public roads in the
U ited States outside the limits of in'"
rporaled towns and cities was about
1 52,000 miles on January 1, t916.
Of
co t about 277,000 miles, or 11.3
per
th:r. were improved with some form of
su- acing.
The mileage of surfaced
roads has been increasing at the rate of
about 10,000 miles a year, and in 1915
approximately one-half of this increase
was made under the
supervision of State
highway departments.
In
addition,
these departments supervised the maintenance of nearly 52,000 miles of main
and trunk-line roads.
The increase in expenditures for road
and bridge work in the United States
has been from
approximately $80,000,000 per year in 1904 to about
$282,000.000 in 1915, ail increase of more than 250
cent.
The
per
expenditure of State
funds during this same period increased
from about $2,550,000 to more than
$53,000,000. In addition, more than $27,000,000 of local funds was spent under
State supervision in 1915,
bringing the
totai road and bridge expenditures manthe
States to $80,514,699. This
aged by
amount is greater than the total expenditures for roads and bridges from all
sources in 1904.
gruwin

a tie

IS

WILLIAM

BARNES?

The whereabouts of William Barnes,
who took French leave of the State hospital at about 4 o’clock Monday morning,
are still a mystery, and all efforts which
have been made with a view to locating
He is barefooted on top of his and returning him to the institution have
I erans.
Sweet -1 *ver Active -Bowels Regular
been without results.
Regarding the
head, but all right down along. Remarks
direction taken by him after leaving the
were made by Comrades George L. Merhospital there has been received no clue.
rill, our Chaplain, who always has some Barnes came from the town of Unity, in
good advice to give the boys. He is built Waldo county, but it is not considered by
that way. Comrade Woodbridge Ellis the hospital authorities that he would
strike out in that direction as he had at
spoke for the 19th Maine, and Comrades times expressed a desire to leave the
J. H. Stinson and Conant gave some State of Maine. He is a book binder bycheering words, W. J. Mathews, Mrs. trade and though he is not fond of work
it is thought possible that he may seek
1-lice Palmer, Mrs, Julia McKeen and
employment in that line. Supt. Tyson
Mrs. Curtis of Monroe made appropriate Baid
Thursday afternoon, in speaking of
remarks. The President left his Indian Barnes, that he did not consider the man
at home and did not take up much of the
insane, but more of a high grade imbecile. It is supposed that Barnes may
time. It was a most enjoyable meeting
have money which he had had secreted
and a rising vote of thanks was extend- outside of the
buildings, as he had quite
ed to the hosts. Closed by singing,” God a knack of picking up money by the sale
of
he
secured on the “dump"
which
rags
be with you till we meet again.”
and also by loaning money to others.—
A. Stinson, Sec’y.
Kennebec Journal.

TABLETS

For Infants and Children

<n Use For Over 30 Years
Alway-

**

v-

t

Sign a1
PERSONALS.

PITTSFIELD

Mrs. J. W. Manson and Mrs. Josephine
were in Bangor Wednesday for

cannot make

Tuesday morning for a visit with Mr.
arid Mrs. S. R. Haines in Boston.

Pictures
so
I

A summary of the November crop report for the State of Maine, as compiled

by

Crop

estimates

(and

through the Weather
Bureau), U. S. Department of Agriculture, is as follows:
Corn—Estimate this year 763,000 bushels; production last year, final estimate,
656,000 bushels.
Wheat
October estimate, 108.000
bushels; production last year, final estimate, 112,000 bushels.
Oats
October
estimate, 5,550,000
bushels; production last year, final estimate, 6,080,000 bushels.
October
Barley
estimate, 130,000
bushels; production last year, final estitransmitted

MAKES THE

—

GOOD
ONES

—

—

mate,

132,000

bushels.

Potatoes—Estimate this year, 25,500,000 bushels; production last year, final
estimate, 22,010,000 bushels.
Hay—September estimate, 1,833,000
tons; production last year, final estimate, 1,397,000 tons.

Apples—Estimate thiB year, 1,680,000
barrels; production last year, final estimate, 720,000 barrels.
Prices—The first price given below is

the average on November 1st this year,
and the second the average on November
1st last year. Wheat,—and—cents per
bushel. Corn, 138 and 84. Oats, 70 and
57. Potatoes, 144 and 80! Hay, $13.90
and $16.00 per ton. Eggs, 42 and 38 cents
per dozen.

See £hem.ai ihe
Besi The&ires

ifltomiiH

FOR FLETCHER’S

—

C AS TORI A

left

Attorney

J. W. Manson with Attorney |
H. Morse of Bangor were business
in
callers
Skowhegan Wednesday.
G.

Dr. W. L^Cargill, Mr, and Mrs. E. D.
Cali and son Aubrey, returned Monday
from a few days’ outing at Lagrange.

Raleigh Whittier arrived home Sunday
after passing a few days in Searsport in
company with his father, J. M. Whittier
of North Livermore.

Truman H. Cook of Rumford Falls,

Baptist Church Sunday evening. Special
was given.
A poem, “Our Missionaries,” written by Mrs. Mary B,
was
read
Wingate,
by Mrs. Jennie Randmusic

The tablet form of this old
a reliable remedy makes it possi
; ble for you to check any illness
a at the very onset.
It is a safe\ guard against coughs, colds and
r
other catarrhal conditions, no
ij matter what symptoms are
Catarrh is an inflammation of the mucous membrane that
lines the breathing apparatus and
the digestive apparatus. PERUNA
relieves catarrh. In tablet form it is

j manifest.

j
|
^

i EVER-READY-TO*TAKE
i
Its prompt action makes it in?

ij

!

j

1

valuable for men and women exposed to sudden changes in the
weather or compelled to be out in
slush and rain.
It will also be found most satisas a tonic following an attack of illness.

factory

lett. Miss Coe is retiring after a six and
a half years’ work in,India and with her
parents will pass the winter in Florida.
While in town she was the guest of Dr.
and Mrs. E. A. Porter.
Miss Coe was
tendered a reception Monday afternoon
at the home of C. E. Henry and in the
evening at the Baptist parsonage.—
Pittsfield Advertiser.
Don’t Let Skin Troubles Spread.
Trivial blemishes

warning
Bkin

are

of serious skin

troubles

grow.

sometimes the first
diseases. Neglected

Dr.

Hobson’s

Eczema

Ointment promptly stops the progress of eczeheals stubborn cases of pimples, acne,
blotchy, red and scaly akin. The antiseptic
qualities of Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment kill
the germ and prevent the spread of the trouble.
For cold sorea or chapped bands. Dr. Hobson’s
Eczema Ointment offers prompt relief. At
your Druggist, 60c.

ma,

CARRY A BOX

!'
,1

Children Cry

McGilvery

who has been passing a few days at his
former home in Troy, where he was
looking after his apple crop, was the
guest of his brother, E, L. Cook, Monday, returning home Tuesday.
Miss Amy Coe, who has been a missionary in Balasore, India, spoke at the

THE NOVEMBER CROP REPORT.

the Bureau of

Mr. and Mrs. William

]

f

where ver you go. Travelers and others compelled to lake long drives in the cold and
anyone whose occupation subjects him to
the danger of sudden colds may use it as a
preventive with the assurance that the
tablet.: made are from the same formulary
as the liquid medicine with its 44 years of
•*uccess before the American Public.

Tbe

Per ana

Compaay,

Colombia, Ohio

Took The Huft Out Of Her Back.
Anna Byrd, Tuscumbia, Ala., writes;
"I was down with my back so I could not stand
j
up more than half the time, Foley Kidney I
Pills took ail of the hurt out.” Rheumatic
1
pains, Bwollen ankles, backache, stiff joints and
sleep disturbing bladder ailments indicate disordered kidneys and bladder trouble. Sold
Mrs.

Everywhere.

told to “wait

was

a

min-

Mr. Thomas answered and 3V i ones
said, “What the deuce
is the matter with your telephone, Charlie?
This is the
fourth time I have called you.”
To which Mr. Thompson replied, “Oh ! it
was you that was
calling? I did answer the telephone three times and was
told each time to ‘wait a minute.’ I could not
see any
reason why I should waste
my time holding the line for
someone else, so I hung
If you yourself had been
up.
on the line,
ready to talk the first time I answered, you
would have saved each of us a lot of time and

bother.”

Jones

was

cured,

When answering the telephone, it is
aggravating to be told
to ‘wait a minute,” and yet hundreds of
people impose
in just that way on those they have occasion to
call.
It may be easier for the busy m an to save time
by asking a
clerk to put in a call, but the other
person should receive
due consideration and not be
unnecessarily inconvenienced.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
and telegraph COMPANY

Ifil
WslSSyp

E. R.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
THE

WOMEN

Montana has

IN

Congressman and one
Miss Jeanette Rankin,

or to

Let.

My residential properly at the corner of
Park and Hathorn streets, Pittsfield, Maine.
Fifteen room house with large stable atmehed.
Surrounded by big maples, with small garden
plot In the rear. Built-in garage for summer.
Heated garage and workshop for cold weather;
150 gallon gasoline storage.
A particularly
good opening for a physician. Also two driving horses. One saddle horse. Apply to
V. T, LATH BURY, M L>..
85 Stone Street,Augusta, Me.
4w43p

POLITICS.

one

SPEAR, ftlanager.

For Sale

BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND B L AD OF R

FOR

^

Congresswoman,
running on the Republican ticket, won
despite the fact that the State is counted

the Wilson side. Her presence in the
House of Representatives will change
Congressional manners and customs for
two years at least.
Very likely no succeeding National Legislature will deliberate without at least one woman in its
on

Sheriff’s Saie.

membership’.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

What the women would do with their
votes was the preelection question in the
minds of political experts. Something
of what they have done is clear, despite
the confusion of a disputed Presidential

October 25, 1916.
Taken this 25th day of October, 1916, on exeda Led October 6. 1916. issued on a judgment ren iered by th- Supreme Judicial Court
count.
for the County of Wuido. at a term thereof
made California doubtful, it is ;
begun and held on flit- fourth Tuesday of Sepreported, by voting for the President tember. A. I). 1916, to wit, on the thirtieth day
did for of September, 1916, in favor of Florence N.
much more generally than
Mr.
The Child Labor law and ! Perry of Burnham in said C >unty of Waldo,
tne
of the antiwar sentiment to against Ru us Reynolds ot said Burnham, for
four hundred ($400 00), debt or damage, and
Mr. Wilson are
as ,he reasons for
dollars and thirty-three cents ($30.33),
women’s support. In the States of Kan- thirtyof
costs
suit, and will be old at publ’e auction
sas and
the women turned at the Post office in said
Hurntnin, to the highthe trend as they did in California.
est bidder, on the 16th day of December, 1916,
In Illinois it was different. They were at ten o’clock in the f.n-o.ton, the following
more
Democratic than the men in j described real estate and ail the right, title
Democratic districts and more solidly and interest which the said Rufus Reynolds
has and had in and to the same on the ninth
districts.
in
of July, 1915, che time when the same was
have not upset the country, but day
attached on the .vrit in the same suit, to wit:
the country knows they are voting.—
A certain lot or parcel >f land and buildings
Ho3ton Globe.
thereon, situated in said Burnh <m. WaldoCounty, Maine, bounded and described as follows,
to wit: Commencing at the east end of the
November Weather.
bridge crossing the S- basticook River at Burnham Village; thence running in :tn easterly
Early cold snaps, storms Biid sleet, snow and direction
on the north line of
the r.»ad leading
slush, cause coughs ar.d colds, Foley’s Honey t from said Burnham to Troy, to land now or
and Tar acts quickly, cuts the phlegm, opens | formerly occupied by Charles E, Sherman;
thence northerly on land of said Sherman to
air passages, allays irritation, heals inflamthe Sebasticook River; thence it. a.south westermation and enables the sufferer to breathe
ly direction along the said Bebasticook River
easily and naturally so that Bleep is not dis- to the first mentioned bound; being the same
premises conveyed to said Rufus Reynolds by
turbed by hacking cough, Solti Everywhere.
Eri L). Bickford, by deed dated January 19,
1909, ami recorded in the Registry of Deeds
Giftfor Waldo County, Book 293, Page 251.
Camden’s
W, L. GRAY,
3w44
At a recent meeting of the Camden
Deputy sheriff.

They

cution

I

Hughes.
linking

they

given

\
j

Washington

solidly

Republican
They

Reputdican

|

j

Splendid

Public

library trustees, announcement
made that Mrs. Edward Bok, one of
the town’s public-spirited summer residents, had presented the Ocean House
lot. corner of Main street and Atlantic
avenue, to the town for a home for a
future library building and a public park
for the town. This lot includes all ot the
Decrow land on both sides ot Atlantic
avenue, and the financial value of the
gift may be realized from the fact that
this lot has been held at a price of $12,000. It is a splendid gift, the best the
town has ever received and it means a
great deal for the future of the town.
The lot is one the people have long
wanted, hut felt the town could not
It means, no doubt, that
afford to buy.
in the near future Canitien will have a
fine library building on ibis lot and this
centrally located piece of land will be
open to the people for generations to
was

come.

—

FOR SALE
My house,

E. Q. FROST,

streets.

tf40

Belfast, Maine.

Gnaranteeu work In Chiropody, Manicurnp and Shampooing. Also facial Work
Fuli line of ail kinds of Hair Work at
my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phienix Row.
23tt

EVIE HOLMES.

WOOLENS

The Penalty for
a Good Reputation
When an article has been on the
market for years and has given comwhen
used
satisfaction
in
plete
thousands of homes it creates for
itself a valuable reputation, yet at
the same time this good reputation
has its penalty.
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
enjoys a splendid reputation, for it
has been used for three generations.
Its fair name and high repute have
created a demand for it, and to supply this demand at a greater profit
imitations and substitutes are offered.
Purchasers who know the original
cannot be fooled by any “just as
good’* offering and it is worth the
effort of any one who wants a reliable
cough syrup to insist upon the original and genuine Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound, which has proven so
valuable for the relief of coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough

situated on the
of Salmcnd and Cedar

corner

Camden Herald.

SOLD EVERYWHERE
•

Talk?

That happened three times; then Jones
got mad and put in
the call himself.

surfaced.

CASTOR IA

to

A few minutes later when -Tones got
ready to talk, he found
no one on the line.
Thinking the operator had cut him
off, he asked the clerk to put in the call again.

m

METRO
Moil

When Mr. Thomas answered, he
ute.”

importance oi the State
has been rapid. The
first of these agencies was created in 1891
in New
Jersey, and now some form of
highway department exists in every
State except Indiana, South Carolina and
Texas. Since their inception these departments had expended to January 1,
1916, an aggregate of $265,350,825 in
State funds for road and bridge construction, maintenance, and administration.
They had constructed over 50,000 miles
of roads in cooperation with the States.
More than 40,000 miles of these roads
were

Ready

Mr. Jones wanted to talk with Mr. Thomas and asked his
clerk to call him by telephone.

highway department

The falling off in the value of road
work performed by statute and convict
labor was from $20,000,000 in 1904, when
the total road expenditures were $80,000,000, to about $15,000,000 in 1915,
when the total expenditures had grown
to $282,000,000
This wa3 a reduction
from 25 per cent of the total in the former year to less than 5 1-2
per cent of
the total in 1915.
An increase in the use of better and
patron.
more expensive
types of roads also is
An immense stock of goods has been
shown by the recently compiled statisadded to the large lines carried before
tics. This development has been due, in
the change in locations was made and
large part, to the great increase in autothe establishment is enjoying an increasmobile traffic.
It is estimated that there
ed volume in business.
are now
approximately two and one-half
The m w electric sign has attracted a
million automobiles in use on the roads
good deal of attention. Two peacocks of the country, or one car for every mile
on each side of an electric fountain have
of road. This present motor traffic is in
been properly colored and the brilliant
excess of traffic of all sorts 12 years ago.
hues of the tail feathers are flashed conThe cash road and bridge expenditures
The
fountain
withtinually,
operates
of the United States averaged only $28
out interruption. At the base of this is
per mile of rural roads in 1904.
In 1915
an oval sign,
“Wilson, My Clothier," this
average had grown to $109 per mile.
with a border of red lights.
The electriNew Jersey led all other States, both in
cal device is so arranged that the red
1904 and in 1915, with $221 and $475 per
lights appear to be circling the sign con- mile,
Nevada made the
tinuously. The lighting system of the least respectively, in both
expenditure
years—$3.72
interior and the show windows as well as
mile
in 1904 and $17 per mile in 1915.
the store lights give Mr. Wilson the right per
to call his place “The Daylight Store.”
WHERE

Are You

Rapid

Seavey
the day.

All Ihe

i

highway expendmures.

SAVE MONEY by buying dress

!

material
and coatings direct from
Factory. Write for
samples and state garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD.
3ie46
Box B. Camden, Maine.

STORAGE
First class accommodation for furniture
s forage at $1.00 per month
per load
Apelon b. gilchrest.
ply *®

NOTICE
Purchased
ritv

»hu»‘

a

Ford delivery car and
part of the
parties very reason.

in any
°r<?f,r8 8,nt* deliver
cut

«?°w,1l.take
^

ca*

w,il carry

seven

passengers.

Pi D. H. CARTER, Groceries,
Telephone 257-3

39

S^‘-Belfast.

ure

PUBLISHED

The Republican jour. Pub. Co.

Kor unu square, one
i'Vertising Terms.
n.ngth in column, 25 cents for one week
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

In advance, $2.00 a
Si bscription Terms.
for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

It is reported that the official count in
California will not be completed before
the first of December, but the election is

that

are

Michigan, Oregon,

was

M.

flag

of the

given,

code

one

do

—

mittee

secure

to visit the city
the co-operation of

teachers and

parents along this line.
So that railroad strike is only in sus- Flag codes are to be sent for, to distribPresident Wilson and Reprepense.
ute among the children.
The chapter
sentative Adamson succeeded in post- I
it till after election. Now it is
after election, and—the cat came back.—
Lewiston Sun.
Now that the election is over yon. will
see the troops withdrawn from Mexico.

poring

Reports

Montana

from

picValley Forge,”
and it was decided to give some of these
to the county superintendent of schools
for distribution, together with the flag

had secured

:

adopted prohibition by a
Evidently the voters

the State has

At

decided majority.

did not believe what

cam-

to

it

Friday

Last

why

they

will not affect the result.

Senate is

Democratic

will

doubt be

no

and

contiol,

under

Democrat in

a

Since the

the

foregoing

White

been announced that

the

may control the House, but
that as open to doubt.
It is of

these

no

to his

Republicans
we regard

personal
interest.
Many

a

how much

longer

he

down, toe
trunks scraped,

deadwood cut out, the
removing all the loose bark, and

{reatment
out

new

as

this

continued the trees put
wood and the fruit increased in
was

size and

quality, until all
good apples—one tree

Re-

bore

and

of fine flavor.

but

one

tree

a sweet apple
A later experience was
on a rented place, where the
garden, of
which the writer took
charge, in-

local committee men to do their dutv. It
would not have been surprising if the

♦

Cranber-

|

0

;;

Vegetables, Etc.

kinds

TELEPHONE

1

of
125

H. L. WHITTEN CO.

:

_-

for the whole

the whcle country about.”

says in the
has been served upon him that he must
strengthen his Cabinet, which, with the

exceptions
the

Lansing,

of McAdoo and

weakest

that

Chief Executive in

ever
our

surrounded

is i
a

the Houses

He must discard

who are nobodies! At present, the Wilson Cabinet is a joke—a disand

Lynns,

grace!”
The Los Angeles Tribune recently

se-

cured many statements from business
men in prohibition
States in regard to
the effect of
says:

prohibition.
“Ninety-nine out

The Tribune
of

a

hundred

testify that so far as business is concerned, the closing of the saloon is the
best thing that can happen.” That is a
statement that cannot be controverted.
A certain amount of money is expended

community and whatever goes into
the till of the rumseller is diverted from
legitimate business concerns, and in

in

a

many cases deprives women and children
Not
of necessary food and clothing.

only that,

but the saloon breeds crime,
enforcing the

and the increased cost of
laws anJ of

maintaining jails

and

re-

formatories is entailed upon the taxpayers. Is it any wonder that State after State is declaring for prohibition?
It is

an

interesting

!

He must

time.

abandon the plan of individual domination that appears to have obsessed Dr.

Wilson.

IMPROVEMENT

fact that Waldo

county now numbers among its progressive farmers men from the Garden of
Maine and the Garden of Nova Scotia.
As every one knows, Aroostook county,
where the potato is king, is the Garden
Maine, and- the Annapolis valley,
famed for its fruit, and particularly for
its apples, is the Garden of Nova Scotia.
It has been demonstrated that in yield

of

of potatoes per acre, and in quality,
Waldo county equals, if it does not excel,
Aroostook county; and its capabilities
for apple growing are very great. It
has large orchards now in Brooks and
Winterport, and on a lesser scale fine
fruit is grown in other sections of the

county. It could easily be made to take
rank in apple producing with any section
in the world. Its facilities for shipping
by rail or water are of the best, and supplemented by the trolley lines that are

1

SOCIETIES.

$

Boston

i

\I

Market

A

SERVICE STATION.

Celery.

\

i

Battery.

Auto Tires Vulcanized at the same low prices.

Belfast Steam

|

Vulcanizing Co.,

0

L. F. WARDEN, Proprietor,

|

Main Street, Belfast,

2w46p

over

Whiting Creamery.

Mr.

;

Leslie Bean

Mrs.

and

Damariscotta for

from

a

visit

arrived Sunday
with relatives.

I

B

Winnie Hopkins has returned home
from a six weeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs.
Will Nottage, in Waterville.

THANKSGIVIN

I

SWiFT,"fflasonic Te

|

Mrs.

CHAS, F.

Mrs. Jas. DeVere and daughter Avis, returned to Brewer Tuesday morning, after a
week’s visit with her mother, Mrs. Jennie Ear-

I have just received full lines

row.

P. Savery went to Bangor Monday
to inspect the Mary Todd Lincoln Tent, D, of
V., and went from there to Portland WednesMrs. Etta

___

the good
present interest as weii as for
of-those who shall come after us that we
shall strive to make our houses and gardens more attractive, to improve our
highways, extend our waiks, better our
drains, beautify our open spaces and enourcourage love for our vi lage among
selves and those who come to us as visiThe work will benefit us materialtors.
ly and physically as well as intellectually
We shall add to the
and spiritually.
cheer and joy of our communal life, and
and promoting
while creating beauty
utility, create also a higher appreciation
of things that are beautiful and a better
conception of things that are useful.
The Journal has always been interested in and an advocate of the village improvement societies, and many years

The Churches.
Unitarian church next Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Arthur F-. Wilson, will
preach on “What Faith has Done and Still May
Do.” Sunday school will convene at noon.
At the

to the absence from the city of Rev.
Blair, for two Sundays, the pulpit of the
Universalist church will be supplied by a professor or student from the Bangor
Theologi-

Owing

A. A.

cal

Seminary.
Sunday
auspices

The first
under the

will be

School

Institute to be held

of the East Maine Confer-

held with the

Grace Methodist
church in Bangor Nov. 21st and 22nd. The
delegates from the Belfast Methodist church
Sunday school are Clarence E. Frost, Miss
Lena A. Sanborn and Rev. and Mrs. Horace B.
Sellers.
ence

village improvement

societies—a

Con-

necticut man, if memory serves aright—
but whose name is not now recalled.
While the

of Village

welcome. At 2.30 Mr. Sellers will preach in
the East Northport chapel. At 7 30
p, m. a
Gospel service will be held, with a sermon on

name

Improvement “Religion—a Necessity

A COMBINATION

No other medicines possess such
curative properties as these two great
restoratives, Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Pep; i roil Pills, working together.
They reach the impure, impoverished, poisoned, devitalized blood, and
the worn, run-down, overworked, exhausted system.
They awaken the
appetite, aid digestion, purify and
vitalize
the
blood,
give renewed
strength to the whole body, produce
sound, natural sleep, and a complete
restoration to good health. Two dollars
invested in these two medicines will
bring better results than four dollars
spent in any other course of treatment
or attendance.
It will be wise to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills today. They
are sold by all druggists everywhere.
Accept no substitutes. 200 dose3 $2.

ft

BELFAST.

EAST

We have bought a new, first class equipment for charging batteries.
Send us your battery for the winter and we guarantee you first class service.
We are also agent far the popular and much used “Exide”

—

Immense Amount of Good.

ft

mmmmmrnmmmmm——————i——mmmJ

Storage Battery

or Luxury.”
This,
Thursday, evening the pastor will answer any
The Journal recently made editorial
religious questions the members may submit
To-morrow, Friday, evening the
mention of the Village Improvement So- like work many years betore, ana tney , to him.
members of the Epworth League will meet at
ciety of Bluehill, and soon after received originated with, if not wholly composed
the parsonage to prepare for their rummage
from the secretary and treasurer, Miss of, the women of the towns and villages.
sale to be held Nov. 24th and 25th.
Alice A. Holt, a neat little booklet con- In the little town where the boyhood of
First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor Rich
taining the bylawB, officers, committees the writer was spent he recalls the supardson minister, residence 1 Northport avenue,
and list of members of this society,which
pers given by the women of the place telephone 212-3. In cases of sickness or
was organized Sept. 21, 1915.
It con- seventy or more years ago to raise money trouble, this
church, through its minister, will
cludes with “An Appeal,” that applies to build sidewalks and to improve a new gladly serve
anyone desiring such services
to
other
communities which are as
equally
cemetery, an uncultivated piece of land whether or not connected with the church.
yet without a society of this kind:
having been bought for that use. The At 10.45 next Sunday morning, preaching ser“The proofs of God’s existence
Nature bestowed on this part of the Belfast Improvement society was born vice; topic,
Maine coast beauties of scenery rarely at a cottage on the shore where a few and daily presence. How He looks upon war,
equaled. It is possible we fail to appre- ladies were Bpending the afternoon, and suffering and sin. How suffering proves there
is a God.” A sermon for perplexed people. At
ciate as we might, and ought, the varied
it did much
charms of mountain, ocean and sky; but in the years that followed
12 m., the Bible school convenes in the church
It endeavored to in- and
we are
proud of this little town by the excellent work.
visitors are cordially welcomed. Young
sea, and whether it be the home of our troduce manual training in the public people’s service at 6.30 in the vestry, to which
nativity, or the home of our adoption, we
schools, had a cooking school here for young folks are invited. Evening service at
are uniting in this organization to work
school 7.30; minister’s topic, “The marriage relation
for the betterment of conditions and to two seasons, built a bandstand on
how the son and daughter should behave coadd to the attractiveness of Blue Hill as common, placed barrels about the streets
a place of residence.
in which to deposit rubbish and paper, wards their parents,” the concluding sermon
To make the work of the Blue Hill
in an intensely interesting series of discourses.
rustic seats on the school common
Village Improvement Society a success placed
Every person with parents in the home should
a
it is necessary that citizens generally and on Northport avenue, employed
hear this last sermon. Preaching at the Northshall take an active interest in it. Tastes forester to prune and do other necessary
Church at 2.30 p. m. This, Thursand capacities differ, and a diversity of work on the shade trees that line our port Baptist
day, evening at 7.30 the weekly prayer meetgifts as well as a multiplicity of hands
a
the
for
city public ing: Public cordially invited.
be employed in the many ways in streets, and secured
can
which our village may be beautified and park on Northport avenue and had
SWANV1LLE.
our enjoyment of its charms enhanced.
moved there .the bath houses and ovens
The movement is not altogether altruist'C
for clambakes it had previously estabW. Nickerson is shingling his house.
J,
It is for our
nor yet altogether selfish.
lished on the shore a short distance above.
W. S. Nickerson has been putting new
While this society has been quiescent of shingles on his buildings.
late, its efforts in the past have inspired
The L. A, S. will meet with Mrs. H. M.
our
Chase Thursday, Nov. 23rd.
many to individual efforts to make

THAT WORKS WELL

Mince Meat

FOGG’S MARKET

may not have been previously
used there were organizations for doing

an

Bucklin’s Honie=Made

Mrs.

Society

Doing

K

Howes’ Block, Belfast Vlaine

of

people. Julius Chambers
Brooklyn Eagle: “Notice

■

of

Supply

Meats of all Kinds.

ago when there were several of these
Maine, like that of cluded a pear tree that was apparent- organizations in Waldo county, and they
The service in the Congregational church
New Hampshire, had gone to Wilson. ly in such a hopeless condition, havwere frequently mentioned in our correThe Democratic committee men in this ing borne no fruit worth while for spondence, we wrote to the secretary next Sunday will be held at 10.45 a. m. The
minister will continue his course of sermons
State were well supplied with funds and several years, that it was proposed to of each
society asking for particulars as on the “Kingdom of God;”
topic of sermon,
cut
it
down.
But
instead
it wa3 pruned, to the date of
worked quietly,but effectively,in getting
organization, membership, “Conditions necessary for the Kingdom.” All
out their vote, tvhile the Republican comscraped a>-d the ground around it cleared work accomplished or projected, with a are invited.
Sunday school at noon. A special
mittee men apparently did nothing, and of grass and weeds, and the next season view to
giving them all possible aid and collection will be taken in the Sunday school
it
bore
a
had laid on their oars since the Septemquite crop of fine pears. This encouragement; but did not receive a in behalf of the Armenian Relief Fund' A
illustrates what may be done with old
ber election,
single reply. Whether this was simply very generous response is hoped for. Totrees.
But if such trees are to be negnight, Thursday, the mid-week service will be
or whether these societies were
neglect,
Newspapers friendly to President Wil- lected we agree with Dr. Twitchell that
held in the vestry at 7.30.
Topic of sermon,
composed of those who “Do good by “John’s evidence
son are expressing the hope that he will
on behalf of Christ.”
they “should be cut down and removed, stealth, and blush to find it fame” we
not look forward to a third term, but
for there can be no more serious menace
At the Methodist Church next Sunday mornare unable to say.
instead ot working during the coming
to the industry than neglected trees.
ing Rev. Horace B. Sellers will preach on
colleca
multitudinous
in
Somewhere
four years,as he has in his present term,
Here is where pests of all kinds, and
“Making Christians,” The sermon will be
tion of leaflets and pamphlets we have
for re-election, he will devote his enerpreceded by a short talk to the boys and girls.
diseases of all description, find natural
of
the
the
of
article
an
originator
telling
gies to making a record as a president
Sunday school at 12 m., when visitors will be
breeding place and become a menace to
electoral vote

Also A Good

■ ■—..

a

number of

knowledge,

Raisins, Fresh and Dried

Fruits, Celery, Lettuce,
ries. Cneeses, and all

this and kin-

The suckers were cut

ers.”

use

wholly, due to the over confidence of
publicans and failure of the National

on

could not say. They had evidently received no care in all that time; were full
of dead wood and surrounded by “suck-

House.

to cry over spilt
milk, but it is evident that the Republican defeat Nov. 7th was in part, if not
course

!>

or-

apple trees on
natural fruit—which the
owner said had been there for fifty years

written it has

was

young

place—all

the

under

conditions it is better that there should
be

authority

In this connection

There were

House,

the

Democratic and

though close,
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THANKSGIVING

complete.

ery, Table

and money

experience may be of
years ago the writer bought a quarteracre on which to build a summer home.

The

Nuts, Confection-

NER

trees, and gives good reasons
they should be retained and properly

cared for.

$

;;

the old

electoral votes; arid although there has
since been much talk of recounts, split
votes and legal contests it is safe to say

DIN-

make your

dred matters, comes to the defence of

that

Wilson had carried California and had
more than the needed majority of the

that

an

*

of Kennebec Po-

give their time
building up of their

Twitched,

announced

was

the

to

I

p

Native Waldo County Turkeys®
ft
Geese, Ducks, Venison,

full line of Fancy Groc

i:

H

Weighing from 5 to 7 Pounds.

at

meeting

recent

a

eries, and everything needed

chards and “let the old trees go.” In a
communication to the Maine Farmer, reprinted on the 6th page, Dr. G. M.

de-

common

that beautiful

his hearers to

a

crook, policemen are scoundrels, many
of the women are of questionable reputation,’’ and that the residents "have
little, if any, conception of
cency.”

We have

“Cultural Methods in Orcharding," urged

sher-

this State is

iff elected to office in

a

j;

mona, Assistant Hortieulturalist Sweetsir of the U. of M., in an address on

said of Maine,

was

pioneer prohibition State, by a
paigner for the Wets; that “every
the

copies of
“Washington

codes.

that :

indicate

of

ture

j

I

!

<>

I

(CHICKENS

i

l

appointed

was

schools and

i;

coming year.
made regarding the

I

Ready for the Trade

Now

i«*»

in the

valuable information may be obtained
There are many Democrats who be- ; from the early pionpers while they are
lieve Maine could have been successfully
There was a strong desire
carried for Wilson if some leader other yet living.
on the part of all the members that the
than Pattangall had been in charge
school children be educated to revere
Portland Argus.
Doubted. The Democrats of this be- and salute our country’s flag, and a com-

lief could probably all be found in the
Argus office.

& Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

Scott

1

for your

Thanksgiving Dinner |

IT MAY BE EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED.

to the

might
President, gave Hughes a majority of |
were
Princeton, where President Suggestions
150,000.
of the trails of the Lewis and
Wilson voted, was carried by Hughes, marking
in and around Bozeman,
The Presi- | Clark expedition
896 votes to 825 for Wilson.
The feeling was quite general that much
dent lost his own election district by 37. ;
R.

A.

|j

utterly failed.

If you are a rheumatism sufferer, or feel its first
symptoms, start on Scott’s Emulsion at once,

Y. M. C. A. and the other to the citylibrary. In response to roll call several
suggestions were made as to what the D.

State of the

the home

C. A. and two framed

copies

ernor.

Jersey,

to the Y.

A large

occasions

Nebraska, Montana and South Dakota
have declared for State-wide prohibition,
and Florida has elected a prohibition govNew

Three framed

tism when other treatments have

the Y. M. C. A.

__

WIrTbookm orders

has made Scott’s famous for relieving rheuma-

In-

flag that floats from
building on all special
a gift of the chapter.
pictures were presented

fluence.”

over now.

Indications

of National

“Women

on

papers

I

[
$(om mm I
fthat

prizes were offered and
awarded to the pupils in the eighth
grades of the city schools for the best

their custom

year;'$1.00

{

many people, crippled and lame from rheumatism*
owe their condition to neglected or incorrect treatment!
It is the exact combination of pure Norwegian Cod liver
Oil with glycerine and hypophosphites as contained in

How

It may be of interest to the Maine
Daughters of the American Revolution
to know what Mt. Hyalite Chapter, D.
A. R., of Bozeman, Montana, did during
ihe past year and what they propose to
Jo the coming year.
In accordance with

.ARLES A. PILSBUUY. (I3ug;ne&s Manager

am!

DISTRESSING RHEUMATISM

will
:ets from every town. An increase in
; arm values will naturally follow.

j

BY

MBKSDAi

r.YF.jr.

the county advances in

as

agriculture and orcharding,
be ready access to the mar-

M here

ohXPAST. THURSDAY. NOV. 16, 1916

inc;

to come

Republican Journal j J airying,

The

city

more

attractive year

by

year.

Rheumatism Follows Exposure.
In the rain all day is generally followed by
of rheumatism or neuralgia,
Sloan’s Liniment will give you quick relief and

painful twingea

Mr. and Mrs. A. T, Nickerson attended the
Pomona Grange meeting in Brooks.

Chauncy Hardison of Bangor spent 3at\.day and Sunday with his family at A. E. Cun-

prevent the twinges from becoming torture.
It quickly penetrates without rubbing and ningham’s.
soothes the sore and aching joints. For sore,
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Strickland of Bangor
stiff, exhausted muscles that ache and throb were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Cunning*
Bffords
quick
from overwork, Sloan’s Liniment
ham Sunday.
relief. Bruises, sprains, strains and other
Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson fell through the
soothed
minor injuries to children are quickly
at shed floor and strained the muscles of her
by Slosn’s Liniment. Get a bottle to-day
right arm and shoulder quite badly.
your Druggist, 25c.
Frank Cunningham and Miss Alma Lamb of
Greenfield, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Cunningham and daughter Edna, motored here
Sunday and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
FOR FLETCHER’S
A Cunningham.

Clinciren Cry

CASTOR!

Nearly all of
very interesting noon luncheB.
the pupils are obliged to carry their lunch,
and many who are not anticipate the noon

Fancy Cheese!J

lunch. The pupils carry whatever they choose,
and at noon the teacher frys or boils what
they have brought, and hot cocoa or tea is
made for them and they all enjoy a fine, hot

provided by

teacher and each

the

one

A SPECIALTY.

are

takes

hold and ‘does up the work” after the lunch.
This is a good thing for the young people, and
their appreciation of what their teacher is do-

Fine

Everything wanted

Thursday morning, Nov. 9th, about 2.30 the
building* owned by Frank Pierce were burned
Mr. Pierce and family had
to the ground.

*

moved to Camden,where he has work. Wednesday night he finished packing the goods and
left, so he stated, about 11.30 for Camden with
the last lobd. About 2.30 the next morning
me

of

n

to

a

the

morning, but in less time than it takes

tell it the whole

nad

could

out arousing the
task at that time

then
save

gained
the

corner was

headway

such

out.
that

The fire

buildings.

The fire

nothing

department

Rand in Bangor

ten feet
ity of the fire and this had only about
nf water in it. The burning house was close
to several other wooden dwellings and a store
and the firemen undertook to get water from

rived here

the harbor. Unfortunately it was low tide and
the engine when driven out on the flats nearsank out of sight, and Chief Shute and

ly

Finally
others went in over their hip boots.
3,000 feet of hose were laid across the lower
bridge

to the

hydrant

at

the

Coe-Mortimer

plant and the firemen succeeded in confining
the fire to the Pierce house, saving the nearby
property. A fierce wind had breezed up and
but for hard work by the firemen the whole
would have been swept by fire. As it
was the people who lived nearby were greatly
frightened for a while. The cause of the fire
is unknown. The buildings were valued at
about $1,000, and with contents were insured

corner

with Field & Quimby for $800. Friday mornin the
ing the high wind caused the embers
cellar to blaze up and Chief Shute sent a detail
of men and the engine over and as it was high
tide there was plenty of water and the fire was
completely drowned out. Mr. Pierce did not
know of his

loss

until notified by telephone

Saturday morning.

one

last

Thursday

on

were

Friday for

a

in

business.

Ridley, of Winnegance,

Miss Albertina

The E

day last week.

Dickey and Herbert Cooper

Bangor

quicttly

week-end visit at G.

(without the aid

A.

Palmer’s.

And

Washington,

Piper,

of

very

Forrest Grant will go to Boston this
a visit with his son and daughter

for

and

Most

Glasse

large and handsome raccoon was
trapped recently by John Bowden in the neighborhood of North Searsport.
A

the

D.

At Reasonable

week

Broken Lenses

there,

will remain several weeks.

Holt, of West Sullivan, who has
visiting Mrs. G. A. Palmer and has called
on many friends during her stay here, returned
to her home on Saturday.
Mrs. H. A.

Chase &

been

■^Optometri

Lucky Day whiat club met with Mrs,
Herbert Cooper last Friday, with invited guests
The

table.

v

25 Main Street,

The first

prize was won
by Mrs. A. F. Durham, and the consolation by
to fill

extra

an

Mrs. G. A. Palmer.

and

Mr.

Mrs. L. F. Simpson visited their

|

Cooper, on election
day, and were accompanied on their return
home by Miss Mabel Cooper, who will remain
with them during her vacation.
Miss Maria Sanborn, formerly of this place,

daughter.

Mrs.

Herbert

much is said about tired women it
remembered that men also pay the
are
penalty of over-work. When the kidneysfeels
weafc, inactive or sluggish, when one^
tired out and miserable, has the “blues,” lacks
A shower in honor of Miss F’lora Twombly.
Pills are |
energy and ambition, Foley Kidney
was recently announced,
tonic and strengthening. They act quickly, whose engagement
I was given by Mrs. W. E. Hebard on Nov. 9th
Sold Everywhere.
of
j at the Conant residence. Quite a number
! guests were present, and many useful and
beautiful gifts were received by Miss Twombly.
Keen l>to-;,rch jweel -1 -ver Active -Bowels Regular
While
must be

hit

C., was in
town last week for a short visit, leaving for
home Thursday morning.
A.

F.

>

By Modern Scientif:

ar-

Kata destroy *****
bilKoa do Ma»r»
math a4 food mad property (W1
Mta wad ados mad tin* ratr b» vv?
a

FOIE! GJHAMIC TABLETS

a

RAT CORN

died Nov. 12th at the home of her niece in
Dorchester, Mass., and was brought to the
home of her sister, Mrs. Henry Webber, from
which place she was buried on Wednesday

Men Peel Tired, loo.

I

We Exarm

Forrest Grant and Andrew Moore recently
bought Ford cars.
Mrs. Elwin Dickey visited Mrs. Marshall

under great difficulties. There is no city water
in East Belfaet and only one well in the vicin-

responded

possible;

|

Dim

see.

MONROE.

Elwin

as

Thanksgiving

Grape Fruit, Oranges, Grapes

but worked

as

for a

Call and

the nearest neighbors was awaKeneu
window and was

glare of fire through his
not long getting dressed and
neighbors. This was quite a

ay

Confectionery I1

In Boxes and in Bulk.

ing for them is shown in the increased interest in their school work,

k W mb*

to tae. IWadly to rats
bat karvLsa ta banaa Itonp
Rata amply dry op. No «**
Vahsabfe bookirt
wWrtt
in aacb cam. ‘’Hoar to DertloT Rata.
25c-, 50c. mad
$5.00
6-ftv.
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SWAN-WHI1 TEN-P!CK1 Ob
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UP FROM DEPTHS OF DESPAIR
WOMAN SHOWS HER GRATITUDE
BY TRYING TO HELP OTHERS

J. W. Nickerson fell at the foot of the cellar
stairs and burst an artery in the top of his
foot.

Fruits, Prunes, Citrons, Eic I
Mixed Nuts and Layer Raisins. I
New

|

The pupils of the Union school, of which
Mias Ethel Savery is teacher, are having some

D.shes. frying pans and kettles

I

all the

j

day to inspect Annie Gould Tent.

lunch.

or

How Louise Howes. R. F. D. No. 3, Bangor,
which physical
,7as lifted out of the despair into
in
luffering had plunged her was told recently
Tanlc.
of
endorsement
ier signed
3
“I

was

really discouraged

when

I started

at the
taking Tanlac,” she told the Tanlac Man
Sweet Drug Co., Bangor. My appetite was
and my stomach dispoor, I did not rest well,
tressed me a great deal.
1 am
“But Tanlac has given me relief and
Had to tell others about the medicine. I have
I
and
I
better,
sleep
much better appetite,
the stomim free of the sourness and gas of
ich from which I used to suffer.”

NEEDS FOR GOOD HEALTH.

According to the Tanlac Man, more than
rural life is required to produce perfect health.
He said:

and women who live in the country
have
advantage over town folks because
they get more fresh air and exercise. But this
will not save them from suffering if| their
digestive systems are disordered. Food that
is not digested and assimilated becomes poison“Men

an

waste matter. This impurity is carried
throughout the whole body by the blood.

ous

AIDS TO DIGESTION.
“Then

vitality

wanes,

distress and disease

begin. Correction is needed at once. Thousands have praised Tanlac as a fine tonic for
the appetite, an aid to digestion, and assimilaof food. Remember that the best foundation of good health is a good digestion.”
The Tanlac Man explains the new medicine
to the public at the City Drug Store, Read &
Hills, proprietors.—Advt.
tion

Eyes Examined.
Frank F. Graves
Registered Optomet'1
Belfast, Me., I. O. 0. *•

House for Sit!*'
The Lewis U bernald homestof Cedar and Salmond streets.
JOHN R
38
Adm’r estate of Lewis O. Fer
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FOR FL£TCi£R>

CASTOR^
I

The Uni versalist. Social Aid will meet
this,
afternoon with Mrs.
Frank G
Mixer.

Belfast.

of

Thursday,

jUOIAN SUMMER,
i.ves brown and sere,
rey and glooming,
.is wild and drear,
v
id that’s coming,

I

Arthur

been

in

If^jSews

living

Court

at 41

family,
street

have

who

for several

Woman’s Club have forwarded
to the American fund for the French wounded
128 sponges, 76 face cloths, 15 bath mits and
34 comfort pillows.
They hope to send a large
number of comfort bags for distribution at the
New Year.
The Belfast

t>red hollow,

just like this,

tt-

H. Morrison and

C. P. & A. 11. R.

the

things lifting faces
what’s to follow?

glooming,

,,f grey and

9th

Wednesday to Brownville, where
Morrison has a position as brakemail on

Mr.

places,

mutiny

arrived Nov.

} ears, moved

between,
Indian summer?

m

Knowlton

Boston, where she is attending the Bryant
& Stratton Business college, called here
by the
death of her father, Fred L. Knowlton.

golden sheen,
owns glow warmer,
es

Lillian

Miss
from

made a miss
ked for wasn’t blooming,

have

birds

.jay is

Next Monday is “Veteran’s Day" and A. E.
Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will entertain
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle, the Sons
of Veterans and Emma White Barker Tent, D.
of V., at an open meeting in Memorial hall

nest,"—

in last years
comer,

a new

life’s at its best
Indian summer,

me

lo

,ue

1
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Monday evening,

all the year,
ght lobe glad of living,
w nen November’s here,
times of

,

begun the annual
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ex*
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Trade.

R. T. Newell—

school children in

public

Mrs. George E. and Miss Anne M. Kittredge
health, etc.
in Awhile Club last Monudged insane at a special entertained the Once
council, was taken to the j day afternoon. All the members were pres-
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The other

work,
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the other
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will go

rooms
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evening was spent
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the semi-
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etc.
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Thompson, Councilmen
William C. Libbey.the

H. Howes and

to whom was referred the petition
changes committee
of the school children to flood the McL<dlan
ivs picks
pasture where I
field for skating and other ice sports, have de
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on account of
•sed for his

leopard,

ike the

out

he

a

photograph.

clerk in the Waldo

.i.
cds,

Coun-

the expense.
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called to Jackman I Miss Louise McDonough, night operator for
illness of her broth- the past year in the local office of the N E.
o was recently injured in I Tel. & Tel.
Co.,left last Sunday for Winterport
mill.
to spend a two weeks’ vacation with her mothMrs. Walter McDonough. They will visit
abee, clerk in the Whitten er,
ibited the past week a group Miss McDonough’s brother, Dr. Thomas Mciiients from Washington to Donough, in Brownville.
was
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a
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a
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reception.
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Miss Sim-

McGlasshan’s Courtship,”
rael,” aud “The Spinner in
.luhnson sang “A Little Bit
Hear You Calling Me.”

Friday
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Clough of this city won the
25. for needlework offered by
»me Journal and her work will be
illustration in the December
sent for the contest a 19-piece
tatting. New if the Home
a prize for doll’s furniture we
at Henry would share honors

!
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j
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seated at two

has retired

as

wharfinger

card

a

case.

A ;

yellow chrysandecoration, and
the place cards were American girls.
Misses
Belle Keating and Hazel Doak, served. Mrs.
I T. Dinsmore won the first prize, a silk case

themums

tables,

were

on

used in

which

way

of

containing an ivory brush and comb, and the
consolation went to Miss Florence Shaw, who
received a silk vanity case and puff. The other
guests were, Mrs. Richard P. Whitman, Mrs.
W, H. Hall, Mrs. G. L. Bowman, Mrs. I. T.
Mrs. V. L

A. SherHall,
E. B. Gilchrest, Mrs. C. H. Stevens,
Mrs. Chas. Brown, Mrs. E. S. Webber, Mrs.
C. B. Holmes, Mrs. J, C. Pillsbury, Miss Marian
Heal, Miss Florence Dunton.

Dinsmore,
man,

D. Gilman, after 28 years of

..

second,

Miss Clara B. Keating gave a luncheon, followed by auction, at her home in High street,
Nov. 8th, at one o’clock. The guests were

meeting of the Liberty & BelCo., the following officers were
;it, L. C. Morse; Vice Presi.'mons; Secretary, C. H. Smith;
Greeley; Directors, J. J. Wal
Jen, Volney Thompson, L. L.
ipley, S. W. Shibles and L. C.
H. Gilley was elected business
an and collector.

|

B. Holmes the

collation followed the game. The other guests
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliiam H. Hall, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman A. Read, Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore,
Mrs. C. B. Holmes, Mrs. M. L. Slugg, Mrs.
Maine Hills, Mrs. J. C. Pillsbury, Miss Marian
Heal, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Gilchrist, Miss Florence Dunton, Herbert B. Foster and Frank R.
Keene.

-i!:d many

*-

the

were

hrysanthemums, a gift of Bospleasant memories of

wl

t;r

Keating
second, a leather shopping list. Irving T. Dinsmore won the first
gentlemen’s prize, a coat hanger in case, and
Miss Clara

Clyde

and

Lewis wharf and has been
-•ihn McCauliff. When asked as

Mrs. R

Mrs.

at

winters

pent

enough

on

the

Chicago Exthough he lives where he can
harbor, it is safe to say that
find him on the water front.
visit to the

was a

!

I

\
:
■

lea at the

most of

linking
'^nnel

at low tide

on

t.

;

and

near

the

Rockland.

71-year-old
The

sch.

I

or

Brown

free

blame... .Reduced fares and stateroom
on

the

Maine

Steamship

line between

on

arrival

of

Maine

Central

train

from

Bangor, making fast time to Camden without
stops, arriving at Camden, at 11.30; connecting
with all boats out of Rockland for the Islands
and 1.30 Maine Central train for Portland and

Mary

latter, partly lahad her starboard quarter stove

The steamboat

Portland and New York.
Schedule disturbed.
Information on request from H. H. Cudworth,
G. P. A., India wharf, Boston.The
steamer Islesboro is not to withdraw from
her route but will cut
some of the
out
landings and change time as follows: On
and after Nov. 20 the Bucksport, Sandypoint
and West Penobscct landings will be discontinued. Bangor connections will be made at
Belfast. Boat will leave Belfast at 9 45 a. m„

the ferry landing. It
will be a total loss. The Omaha
Hancock, Me., in 1871 and was 110
’K caused a collision in Boston
itr, between the fi lling steamer

|
j

Oct. 31 in Boston harbor.

from

the south

Boston.

j

j

Returning

leave Camden at

12

BEFORE ITS TOO LATE.
laBt—1 dozen $1.25 Etched Thin Blown Tumblers
w>th each $2.00 or more purchase of
Agate Ware, (all White,
Wue and White or Gray Agate),
while

they

Next

Saturday,

the

18th,

Day and Evening.
Ueh

year we have to move more or less of the above ware to make
room for our toy display, and we are having this sale to
dispose of
#ome of the stock.
Yours truly,

^

for

Belfast, direct, arriving m Belfast at 1.45 in
good time for passengers to take 2.20 Maine
Central train for Bangor.

FREE.
GRAB THEM QUICK!
^KEE

in

a

clothes press and

was

CARLE & JONES

1

the cold and snow,
or it means sickness.

standing

department, when an alarm was
32,corner of High and Bridge

damage reported.
it was'early in

as

large crowd

A

i

Department is ready
with a tiig Complete

rung in from box

lected

;

Our Children’s

..

in front of the

are making the
Thanksgiving supplies:

marketmen

complete Btock of everything in winter wear
for children of every age, at
prices that will
please you.... The Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
has for sale a wonderful little
sewing machine
attachment which runs the machine for you.
Cost of operating four hours, one cent_See
matinee ticket, which, with 15
cents, entitles
the holder to admission and skates at the Coliseum Rink next Saturday afternoon_The
Belfast Steam Vulcanizing Co., over Whitings
Creamery, Main street. Belfast, has a storage
battery service station, with first class equipment.
Agent for the popular "Exide” battery.
Auto tires vulcanized at the same low price.
....Mrs, A. B. Wyllie, 26 Cedar street, corner
of Pear1, will have a special sale of fall and
winter millinery at reduced prices, to-day, tomorrow and
Saturday.... A pleasant downstairs rent of four rooms and pantry, one good

protect them from

$50; estimated value of contents $300,
damage $25. The cause of the fire was unknown
About 8 p. m. Sunday there a call for
the fire chief, but it was caused by crossed
wires. Chief Shute and several of the men,
were

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E, Shea, who are playin “Common Clay,” are now in Ohio and
expect to spend January and February in California. In Los Angeles they will visit Mrs.
Shea’s father, Goorge W. Burkett, who will

Stock of

I
|
|

Everything

in Winter Wear for
Children of

col-

Every

Age.

evening_The
Monday was tor a

the

14, at 11 45
fire in the Leadbetter cottage, so-called, owned by Mrs. George E. Kittredge and occupied
by Mr. and Mrs. William Stewart. The tire

Bayview

1”

please

Nickerson Gets a Five Years Sentence
Howard Nickerson, one of the two
young men
arrested here for
attempting to break into the
hardware store of Harding & Rackliffe, and
who

taken to Massachusetts
by an officer
here for him to answer criminal
charges,
was
sentenced Nov. 13th in the
Superior
Criminal Court, Boston, to five years and one

What

pleased you most about that last box
of Cedulas you bought at A. A. Howes & Co.’s
was the uniform mildness —each cigar like its
brother. Only Havana cigars can so satisfy

“THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES’’

you.

was

sent

We are now
specializing in the needs
of every dining room and

Reformatory. He confessed to
Sergt. Irwin and was indicted for one count of
robbery, two of larceny from the person, two
of breaking and entering, one of
attempt to
break and enter and two of
larceny.

through

that it is

one

112 PIECE SET, with
gold decorations,

of the

strongest dramaB
referred to as a type

perfect photoplay, Friday evening, in
to the current episode of “Gloria’s
Romance.” with Billie Burke, the World Film

the

the week’s
mant

attractive program
another column.

m

The
Guild

Guild
will

Musicale.

QQ

next

Monday evening with
The committee which

have charge of the musicale

the

home of

Mr.

to

be

Mrs. Elon B.

and

ENGLISH SET, made of
ENGLISH Porcelain and
decorated in a pale blue,
<^97

very best

See these and many others in
window this week.

North Church

The

will

tions.$18.00
112 PIECE

advertise-

Owen.

meet

Mrs. Charles E.

given at
Gilchrest

Belfast Opera

rangements for a popular course of five entertainments for this winter.
The first attraction, on Wednesday evening, Nov. 22nd, is
Katherine Ridgeway, who is today acknowledged to be the best known reader in her
particular line in the United States. She sel-

COMPANY

BELFAST,

Marguerite Owen; a vocal solo
by Rev.W. T, Hawthorne; a duet by Mrs. Basil
Allen and Mr. Hawthorne; piano solo, Mrs. Uilchrest, readings by Miss Alice Simmons, and it
is expected that there will be an original skit,
the name and participants to be announced
later. Refre* hments will be served and tickets
to

by members of the Guild.

be sold

Get that “CRAWFORD
RANGE” for Thanksgiv-

ing.

The

Guild.
Mrs. W. T. Hawthorne, Miss Stoddard, Mrs.
Thomas E. Bowker and l'. iss Simmons arc the
affair is

public

and for the benefit of the

Sate
upccis!
I

for the program. Mrs. V, L Hall
is chairman of the reireshment committee.

committee

sight times.

She

gives

an

The

Fannie Ward in

THURSDAY,

CisL,^
p.

FRIDAY and

m.

SATURDAY,

“THE CHEAT”

FALL AND WINTER

;

Knowlton, Congress street

this,

A

paper

afternoon at 3

o'clock.

J------and
Friday Evening

Thursday,
on

COMEDY CARTOONS

HEARST NEWS

Women's Alliance of the First Parish,

evening of varied I Unitarian, will meet at the home of Mrs. F, B.

readings instead of an entire program of a
jingle play or story.Shewill be accompanied this
/ear by Miss Gladys Cooper, a talentedjpianist.

House,

CRITICS SAY “THE CHEAT” IS A PERFECT PHOTOPLAY.

dom appears except in the largest courses and
in many of these has appeared from five to

Saturday—Matinee

Evening
j. Warren Kerrigan in

Lillian Tucker in World Feature

“Bees"

“FVIDFNCF”

of
order not to interfere with any other meet- i will be given by Mrs. William Simpson
ing scheduled for this evening, the entertain- Fairfield. A large attendance is desired.
ment will begin at 8 30 /clock, instead of the
George, the young son of Mr. and Mrs,
jsual time of 8. 15.
The other numbers in the George E. Evans of Stamford, Conn., recently
course, of which more in detail will be given in underwent a very successful operation for
advance of their coming, are a Quartet from hernia in the Stamford
hospital and has rethe Boston Symphony Orchestra; Alton Packturned home. He is a Boy Scout and memard, America’s greatest cartoonist and lecturer; bers of the order kept his room a bower of
Dr. Edward Amherst Ott, the famous lecturer, American
beauty roses, etc.
and The Marigold Quartette.
These last two
South Belfast. A musical social was held
need no introduction to the people who attendlast Saturday night at the home of George
sd the course last year,as they were universalj Curtis. Several popular musical numbers
ly liked. It will be seen that the above will were
pleasingly rendered, including piano
constitute a course of varied entertainments,
solos by Miss Eulalia Greenlaw, and cornet
the equal of which has never been given in our
Mr. Green also sang
solos by Leroy Green.
city and the committee are positive that each several selections in his usual
pleasing manand every number will be of special excellence.
ner, which were much enjoyed. During the
Arrangements have been made to have them
evening assorted candy and apples were servgiven in the Colonial Theater and the cost for ed
by Master Mahlon Curtis. At a late hour

“THE

POOL

OF

Millinery

FLAME”

[n

the

entire

Billie Burke in “Gloria’s Romance”

Monday Evening

“SPORTING BLOOD”

at

sell at least 400 tickets and it is

been

placed

on

sale at Adams’

Store. 92 Main Street.

Tickets

able for

a

theater

Tuesday, Nov. 21st,

a. m.

reserved

Don’t fail to

seat

see

at the

this

are

[ Fancy

Mrs. A JJYLLIE,

and

26 Cedar St.,

i

course

PACKING

|

OF

Staple Groceries I

Household Goods
vjoods

packed, stored or shipped by our expert
packers. Estimates given by calling.

!

f Pickles, Relishes, Sauces
I

Home

try last Saturday afternoon by
6 of the Peirce school, under the direction of
their teachers, Misses Alberta Wadsworth and
Florence Cross, was well attended and most
enjoyable. The ease and grace with which all
the parts were taken evidenced careful and
Constant

training.

Song, Magic Seed

The
and

I

|

WARD’S BREAD AND CAKE,

f

Playing Cards

for the

OR FOR BOTH.

I

Evening.

$2.50

Home

I

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

I Groceries,

Drugs

and

Medicines

——■——■» ■

Most complete line in the city.

>

well

———

FOR WOOD OR COAL

JT

™—

music

JI

to

$35.00.

Furnishing Co.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Waldo County agents for
Perfection Oil Heaters.
Stoves delivered and set

——

r-""-".

<r

■

i|

I

——»■—-»

--,

hr-

^

1

■

Co.,

Healing Stoves

1

___________

were

rendered under the direction of their
teacher, Mrs. Emma B. Pitcher, and the
cipal Christmas tree. The first was held unexercise of the Liberty Bell and the
der the auspices of the Belfast Board of Trade patriotic
Drill should be repeated before a larger
and the second by a committee of citizens, Flag
audience at some G. A. R. entertainment. A
who solicited subscriptions and arranged and
bell occupied the front of the stage,
carried out the program. The report of the large gold
I and Miss Verna Jellison as Goddess of Liberty
Mr.
Charles
R.
was
most
treasurer,
Coombs,
! attended by Master Carl
with
Colcord,
encouraging, showing a large number of disthose taking part in the flag drill in the backbursements, but leaving a balance of $71 in
ground, made an effective tableaux. The
the treasury. The report of the secretary,
drills in this part of the entertainment were
Mrs. Charles M. Craig, was most interesting,
well done. The stage setting for the dramati- !
showing a large amount of good done and zation of Cinderella included an
open fireplace
many needy cases looked after. It was voted
in the rear and a screen for the necessary seto have it printed in full. The old board of ofelusion of the godmother. Miss Helen Burficers was re-elected for the ensuing year, as j
!
gess. Cinderella and the Prince. Clara Hamfollows: President, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson;
j mons and Tom Wadsworth, were appropriatevice presidents, Elon B. Gilchrist and Mrs. Esj ly costumed,as were the king and queen, Kensie P. Carle; secretary, Mrs. Charles M. Craig;
neth Woodbury and Doris Wilson. The proud
treasurer, Charles R. Coombs. The secretary’s j
sisters, Idres Rogers and Pearl Decrow, did
report is as follows:
the domineering to perfection. The parts of
To begin with a few statistics: Fifty-two
families have been aided in some way; to d | the soldiers, herald and page were well taken
families fuel has been supplied; to 6 families ! by Nathan Read, Donald Horne, Chester Howgroceries have been sent; 423 garments have I ard and Gordon McKenney. The audience
been distributed.
Special instances of aid was convulsed with
laughter when the floral
have been such as these: a nurse provided in a
case of severe illness; milk supplied for a
coach, with Lester Knowlton as coachman and
month to a family with small children; cooked Richard
Chenery and Eugene Hammons ae
food solicited and delivered where there was
mice, appeared and bore away the yellowurgent need; two persons stranded here without employment have been assisted to reach gowned Cinderella with her golden slipperc
some other town where the outlook seemed
and then returned to the front of the stage to
more
promising for them; food donated meet the prince, which was a most effective
from the Masonic banquets has been distributed under our direction; shoes and rubbers scene. The ball room guests, Evelyn Mank,
have been given to many school children; in Russell Knight, Doris Sweatt, Verna Jellison,
connection with our work for children letters Frances and Ruth Bradford, Annie Hunter,
have been written to various institutions. We
and Madehave also been able to serve the Massachusetts Ella and Carl Colcord, Oscar Gray
S. P. C. C. and the Waterville Associated line Chalmers, in their gay costumes added
Charities by obtaining for them desired in- much to the attractiveness of the play. Little
formation. Our Christmas gifts included dinMiss Doris Sweatt, who recently came here
ner to 27 families, and to a few others; groceries, clothing and toys. Our sewing Bchool from Lynnfield, Mass., dressed as a sailor lad
was continued for six months, from November
danced the Sailor's Hornpipe equal to a proto April, 22 sessions in all. The average atShe was accompanied on the piano
fessional,
tendance was 32 and the number of garments
has taken lescompleted 48, in addition to work-bags, dollB by her mother. Miss Sweatt
Our organization is sons in Boston and is styled a second Mary
clothes and patchwork.
who
material
to
all
and
time
to
indebted
gave
Pickford. The Edison phonograph was used,
To these, and
the worx ot the sewing school.
to all who helped in other ways, we would The proceeds are for the music and gymnasium
funds of the Peirce school.
express our thanks.

Furnishing

I

|

! >

choruses, the Free

Thanksgiving,

j

Fresh and Dried Fruits, Nuts and Raisins,
Choice Confectionery, Fancy Crackers.
Country, Cream and Roquefort Cheese.

|

Grades 5 and

The Associated Charities.
The annual
meeting of the Belfast Associated Charities
was held in the city building Wednesday afterIt was voted to have a muninoon, Nov. 8th.
cipal Christmas tree and Rev. A. E. Wilson,
Mrs. Charles M. Craig and Eton B. Gilchrist
were appointed a committee to appoint a largeer committee of arrangements for the tree and
program. This will be the third annual muni-

and

15KLFAST, MAI N K

A Successful school entertainment. me
entertainment given in the Universalist ves-

o’clock,

of Pearl.

corner

f j STORAGE

Choice Goods in Cans and Glass

;

mill to Mr. Jenkins of Monroe-

and Mrs. M. I. Stevens of Northport were
in the city Sunday visiting relatives_Walter Clark, Mrs. Abbie Hopkins and Orman
Hopkins of Moody Mountain visited relatives
ii this vicinity Nov. 7th.

box office of the

splendid

MASK”

Mr.

Jewelry
exchange-

after nine

saw

“THE GRAY

CANDIDATE”

f

ters, Eulalia and Verna, called on Mrs. William
Heal last Sunday afternoon.. .Joel P. Wood has
sold his

Reduced Prices

Edwin Ar(Jen

We have them in great variety,
Just from the markets.

l
I

a

be necessary to

AT

Wednesday Even'ng

| Thanksgiving Supplies j

the guests departed for their homes feeling
price which will in itseif be an at- well satisfied with the evening's entertainbut
which
includes
a
retraction, being
$1.50,
ment_Rodney Saunders of Bucksport spent
served seat for every evening. In order to
several days in this vicinity last week.visiting
give so much for so small an admission, it will friends. ..Mrs. Abbie Greenlaw and two daugh-

placed

Comedy

“THE REFORM

of five numbers has been

course

L-Ko Two-Reel

Tuesday Evening
Mac,yn Arbuckle in

Fox Feature

MAINE.

dard and Miss

Tonight Only—Two Performances—7.00 and 8.30

Belfast, Maine

12 Main St.,

our

Hie Milling Co.

a delightful program,
participants to be in Colonial costume.
There will be piano solos by Miss Amy E.Stod-

Nov. 28th, has arranged

the

3urance.

Lyceum Course. The committee from the
Philharmonic Associatijn have completed ar-

$14.40

112 PiECE SET in
plain pure White
Porcelain with wide gold band decora-

remainder of
see

_

$10.80

edges.

presents Lillian Tucker and Ed-

August in a powerful five-part feature,
“Evidence,” Saturday, matinee and evening,
the popular favorite
Warren Kerrigan is
offered in “The Pool of Flame,” a five-part
For

showing

112 PIECE SET in White
Porcelain,
with thistle
decorations, Gold lined

win

Feather feature.

own

Values

of the

Red

its

Just Note these Splendid

addition

corporation

carries

On our first floor we are

feature,
Cheat;” also the Hearst News, some
comedy cartoons and a fashion playlet will be
In regard to “The Cheat,” it
included.
might
made and it is often

stock

around 25 patterns of both
domestic
and imported dinner ware.

“The

ever

our

message of economy and low prices.

Belfast Opera House. Tonight at two
■hows, at 7.00 and 8.30 p. m Fannie Ward is
offered in the Paramount five-part

be said

glance

a

month in the

are

you too.

caught in the partition batweeu two rooms in
each of which there was a hot fire.
The
neighbors came to the rescue and when the
firemen arrived only chemicals were used. The
damage was slight and was covered by in-

in

attic, good cellar and shed, for rent at
street. Apply to Minot F. Stearns,
I
38 Union street.
room

[

The Prices will

j

spend the winter in that city.

$1.25 etched thin blown tumblers, free, while
they last, on Saturday next, day and evening.
See their advt. for particulars_The
Ralph
D. Southworth Co., 12 Main
street, has a big

extin-

about

responded to this cail

must

but you must* dress
them warm to

;

guished with little damage. The inques: was
held Saturday. The estimated value of the
building was $2,000 insured for $2,000, damage

who had

healthy

live out doors,

carriage responded.

have

prices

The

was

hose

pany to lay the Morse up and the Monhegan
was to go on her route in a day or two.
The

inspectors have declared Capt.

:i(1

fire

the

hoped that all will avail themselves of this opportunity to hear these artists. The committee will endeavor to see all the people, but in
the limited time before the first production it

on

schooner Omaha of
*rom New York to Ellsworth,
so*t coal, mistayed while going
Islands thoroughfare and struck
'-MS.

r

I

!

piano during

were

The

with

Portland took the steamer J. T. Morse to Boston last week to be laid up for the winter. This
is the steamer of which Capt. A. V. Shute, who
dropped dead, Nov. 5th, wa6 in command for a
long time. It was the intention of the com-

the collision with the schooner Arthur James

musical. A dance
1 niusic
by McKeen’s orchestra.
L' tables at the
supper were Miss
Mrs. S. A, Parker, Mrs. George
^v‘l Miss Belle
Keating, Mrs. B. H. Con<r Ritchie, Mrs. I. T.
Dinsmore,
bute and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens
y Miss Clara B. Keating.
which

iuJ

Strout ot

Capt. Shute hastened matters a trifle
and the Monhegan is now on the Bar Harbor
Rockland route in command of Capt. Stanley,
with a good attendance, particuher regular master, while Capt. Lakeman is on
was
younger people.
Supper
the Mineola running between Rockland, Boothm., under the direction of Mrs.
Harbor and Rockland_Friends of Capt.
bay
'Tinian, chairman of the social
Brown of the steamer Camden will be glad to
Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson had charge
learn that he was not in any way at fault for
o s hour which followed
the sup-

|

j

B.

A.

death of

Parish party of the seaMemorial hall Thursday even-

:arian

j

Capt.

Steamer Notes

y vacation since he assumed

be

Alarms. A still alarm Friday afterNov. 10th, was for a fire in the H E.
Knight residence on Northport avenue. A

alarm from box

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sherman entertained about 20 guests at bridge last Friday
night.
Mrs. Richard P. Whitman of Campello,
Mass.,
won the first ladies prize, a guest
towel, and

McKeen returned Wednesday
‘nil, from Portland, where she
sworth Circle, No, 1, Ladies of
She was the guest of Mrs.
Alexander while in Portland.
rought home a beautiful bou-

s

Your children to

Fire

Doak, violinist, and Leroy S. Green,
cornetist. Ice cream was served at intermis-

Letters
The following letremained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Nov. 14th: Ladies—
Mrs. Bertie Berry, Mrs. Frances Leroy Harvey. Gentlemen—Mr. George F. Cook, William S, Gray, Jacob Hahadi, Harry. W. Jones,
Leslie B. Judkins. Chriss J, Kane, (2
letters.)
Mr, C. Kane, Joe Robshaw, Miles Towers

notice.

::

ifaeJ

Your Children.

predicted cold wave from the west.where
20 degrees below zero had been
reported. It
is hardly probable that winter has come
to
stay, but it is certainly with us just now.

was no

Advertised

Under thi9 arwill be available when

Good Warm Clothes
Mean Health for

the

men

and

Fogg’s Market you will And native Waldo
County turkeys, chickens weighing from 5 to
7 pounds, geese, ducks, venison, meats of ali
kinds, Mrs. Bucklin’s home-made mince meat
and Boston Market celery....A. A. Howes &
Co. offer Thanksgiving supplies in great variety; fancy and staple groceries, choice goods
in cans and glass, fresh and dried fruits, choice
confectionery, country, cream, and Roquefert
cheese, Ward's bread and cake, etc ...Chas.
F. Swift, Masonic Temple, has full lines of all
the new fruits, mixed nuts and layer raisins,
fine confectionery in boxes and in bulk. Fancy
cheeses a specialty—9 kinds.,The H, L.
Whitten Co., Opera House block, have a full
line of fancy groceries and everything needed
to make your
Thanksgiving dinner complete;
nuts, confectionary, table raisins, fresh and
dried fruits, cranberries, cheese, all kinds of
vegetables, etc... .If you want a Thanksgiving
dinner set, call and see what the
HomeJ Furnishing Co., Belfast, has to offer. Bets of 112
pieces from $10.80 to $27. Why not get a
Crawford range also for Thanksgiving?....
....See offer by Carle & Jones of one dozen

of

white, and Monday morning the
coated with the feathery flakes.
During the day the snow melted off the streets
and bare places, but later snow
began to
fall again and Tuesday
morning there was
six or seven inches and sleigh bells were heard
for the first time this season.
Wednesday
morning was "brite and fare” with the mer14
above
at 9 a. m., marking the arii yal of
cury

few

grocers

Thanksgiving

ing

I At

were

very enjoyable. Good music was furnished
by Lillian Dexter, B. H. S. ’17, pianist; Miss

ters

-econd floor.

our

usual announcement of

Winter Arrives. After a week or
more of
unusually fine weather for November the lowering skies and chilly atmosphere last Sunday
afternoon presaged a storm, and about 7
p. m.
snow began to fall.
The flakes were small,but
in a little while the
landscape was in its win-

garb

Louis Edney, who was nearly electrocuted
Nov. 4th at the substation in East Belfast of
the Central Maine Power
Company, is convalescing in the Waldo County hospital, where
he was taken after the accident.

At this writing no
Thanksgiving proclamation has been issued,
but it is generally assumed that it will be.on
the last Thursday in the month, Nov. 30th, and

will be represented at the
State meeting in
Lewiston in January.

trees

The annual meeting of the Belfast Musical
Society, for the election of officers and to
make plans for the year, will be held in their
rooms, Friday, Nov. 17th,- at 7.30 p. m.
New Advertisements.

Regular meetings will be
held Monday and
Friday evenings, but the
room will be
open every evening if the members care to play. It is
expected that the club

house next to the Jellison factory, owned by
Mrs. Sarah L. Hubbard, and occupied by
Dscar Wentworth and Frank O. Whiting. There

sion.

for their

I

fee is 50 cents.

The dance given in Odd Fellows hall last
Friday evening by the Senior class of tne
Belfast High school was well attended and

Hazel

Freedom last Friday
Grange concert, and

ent to
t

Arthur N.

reader and

nions,

11

noon,

Alderman T.

with us,

m:

and the afternoon

ent

mday for treatment.

si'

ship

ter

John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., has received
a note from General Knox Chapter of Thomaston expressing the thanks of the Chapter for
the delightful entertainment accorded it during the recent meeting of the State Council
by the local chapter and the Belfast Board of

Thanksgiving?

etort

t

(I

Dr. Ansel M. Lothrop and Maine
Hills will
return today,
Thursday, from a hunting trip
in the vicinity of Ashland.
The Belfast Checker Club
opened their new
room in the
Opera House block last Friday
evening and elected officers as follows: President and treasurer, Frederick W.
Brown; secretary, Rudolph H. Cassens; directors, Hon.
Robert F. Dunton, Eugene L. Pierson
and F.
W. Brown.
Seventy-five have joined the club
and a cordial invitation is
extended to all interested to become members. The
member-

A

SOCIAL

i

A T

U

Coliseum

--■

DANCE

THE

vvantedT
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Rink, Belfast,
n

A girl for general housework.
Apply to
45tf

WITH MUSIC BY

Marston’s Orchestra of Rockland.
U

The

public is cordially

invited and a pleasant time is assured.

charge.

—>1

,

TONIGHT, NOVEMBER 16th,

H

up FREE of

FRANK L. WHITTEN,
14 High Street.

PATTERSON’S
|

2w45

MUSIC
47 Main

Street,

MUSIC MDSE.

SHOP,
Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING

RENTING

MATINEE TICKET
Coliseum
ticket,

with 1o

cents,

REPAIRING!
PATTERSON. Proprietor.

or

Rent

IN CRESCENT CITY, FLORIDA.

18th.

Orange groves, houses, suites in hotel
for light housekeeping.
For particulars apply to
D CHAPIN WARREN.
Crescent City, Florida.
4w45p

entitles the holder to

admission and skates at the Coliseum Rink

Cliiidr&n ory

“Saturday afternoon.
_\

LEE

For Sale

Rink, Saturday Afternoon,
NOVEMBER

This

J.
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FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

HUMPHREYS”
Remedies

Humphreys’ Homeopathic
designed to meet the needs

DEATH OF DEACON DUREN,
The

Oldest

in Maine.

He Was in

His 103d Year.

ait

of families

Man

Bangor, Me.. Nov 9.
than F. Duren, the oldest

Deaeon Elna-

AIM
III Al 11

One of the interesting problems that
the geologist is required to solve in tracing the development of the earth’s surface to its present form is that of determining the areas of land and sea during
different ages. The story of the land
and Sea is written in the rocks that underlie the several continents; the geologist
must decipher it. The abundant remains
of Sea animals in regions which are now
far from the sea furnish clear evidence
that great changes have taken place on
the earth’s surface since the eras in which
these creatures lived. The accurate interpretation of this evidence is, however,
slow and difficult, and much information
is still needed before it will be possible
to do more than make tentative paleothat
show
gengraphic maps—maps
roughly the outlines of ancient continents
and seas—for the whole world, or even
Consefor fairly well known area3
quently, an especial scientific value is atto
tached to any contribution
knowledge
bearing on the correlation of the rock
formations of the different continents
that is,on the identification of formations
laid down during the same epoch. Such
wide correlations are supporied chiefly
by the character of the animal and plant
remains inclosed in the beds, for a group
or association of the same types of living
forms occurred at essentially the same
time in different parts of the world and
from such an occurrence the geologist
can draw valid interences as to ancient
geography. This principle is especially
applicable to sea anirnal3, for the conditions of life are less variable in the sea
than on the land, many sea forms have a
wide distribution, and the chances of the
preservation of such forms are much

man in Maine,
invalids, something that mother, father,
who would have been 103 years old on
or invalid can take or give to meet
Jan. 14, 1917, died at 4 o’clock this afterthe need of the moment. Have been m use
He had been remarkably well
noon.
for over Sixty Years.
phy-ically and menially up to about a Sloan's Liniment Kobs Toothache of Its
Price
for
Bo.
year ago, but had been totally blind for
Terrors. Pain Vanishes in a Few

tar

lmrse

1
3
3
4
7
8
9
lO
13
14
lft
16
17
19
30
31
37
30
34

77

Fevers, CongestIons, Inflammations. 25
2
Worms, Worm Fever
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults. 25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceuche, Neuralgia. 25
25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.
25
Dyspepsin, Indigestion, Weak Stomach..
25
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.
Eczema, Eruptions. 25
If heuuiutistn. Lumbago. 25
.25
Fever and Ague. Malaria
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External,Internal.25
25
Head.
Cold
In
Catarrh. Influenza,
25
Whooping Cough.
25
Difficult
Asthma, Oppressed,
Breathing...
Disorders of tin* Kidneys. .25
Urinary Incontinence.25
25
Sore Throat. Quinsy.
25
Grip, Grippe, La Grippe

Sold by druggists, or sent
Medical Book mailed free.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMF.O.
William aud Ann fclreeW.

Must Old
fDr. G.

on

receipt of prloe.

MEDICINE

New

Apple

CO.,

Corner

York.

Trees

Go?

Twitchell, in the Maine Farmer.]

M.

meeting of Kennebec PoBelgrade, one of the speakers

At the late
mona

at

was

Assistant Horticulturist Sweetsir of

the

University

of Maine.

In his address

upon “cultural methods in orcharding,”
he urged his hearers to give their time
and money to the building up of their
young orchards and “let the old trees
.go.” If tnis is the advice given else-

where, it tallies with that given by some
others who never iiad experiencr hut are
certain they have the only theory workable.
Do the growers of Maine agree with
this young man? For one, 1 certainly
do not, and firmly believe that if he had
had more experience he would have hesitated before urging any such action. The
hills of Maine are covered with apple
trees from 25 to 100 years old.
These
trees have given a good harvest and still
yield far more than one would expect in
return for the care and protection given
in many cases.
onouni we aoanaon

tnese orcnaras ana

let them go to decay while we set others
and care for them according to later
methods? Here is the question I want
others to answer. I am writing from
experience, not theory, and I lean strongly to a position opposite from that taken
by Mr. Sweetsir. I know the old trees I
am working over were diseased when I
purchased, and that limbs are dropping
yearly, but all the while they are doing
the best they can to nelp me out and
come back to health and vigor.
From
100 of these tree, which prior to 1908
had not for years produced more than 15
to 20 barrels, I have this year picked 150
barrels, and the trees have very materially incresed their size and spread. Have
1 made a mistake in not leaving those
trees and setting a new orchard? I don’t
believe it, nor do I believe the advice
good for the farmers of Maine. Granting
all that may be claimed for the young
orchard, the first thing for us to do is to
give the trees now bearing fruit the best
chance possible to prove good.
Not one
man in a hundred is
doing this, and observation teaches me that he who does
not take care of his old trees never will
do his duty by a young orchard.
With
every item of expense counted, except
interest and taxes, those old trees have
cost me, for the past nine seasons, 52
cents per tree yearly.
This includes
pruning, fertilizing, digging borers, cutting the grass under the trees the first
six years, and mulching yearly since, all
labor being counted at 25 cents per hour.
The mulching used has been second crop
from the field, cornstalks and husks, potato tops and all forms of waste about
the place.
In the steady increase in crop yield I
have realized for all expens s. all overhead charges, and fair interest on the
estimated value of the trees.
Asa busi- I
ness investment, I am satisfied, but there I
has come a far greater satisfaction in
\
watching those trees come back under J
the treatment given.
It will be well to
hear In mind that here was an old, neglected lot of trees which had received no
care or attention for
practically 20 years,
when I purchased them, and, therefore,
it. far worse condition than orchards on
the farms of the State. If these trees
were ready to improve as they have, and
increase growth of new wood and yield
yearly, 1 tail to see where I could ii ve
found justification for “letting them
alone wtiile I put my time and money into a young orchard.”
To have been consistent, this State instructor should have urged that every
old tree be cut down and removed, for
there can be no more serious menace to
the industry than neglected treeB.
Here
is where pests of all kinds, and diseases
of all description, find natural breeding
place and become a menace to the whole
country about. To tny mind, every sense
of justice demands that I urge, at every
opportunity, the better care of the old
trees, both for their best good, and certainly as protection to all young orchards.
On no other grounds can I find possible
chance for success in orcharding during
the next 25 years.
oavc

cvcij

uiu

nee

wmcn

nas me in li

if the character of fruit produced is of
value.
If not, remove at once. Give
such trees just as good a chance as possible for the profit there is in them and the
assistance they will render the young
orchards.
Never leave a tree, young or
old, to go wrong. Only those who have
cared for, fed, sprayed, pruned and protected their trees can have any idea of
what they can and will produce. Very
few orchardists in Maine are getting all
they might, either in quantity or quality,
from their orchards, and the first lesson
to be urged, in season and out, seems to
me
.o be
take care of the trees now
standing, and give them the best chance
Better fruit and more fruit
possible
will follow any systematic method ot
So long as our orchards,
treatment.
younger as well as older, are below an
average yield of one barrel per tree, the
lesson of better feeding, care and treatment is the one to be urged, never that
of giving up the old orchards to run down.
We do want more young orchards, but
they will come to their best only as men
awake to a better appreciation of what
can be done with the old trees now stand-

ing.

What say the orchardi&ts of the State

who

orchards well grown and older?
Shall we neglect and set new, or shall we
take better care of what we now have?
own

No Doubt About This.

years.
ft' r. Duren was born in Boston, a son
of Llnalhan Duren, and was baptized in
the Park Street Church by Dr. Edward
His lather was a merchant
D. Griffin.
and importer and one of the founders of
the Handel and Haydn Society, which
war organized at his house April 26,1815.
He ind Jam s T. Fields were boys together in the Ticknor bookstore. He
can
to Bangor in 1834, establishing the
first bookstore and bookbindery in the
city, and was in business here for 47
He was the first newsdealer in
yea: 3.
Ban tor and the first newspaper corredent
for Boston papers.
spo
He was thi first to sell musical instrumei s and sheet music and the first inHis store was the consurance agent.
gre. ating point ot the literary and musical people of I hose days and for years
the idvance sale of tickets for entertainson.

mei

Portland, Or., Nov. 9. Indications
tonigftt were that the “bone dry” prohibition amendment, which was aimed to
atop all importation of liquor into Oregon
for beverage purposes had carried by

about 1600.

was

at

Duren’s

store.
been

No need to pace the floor all night
with the agnony of a throbbing tooth.
Sloan’s Liniment will quickly relieve the
pain ami give you re9t.
A single application and the pain usually disappears. Sloan’s Liniment, gets
right to the root, of the trouble Like a
warming halm it relieves congestion, and
in a few minutes toothache is reduced.
To soothe the throb of a tooth that
pains with neuralgia, apply Sloan’s Liniment externally
Aching muscles, rheu-

matism, gout, bruises, sprains, lumbago,
chilblains, sprains and stiff neck can also
be most effectively treated with Sloan’s
or

Cleaner than mussy

poultices.

Sloan’s Liniment at all drug stores in
25c., 50c. and $1.00 bottles.

a

j

UNNATURALLY TIRED

Photo by American Press Association.
The navy of New York’s police department consists of three patrol boats armed with
rapid
fleet has been added a floating police station house two stories
high.
sardine machinery.

j

Two New Inventions

a Big Aid to the Industry in Maine.

A big

change

has

sardine bisiness

into the Maine
result of th*> in-

come

as

a

vention of two machines by F. M. Lawof East Lubec, operator of a big

j rence

packing plant

here. The first of these
machines made child labor an obsolete
thing in the business. Uo to the pro; duction of this machine boys and girls
| were used in the sardine factories to
tl ike the fish; that is, place them on the
lacks in which they were sent to the
steam chests to be cooked. This machine, by means of an endless chain
made of metal troughs, places the fish
properly on the flakes. Each fish lies
lengthwise and is separated from all
others.
A machine will do the work of
100 «*hi dren.
The other machine is a fryer.
In it
sardines can be cooked either in olive
oil or cottonseed oil, heated by means of
si* am to 250 degrees.
The tins of fish,
without covers, are fed into the machine
on an endless chain.
As they enter the
oil a temporary perforated cover drops
m
place over the box, preventing the
fi h floating out. yet allowing th^ hot oil
to
nte
The machine holds 700 ean9
and ur is out the cooked product at the
rate of G5 cans a minute.
Portland Express- Advertiser.

for
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CAST ORiA

infants

and Chi id ren.

The Kind You Have Always Bought lias borm
turo of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been mad
personal supervision for over .‘50 years. Alio
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imi
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and end
health of Children—Experience against Expc :

The Kind You Have

In

—

Wl.VlEKPORT

FARM

NOTES.

As in other parts of the State a bountiful crop of hay was harvested in this
town and there was an average yield of
oats and other grains.
Much damage was done to all crops in
that part of the town bordering on the
stream during the wind and hail storm in
August. The products of the large orchards of O, M. Conant and C. C. Clements were sold to the canning plant in
Belfast, being unfit, for shipping.
A. L. Blaisdell, E. N. Bartlett and G.
H. York are orchardists whose harvests
are unward of 500 barrels, all untouched
by the hail. Mr. Blaisdell places his
yield at 1,000 barrels.
Fewer potatoes were planted in this
section than in recent years, but A. R.
Wellman placed 1800 bushels in his cellar, and Bussey and White of West Winterport harvested about 8,000 bushels,
although part of their crop was severely
damaged by hail.
Those who planted yellow corn had a
fair yield, and the sweet corn yield,
though small ,r thaa usual, was of su
perior quality. The Saco Valley Canning Co. that operated at the Blaisdell
plant in town, had an output of 127,000
cans.
This company plans to pay 3 cents
per pound lor corn next year and hopes
for an increased acreage.
Lewis Libby, a member of the Boys’
Corn Club, had an excellent piece of
corn which tested next to the highest of
any carried to the cannery.

Bath to Build Four Destroyers.

Washington, Nov. 10. Contracts for
the construction of four 35 knot
destroySTATE OF MAINE.
ers were awarded
today to the Bath Iron
Works of Bath, Maine, each vessel to 1 COUWTYiOF,WALDO, SS.
;
cost $1,150,000 for hull and
October 21, 1916,
machinery. I
Taken this 27th day of October, on execuThese are the first, contracts to be award- I
tion dated October 17, 916. issued on a judged under the 1917 building
program.
ment rendered by the Supreme Judicial C ourt
for the County of Waldo, at the term thereof
begun and held on the fourth Tuesday of September, 1916. to wit, on the thirtieth day of
FOR BACKACHE K3CNEYS AND BLADDER
September; 1916, in favor of Ralph D. Southworth of Belfast, in the County of Waldo and
State of Mai. e, against The Pastures, a corporation organized and existing according to
law under the laws of the State of Maine, and
having its principal place of business at Bel
fast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, for one hundred twenty-two dollars
and fifty-five c.*nts, debt or damage, and ten
dollars and thirty-nine cents, cost of court,

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS

Courier-Gazette says: “The outstanding event in Capt. Packard’s active
career, and one which cften haunted his
dreams, occurred in January, 1882, when
was

mo

in command of the schooner Al-

Bird.

The schooner

was

bound from Rock-

land for Alexandria, Va., W'ith a cargo
of plaster from Windsor, N. S.
A
heavy northeast snowstorm was encountered near Monhegan
and
continued with such force that the crew
were obliged
to abandon the schooner
half way between Boon and Thatcher’s
Island, some 30 miles off shore. One
of the smaii boats had been washed over
board, with the only pair of oars. The
other was launched at the imminent risk
of being swamped. All that could be
taken in the way of food and drink was
about a peck of hardbread, three or four
quarts of oatmeal and a quart of rum.
the barrel which had contained hardbread was split up to make substitutes
for oars. A new thwart which happened to be in the boat, was split up for the
same
The hardtack became
purpose.
soaked with salt water and could not be
used as food. The rum was made to last
several days by taking a spoonful at a
time.
Several of the crew were so maddened with thirst that they persisted
in
Charles
eating salt water ice.
Chaples and Patrick Hogan were crazed
thereby. Cpat. Packard ate a lump of
snow about the size of his hand, which
he found underneath the thwart. A
hermaphrodite brig was sighted on the
third night and signalled in response to
the men’s outcrieB, but kept on her
course.
Horace Small died that night in
his brother’s arms. Hogan died next,
and then Chaples, both suffering terribly.
Baby Had Whooping Cough.
Mrs. Sam C. Small, Clayton, N. M., writes: Famished with hunger and nearly dead
with thirst, Capt. Packard opened the
“My grandson had whooping cough when he
vein of one of the dead men,
was three months old.
WeuBed Foley’s Honey jugular
and the survivors wet their parched lips
He is and throats with the still warm blood.
and Tar and I believe it saved his life
now big and fat,”
Foley's Honey and Tar is b This revived them wonderfully. Next
fine thing to have in the house for whooping morning the castaways were rescued by
cough, croup, coughs.colds. Sold Every where, the fishing schooner Cora Lee. The fishermen left their trawls to their fate and
immediately took the castaways to PigMaine daikymeivs.
eon Cove.
Both of Capt. Packard’s feet
Seed Improvement and Livestock Breeders
Meetings to be Held in Augusta Dec. 4-8.
The Maine Dairymen’s association will
bold its annual meeting this year in City
hall, Augusta, in conjunction with the
annual meetings of the Maine Seed Improvement association and Maine Live
Stock Breeders’ association. The meetings will open Monday evening Deo-. 4th
and close F riday noon, Dec. 8th, the time
being allotted proportionately among the
different associations. Wednesday, Dec.
6th, will be Maine Dairymen’s day, The
business meeting of the association will
be held in City hall at 9 a. m., and the remainder of the day will be occupied by
the educational program. As usual, attractive prizes will be offered for exhibits of butter, cheese, milk and cream.
The premium list will soon be available
for distribution and can be secured from
the Department of Agriculture, Augusta, or from the secretary of the association, Leon S. Merrill, Orono. Tuesday,
Dec. ;5th, has been designated as Live
Stock Breeders’ day, and Thursday, Dec.
as

Seed Improvement day.

This—And Five Cents.
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this slip, enclose five cents to Foley & Co., 2835 Sheffield
Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name end address clearly. You will receive in return a
trial package containing Foley’s Honey and
Far Compound, for cougke, colds and croup;
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablata. Sold Everywhere.

and will he sold at public auction at my office
1 r.t the county jail in Belfast, in said County, to
the highest bidder, on the second day of December, 1916, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
the following described reai estate and all the
lights, title and interest which the said The
Pastures has and had in and to the same on the
third day of May, 1916, at two hours and forty
minutes in the afternoon, the time when the
Same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit: —A cert; in lot or parcel of land,
with buildings thereon, situated in Belmont, in
saiu county, bounded and described as iullows.
to wit: Beginning on the road at the east- rly
corner of land formerly owm d by 1-aac Ordway; tuence westerly on said road to land
formerly owned by Elisha Swift; thence northerly by said Swift's land to I d foritu rly of James Neal; thence easterly on land
of said Neal to lot No. 26 on town pian;
<u:hthence northerly on said Neal’s land
westerly corner of land formerly of 1’iin- thy
Tewksbury; thence easterly on said D-wsbury
land to northwest corner of said Ord way lan- ;
Ord way land t
thence southerly on
place
[ of beginning, containing seventy-two acres,
more or less.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,

Of Capt. Clarence A. Packard, a prominent Rockland citizen who died suddenly Nov. 8th in Union, the Rockland
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by American Press Association.

Belfast
doses of

ine, etc.,
relieve

Bimple

people should know that a few
simple buckthorn bark, glycermixed in Adler-i-ka, often
prevent appendicitis. This

as

or

mixture removes such

surprising

foul matter that ONE SPOONFUL relieves almost ANY CASE constipation,
A short treatment
sour stomach or gas.

helps chronic stomach trouble. Adler-ika has easiest and moBt thorough action
of anything we ever Bold. The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

|

Ruined Fort Vaux. at Verdun, taken in dune by the Germans, for which
it is said they paid KO.000 men.

|
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HOW APPENDICITIS
CAN BE PREVENTED

<

all three

to

make

equally well,

but

William Tell does it, because it is
milled by a special process from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat. If you
aspire to blue ribbon bread, cake
and pastry that keep the family

ntrs doing business at
name and style of
against The Pastures, a <■■■
ardexis ing according

firm

l
\

of the State of Maim
listed place uf ousine.-s
ty of Waldo and State "
dollars and mi.oty-tive
ai d ten dollars and thirty
suit, and will be sold at
ffi-e tit the county ja’
county, to the highest m.
day of December, 1916.
forenoon, the following
and ah tne right, title ami
said 1 he Pastures has a
same on tfie twenty-six
three hours and twenty
neon, the time when the
the writ in the same
pit ce or parcel of land
said county, beginning at
on the eastern shore of
ted for
corner; tin
rods to westerly line
t
farm; t* .-nee souther!,
stone standing in the m
50; ther.cesou.it fifty
five icds io Suit) iiideti
on shore
of said f <•
boumis, contain ng twer
FRAN I
►

:i

.,

tember, 1916.
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Probate

j
]

I

I
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FRANK

j

At ;i Probate < ourt. i.»■
for the County <>f Waio<)c ober. a. 1) 1916, m
certain instiunient, p
last will and testaim m
late of Islesboro. in s::
deceased, having been
Augustus P. Coon.In <’i
as executor iu said will t--

A

I

Ordered, that notice be
terested by causing a eo|
published three weeks -i.

[
j

publican .Journal, publish-

may appear at a Probate <
fast, within and for said t
Tuesday of November next,
before noon, and show eat
1
why the same should not
and allowed.
JAM Lb
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR W. LH

practic*

2ft

specialty.

j

fast, for two hundred thin
fourteen cents, debt
and thirty-nine cents, cost
sold at public auction at a
j iil in Belfast, in saui c
bidder, on the second lay
ten o’clock in the forei
scribed real estate and
interest which the said !
had in and to the same
May,,1916. at four hourutes o'clock in th- aften
the same was attached n
suit, to wit;—A certain Iwith the buildings there,
mont, in said County of d
described as follows, to w
north by land of Calvin
the town road and land
Konitz; on the south by la
land occupied by Same*
east by land of William
ant, containing one hui.dr
more or less.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Courts.

wit:

btpnmb r, 1916, m
.(>t Belfast, in saw:
Pastures, a corporation
under the laws of the Stating its principal place of
ran

liEO.L JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law
Practice in all

I"

^

of

the time when the same was attached on the
writ in the same suit, to wit: —A certain lot or
parcel of land situated in Belmont, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, on the
easterly side of Tilden Pond, so-called, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:—Beginning at stake and stones at said Pond;
thence north sixty degrees east on land of Andrew Donnell, thirty-eight r« ds to stake and
stones; thence south twenty degrees east on
said Donnell’s land, seventy-eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence south sixty degrees
west on land of Edward ElniH, thirty-eight rods
to said Pond; thence northerly as said Pond
runs to the place of beginning.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,

For Sale
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EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
by gives notice that he

pointed

executor of the last

!
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of

do but William Tell—the flour that

Sand and
a

gravel

FREDERICK 8, JONES, hitdeceased* and giveu bonds
All persons having demands
tate of said deceased are
the same for settlement, and
to are requested to make payi"’11
to John R. Duntoii of Helta-t.
ized agent in the State of Mao-

delivered at

CHAS. M. HALL,

lellS06

Searsport Ave.

j
j

>

reasonable price.
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FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER

|

Taken this 27th day
tion dated October 17. 1.'
ment rendered by the Mi;
for the County of Waldo,
begun and held on the

October 27. 1916.
Taken this 27th day of October, on execution dated October 4. 1916, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial t.ourt,
for the County of Waldo, at the term thereof
begun and held on the fourth Tuesday of September, 1916. to wit, on the thirtieth day of
September, 1916, in favor of Standard Oil Compuny, a corpoiation organized and existing according to law under the laws of the State of
New York, and having its principal place of
business at New York, in the County of New
York, against the Pastures, a corporation or
ganized and existing according to law under
the laws of the State of Maine, and having an
established place of business at Belfast, n the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, for fortyone dollars and seventy-four cents, debt or
damage, and nine dollars and sixty-seven cents,
costs of suit, and will be sold at punhc auction
at my office at the county jail in Belfast, in
said county, to the highest bidder, on the second day of December, 1916, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and interest which
the said The Pastures has and had in and to
the same on the second day of May, 1916, at
four hours and forty minutes in the afternoon,

looking forward to your next treat,
tell the grocer that nothing will
goes farther.

i

COUNTY OF WALDO,

Sheriff.

TT takes extra fine flour

,!

STATE 0
STATE OF MAINE.

Successor.

The executive committee of the FarmUnion of Maine has chosen F. A.
Budge of Mattawamkeag to fill the place
made vacant by the resignation of Mr.
Embree. Mr. {judge’s appointment is a
temporary one, being until the annual
meeting in June. He is a young man
who nas been very successful as the head
of his local union and is expected to
carry forward the good work that has
been done by Mr. Embree. He will make
his headquarters in Waterville, which ts
the home office for the Unions of Maine.

Taken this 27th day
tion dat< d October 19, i.
ment rendered by the Sui
tor the ('< unty of Waldo,
b< gun and held on the
t« mber, 1916, to wit
or
September, 1916, in fav-.r
thews and Joseph Tyler, t
County of Waldo and Mat

Sheriff.

COUNTY OF WALDO. SS.

frozen.”
Mr.

ST ATE OF
COL NT Y OK WALDO,

I

Photo

1

Always

Use For Over 30 Years.

FORT VAUX HOTLY CONTESTED

gist sells Pr. 'Williams’ l’rak pills,

i

i

_

Nothing more is needed except sunlight, good air, proper food and rest.
If you do not know exactly what ruler)
to follow in these matters write today
to the Pr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., for booklets on
the blood and diet. Your own drug-

HOUSfhl

—

plasters

student
always
of n usic, was one of the best of the early
chu ch organists and has played on all
the organs in the city churches except
those which have been built since the
When past his 100th birthfire u1911.
concerts, his
I day he attended several
| bearing being excellent.
He has always been interested in Con! gregationalism, has written many church
histories and assisted in preparing State
OLD FASHIONED FOODS.
In his later years he
and local history.
greater.
has been authority on tile early history
Such a contribution to the kno vledge
a
remarkable
of the city, possessing
Considering the subject of cheap foods of ancient conditions is cent dried in Promemory.
that are good, the Kansas City Times fessional
Paper S9 of the United States
His eyesight, failed nearly 25years ago.
says:
| Geological Survi y. Department of the
He learned to operate a typewriter by
of the Chapman
“The average housewife, traveling in Interior, on ihe "Fauna
touch and turned out almost perfect copy.
| sandstone of Maine,” by H. S. Williams
In later years he has been supplied with ! a rut, thinks she must have Irish pota- and C. L.
which
discusses tne
i
Breger,
the raised letter literature from the ! toes on the
table, no matter what they fossils found m the Chapman sandstone
has
He
Philadelphia Public Library.
cost.
If when she went to school she of Aroostook County, Maine, near Preskept in close touch with current events
que Isle. The fauna described comprises
read .to him by his family and friends. had been taught the food values in dif- 127
species and varieties belonging to
has
voted
he
a
stanch
ferent
Republican
Always
things, and was watching the I various groups of invertebrates and one
for every Whig or Presidential Republi- market
now, she would know that sweet J fish, and may safely be correlated with a
can candidate from William Henry Har| potatoes, costing only one-half as much later phase of the H-ldernprg fauna,
rison to Taft.
as
Irish
!
potatoes, have just as much food which lived in very early Devonian time
Freeman
Of his three sons.
Hyde value, with a
|
saving of $1 a bushel. A in eastern North Am-rica. and villi tne
a
WatCivil
Duren of Everett, Mass.,
good cook book would teach her how to so-called Hercynian fauna of Europe,
Anat
the
of
78.
age
veteran, is living
make sweet potato pie, to roast with the l’he Chapman fauna is intermediate in
other son, Charles ftl. Duren served in skin
on, to bake, to cut in strips and fry, character between these two and thus
and to
the 54th Massachusetts Infantry
boil and to cook in other ways.”
forms a link connecting the two cont[
died from wounds.
She should moreover, according to this nents. It contains enough identical and
Deacon Duren was cared for by his
as
authority, know that there is
closely related species in common wi h
dauehter-in-law, Mrs. Emma F. Duren much nutriment in corn meal as injust
wheat each of the other faunas to prove that it
and a granddaughter, Miss Mary Duren.
and
flour,
though the former may have was approximately contemporaneous
doubled in price it is still cheaper than with them.
It is, furthermore, younger
the latter. Continuing, the Times calls than the Tilt stone fauna, the uppermost
attention to another wholesome food, a member of the English Silurian, or the
food that was in every home in the old late Silurian marine fauna of Arisaig.
Some men and many women feel tired
days, but which is almost entirely neg- Nova Scotia,and hence helps to esiabli.-di
all the time.
This is not natural.
lected now, namely, molasses, either a common upper boundary for the Si-i
Fatigue following work or great exersorghum or cane, which could be found lurian rocks on both sides of the Atlantic
tion is normal but to be constantly
on
tired indicates a diseased condition,
every table a generation ago. This Some of the fossils discussed in this paper
"sweetening” is still cheaper than sugar, were already known, but many are new.
usually thin blood. Backache generaland some of the authorities on food
They are described and illustrated in a
ly accompanies this state of thesystem.
values do not hesitate to assert that it is manner that makes ihe paper valuable to
Such sull'erers are usually pale but
more nourishing than
butter. Indeed, the stratigraphtr and
not necessarily thin.
paleontologist,
In blonds the
in old times, it was used in preference to though it is too technical for the layman.
transparency of the skin is increased;
butter in many families, particularly by
in brunettes i. is decreased and the
the
children.
Potatoes, corn biead
complexion becomes muddy. The eye;
spread with molasses, and molasses ginlids become a greyish blue.
with
which
to top off—such
gerbread,
This condition of thin blood, which
FCfi FUSC
*
food, as the Times recalls it, was good
doctors call anemia, is a dangerous one
enough for the stalwart men and women
if allowed to progress but with proper
pioneers of the country. We have been
treatment it may be speedily corrected.
and are living in an age of extravaPr. 'Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale Peogance, and it will require a long cample contain just the elements needed to
paign of education to get the people
build up the blood and restore the lost
back to plain food without trimmings.—
color and vitality.
New energy circuBiddeford Journal.
lates through the System with ’the enriched blood, the lieart stops its alarming palpitating, color returns to cheeks
A MEMORABLE sea tragedy.
and lips.
Duren has

M

Foley's Cathartic Tablets are just a plain
honest.old-fashioned physic. They act promptly and effectively on the bowels without
pain, griping or nausea. They keep the
stomach sweet, the liver active, and the bowels
regular. Thev banish biliousness, sick.head
aches, sour stomach, indigestion. Sold Every7tb,
where
Prohibition Carried in Oregon.

s

Minutes.

Liniment.

GOTHAM POLICE NAVY'S STATION

ANCIENT OCEANS IN NORTHERN
MAINE.

j

WELLINGTON M-1U
Reading, Pa., Oct. 10, 1916.
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j
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T0 R0CK ROCKING stone

Ideas For Community Betterment.
I count that farmer successful who not
he who also
merely tills well his soil, but
his community
rears a family, who serves
and who leaves the land richer than when

It Holds Only Knew

..

how often children suffer from
wormB, they
care and guard
against this comailment of childhood.

ytould take
mon

Signs of

worms

are,

he came to it.
When a church doesn t thrive, you may
know that the people haven’t found
themselves. They do not know the real
meaning of public service.
Even the farmer has heretofore been a
burglar of soil potash, a thief of nitrogen
and a spendthrift of humus. He must
now begin to farm constructively.
It is impossible to get this much-talk-

Deranged

stomach, swollen upper lip,
sour stomach, offensive
breath,
hard and full belly with occa
sional gripings and pains about
^l10 navel, pale face of leaden
tln** eyes heavy
and dull,

vr

\
twi»ching eyelids, itching of
the nose,
EST. 1851
itching of the rectum,
short dry cough,
grinding of the teeth, little
red points slicking out on
tongue, starting
during sleep, slow fever.
Over 60 years ag Dr. True discovered the
formula of Dr. True’s Elixir, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. Since
then people
have been writing us letters like
this: "My littie granddaughter had
pinworms very badly,
and after taking part of a bottle of
Dr. True’s
Klixir is very much better.
Mrs. Georgi
rhilpot, Houston, 1 exas.” This
has a

ed-about-co-operation until

remedy

world-wide reputation as the one safe and reliable remedy for worms and stomach disorders for both young and old.
At dealers, 35c,
50c and $1.00. Advice free. Write me.

Auburn,

New

Rural

Opportunities and Conditions.
“The prosperity of the producer is dependent upon the purchasing power of
the consumer. Commercial
activity or
prosperity is dependent upon activity of
and
interchange
intercommunication.
“Increased production, increased

con-

sumption

and increased profits and increased wealth must come from increased
effectiveness of all the elements that enter into production.

j---i..;can

|

i,

[

i

------.-.n.i

Press Association.

Bronx park zoo, New York city, sees visitors mov*
king stone. At the first opportunity he attempted it, but Wit
A
<

at

y

only

come

from advanced research and study ana
investigation and the adoption or application of all the highest practical methods
which trial, experiment and experience
establish to be good.
“The great West, and the great commercial and industrial centers, which
have been tempting the New England
boy from home, do not now offer the
same comparative ease and comfort and
opportunity to those who have to live by
iheir own physical exertions, as they
once did.
For all those rural opportunities are now equal and rural conditions
superior. Wht-n the new generation of
boys in rural New England understand
this, appreciate this, they will act accordingly, and we will see rural New
England keeping pace with industrial
New England and the pace will be one
liiat will go far when once started,’’
Theodore N. Vail at Springfield, Mass.
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K&8/& Lamp

generous, steady
No smoke.
>ung.

I

hard

have
The

|

not

are

raj
0

light makes old
No flicker.

eyes seem
Solid brass,

The Federal Geological Survey is authority for the statement that an average of ninety-five tons of soil and loose
rock are washed into the ocean every
year from every square mile of territory
it;
the United States. The stupendous
amount of iand washed away may be
realized when it is taken into consideration that there are over 3,000,000 square
miles of land in this country. This loss
to the American farmer is gigantic, as it
is obvious that the soli carried away is
tup soil —the richest in plantfood and
huiriLS.
Is the best part of your farm being
gradually washed away year by year?
Do you allow the washes to develop into
gullies to further facilitate the robbing
of your soil? Have you failed to realize
that the muddy creek flowing through
your section is carrying a part of yours
and your neighbor’s farm away? —Vertical Farming.

Maine Experiments With Potatoes.
Results of the 1916 experiments of the
Maine Station with potatoes indicate
that the scarcity of potash since the beginning ot the European War and the
smaller amounts used have not made the
growing of potatoes unprofitable as the
lands that are in good heart are returning profitable yields. However, the results show that, the addition of as little
as 45 pounds per acre of potash in fertilizers increased the yield of potatoes,
at least when grown on sod land, the
amount depending upon the condition of
the land and probably also upon the seasonal conditions.
The three plots in
which potash was included in the fertilizers used average 152 barrels per acre
as compared to an average of 110 barrels
per acre from the two plots in which potash was omitted.

V'alue and Kesults in Advertising.
I have yet to hear of

1

For best results use Socony Kerosene—
the cleanest, clearest-burning fuel.

j

\

j

TANDARD OIL COMPANY gf
50 Congress Street, Boston

|

;Jj

J

N. Y.
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Utile Sneezes

Grow,

Had the Wrong Nightie,

j

with [
A story of an experience which came
a sore throat, a tight chest.
to one of Augusta’s citizens a short time
; tome of coldfl, and you know
ago on the occasion of his visit to Searst
Dr
will break them up.
moot, his home town, to Celebrate his
very, with its soothing anbirthday,is affording his friends no small
amount of amusement at his ex-pense. It
.UH been breaking
up colds
uglis of young and old for 47 is understood that he did not intend the
New Discovery loo ens the story to get out, but of course it did, and
is told about as follows: After varied
e head, soothes the irritated
experiences throughout the day the man
makes breathing easier. At
who had the birthday hade the rest of
the household good night and sought his
bed-room to retire for the night, where
PLANTS AND WILD BEK- preparations went along all right until it
came to donning his nightdress.
There,
S OF MAINE.
however, he found trouble, for as he put
it on over his head he not only found it
son when scores of Maine
somewhat small for him but the sleeves
e woods in search of rare
only went to the elbow. Then the truth
! berries, which are coldawned
on
that he had brought from
ipped to the metropolitan home one ofhim
his better half’s night dresholiday trade. The next Bes instead of his own. —Kennebec
V ones for these
t

hang

on

all winter Rtart

■

1

■

workers.
day, gather the greens
evenings sorting and getfor shipment, which bef December and continues

partridge berries is pereral than for any other
The long, traili lant life.
usually found in thick
with the well developed
plentiful, and it frequentP people will spend a whole
ling half a dozen vines
ipon them.
form these vines into
winding the short stems
Mon thread instead of wire
turning them face down
aler every night and re'Ch morning, the brilliancy
and leaves will continue
Mis. In the big cities they
■r

■

J,

■

t-'"'

"Mght.
rhaps

the most striking
wild plant ilie which inwith
t.'
ready sale is the
various collections found
use woods.
Such cumbinaconsist of the partridge
rnamental mosses, small
sometimes pieces of
I,, -'iv.ths,
r; or
j.
twigs of striking beauty
the
!*Hy
rare, but ever popukv
Mi'iwn as adder’s tongue.
Miese bowls range from $1
m
there is always a steady det,
'them in the best marketplaces.
tongue, which is growing
bJM-Pa
Mlh each succeeding year, is
in popularity, and many
! r“fer to
pot it singly and sell the
(

is
Mb

Journal.

Eastern Steamship Lines.
ALL THE WAY BY WATER.
BANGOR LINE
Turbine St tel Steamships Belfast and Camden
Leave Belfasl Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 2 00 p. m for Camden,
Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
7.30 a. m for Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport
and Bangor.
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.C0
Leave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays,
!>
m.
Thursdays and Saturdays at II.00a.m. for Boston and intermediate landings.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
BETWEEN

1

|

ij|f"'*,'ng
mm

for

a

good profit.

l8 said

about tired

women

t

h

T

*t„,

ambition, Foley "Kidney

'’"'gthening.^They

■/where.

act

Pills

From Portland and New York. Passenger service Tuesday and Saturday, one week; Thursday, alternate week. Freight service Tuesdaj Thursday and Saturday. Leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, 6 p. m. Leave New York, 5
p. m.

METROPOLITAN LINE
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
—13 1-2 HOURS.

ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL
EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS
Leave North Side India Wharf, Boston, week
days and Sundays at 6 p. m. Same service
returning from Pier 18, North River, foot of
Murray St., New York City,
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

persistently, judiciously

FOR SALE
Two

houses for sale:

Condon
street and one on Northport avenue. For
particulars Inquire at
44tt
6 MILLER STREET.
one

on

SIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
BLADDER
FOR BACK:'.0.1s KI3NEYS

■
1

,,

Never

of your Dealer.

‘Lay or Bust” is guaranteed to make
hens lay—“money back if not satisfied.”
If your dealer can’t supply you, send us
his name and your order, and we will
that you get both the FEED and the

T

FEEDER.
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THE Qinn
PARK 4 POLLARD CO., 46 Canal
St., Boston, Mass.
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1st TO 30th.

DEATHS.

PRESTON’S

Hon. William E. Spear, formerly of
:
Rockland, died suddenly in Boston Nov,
| 3d
in the 70rh y ar of his age. He was
j the youngest child of the late Capt.
I
Archibald G. and Angelica (Branton)
Spear, the other members of the family
being Olivia, wife of ex-Gov. Garcelon
I of
!
Lewiston; Caroline, wife of U. S.
Senator William P. Frye of Lewiston;
!

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated

on

Y\

double hitches,
age issolicited

ashington street just off Main street. I have single and
buckboards, etc. Careful drivers desired. Your patronTelephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
YY. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

Emmeline, the only surviving member of
j the
family, and Julia, wife of E. D. i
i
Graves of Rockland. Judge Spear re|
ceived his early education in the public
schools of his native town

and later at

ROCKLAND-BELFAST

;

schools.
He was graduated
i preparatory
from Bowdoin in the class of
and
1870

after further study at Bangor Theoiogical Seminary entered the ministry.
He
held several pastorates in Maine and
New Hampshire, after which he spent a
year of travel and study in Europe and
in Palestine. Upon his return he entered
the office of A. P. Gould in Tnomaston
for the study of law. In 1879 he was
admitted to the Massachusetts Bar and
began a law practice which he continued
for many years. In 1892 he was elected
to a judgeship and in 1898, after the close
of the Spanish-American war, he was
sent to Paris as French interpreter for
the Peace Commission, his brother-inlaw, Senator Frye, being one of the camimissioners.
Upon his return he was appointed at the head of the office of the

Spanish Claims Commission with headquarters at Washington. At the expiration of ten years, owing to failing health,
he resigned the position and returned to
Boston, resuming his law practice at 18
Tremont street. Judge Spear was an
exceptionally fine linguist, speaking
| French, German, Italian and Spanish
fluently. He was much interested in
military tactics and in his leisure mo-

j

Village Blacksmith

AUTO SERVICE.
beginning October 1, 1916,

j

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.

I
I

Leave Rockland, Rockland Hotel,
12.00 m. and 4.00 p. m.
EXTRA CARS FOR CHARTER

MAINE

»

&

Backache

nervousness due to kid.

Rheumatism. ntY ,and blJadderanddis?rde,ra> for weary,
sleepless nights, for
Kidneys and pam-laden d*ys
Bladder, weak, lame back, take Foley Kidney Pills.
.■■■■* Contain no harmful or habit
■Qforming drugs.
..

SOLD

EVERYWHERE

Arrive in Rockland
and 3.30 p. m.

m.

1.30P.

tn

Arrive in Belfast
and 5 30 p. m.’

SPECIAL TRIPS ON

APPLICATION

L CM l .4 A Y.

Phone 3l5-3, Belfast. Mama

LET YOUR CROPS DECSDE

1867

They
J

will tell you to use E. FRANK COF
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

>

;

a.

Hi A NSPQRl .4 7 IO\

CICKtV. Manager

ORRIN ]

9-30

I

I

JALKijOIN

I HE

&

mo

FERTILIZERS.

Manufactured
Country ai Belfast, Maine.
BLLLAST Atii.MS.

HALL

COE-MORT1MER COMPANY, NEW YOS^K

i

$

>
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the residence at the corner of Spring and
Union streets, Rev. J. II. Gray officiating. The deceased was born in Sears
mont Jan. 27, 1864, a daughter of Nathan
and Mary (Severance) Hills. The family moved to this city in the 70's, and Mr.
Hills became proprietor of the LindseyHouse, which was afterwards run by his \->v will find on Phcenix Row, opposite the
Court House.
Mrs.
son, the late William 15. Hills.
Staples’ marriage took place Aug. 3,
1888, and was followed by a domestic fur I
Cut fo Order.
career of exceptional happiness.
Mrs.
Staples was essentially a home body, and
Scarfs and Garments
amid the pleasant surroundings which
ON
HAND.
she created was never happier than
when entertaining guests. It was in
H A 1R GOODS.
this charming home that Bishop Burt
When you want furs would be pleased to have
was entertained while presiding over the j
44tf
annual session of the E 1st Maine Con- | yon call.
ference in 1912.
Although not a meml. V. MILLER.
ber of the Methodist church Mrs. Staples
was a regular attendant of the church,
and a devoted worker in its interests.
She belonged to the Woman’s Foreign
Missionary Society and Epworth League.
I am prepared to do all kinds of
Her gentle manner and willingness to
trucking.
aid others greatly endeared her to every- Furniture and
piano moving a specialty.
body. Mrs. Staples is survived by her
husband and one sister, Mrs. E. R. Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Brock, of this city. —Rockland Courier- Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con-

Miller’s Fur Rooms

|

rimminq

Muffs,

TRUCKHMG

I

Gazette.

cern.

David Piper, a retired farmer and Civil
War veteran, died Nov. 5th of Bright’s
His last illness covered a period
disease.
of 12 weeks, during which he was in the
constant care of a trained nurse. Funeral services were held Wednesday atternoon, Rev. J. H. Gray officiating. The
bearers were Cnarles S. Robbins, Charles
S. Coughlin, Edward B. Spear and WarThe burial was in
ren
B. Gardner.
Mr. Piper was born
Achorn cemetery.
in Troy, Me., April 10, 1841. He enlisted in the 17tb Maine Regiment in 1862
and received his honorable discharge at
| the close of the war. He returned home
to engage in the more peaceful occupation of farming, and in time came to
possess a farm of 190 acres, which was
He retired from
the largest in his town.
that occupation in 1908, and had since
made his home at 146 Rankin street, this
city. The news ot his death will bring
much sorrow in the town where most of
his life was spent, and to the many
friends he had made since adopting Kockland as his home.
He was a member of
the Dixmont, Grand Army Post anu
Knights of Pythias Loiige. He is survived by his second wife, Adelaide L.
Arnold of Rockland, to whom he was
married Dec. 29, 1879, and by one son,
Frank M. Piper of Rockland. —Rockland

re-

ceive prompt attention.

Telephone

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo

Avenue, Belfast

i
I

!

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in v/ater for douches stops
pelvic caturrh* ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co., for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sere eyes. Economical
Has extraordinary deaiuinp and germicidal tx>wer.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggets, or postpaid by

^^uaih^Th^Pax’on^oilri^^iMoaiiy^Boston^N^aM^^

I

The death of Capt. Addison V. Shute,
commander of the James T. Morse, occurred on Saturday night, Nov. 4th, of
Bright’s disease. Capt. Shute had been
in the employ of the Eastern Steamship
Company for a number of years and succeeded Capt. Winterbotham of Lamoine
in command of the Morse, upon the latter’s retirement several years ago. Capt.
Shute was about 62 years of age and had
a
wide acquaintanceship
among the
travelling public, by whom he was well
liked. He was a faithful and efficient
captain and will be greatly missed. Capt.
Shute had complained more or less lately
of not feeling especially well, but had
been up and able to attend to his duties
as usual,
He retired Saturday night, as
usual,andSunday morning was found dead
in his bed, evidently having passed away
in the night. The body was taken to his
borne at Sandypoint on Monday for interment. Capt. Shute leaves three sons
and a daughter.—Bar Harbor Times.

Leave orders at the stable, corner of

Main and Cross streets, and they will

Courier-Gazette.
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FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

PoflARVcO.'!

Street, Boston, Mass.

Address
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THIS OFFER IS GOOD ONLY FROM

RECENT
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* ells How to Make
Mon ?y With
Poultry. Hundreds of “Secrets**and
Hints by a man who has spent a life-time

see

j

For beadache and

Clog,

This short time offer is to prove the
great egg-producing value of
Lay or
Bust.” The more “Lay or Bust” your
hens eat, the more eggs they lay. Stuff
your hens with “Lay or Bust” and get
eggs, at the least cost per dozen, when
eggs are high.

AND

The

^,ean

Prev.nl, W«#te

—

ments wrote a book on the Civil War entitled "The North and the South,” which
passed though two editions. At the time
SOMETHING HUMAN IN THEM.
of his death he had completed the manu1
Yet There Is the Widest Difference Be- script for another book on the same subHe traveled extensively in this
i jeer.
tween Any Animal and Man.
country and his summers for the last
The chief difference between man and
twenty years were spent in European
the lower animals lies in man’s capacity travel. Besides his
surviving sister, he
for sinning. Obviously he has no mo- ! leaves a widow and four nieces—Mrs.
Eiiith Garcelon
nopoly of the virtues.
Dennis of Medford,
A dog may be faithful, an elephant
Orcharding in Maine.
Mass., Mrs. Wallace H. White, Sr., of
be kind and true, a cat is said to love
Lewiston, Mrs. Frank H. Briggs of WashThe apple is the principal commercial may
home and fireside; the parental instincts ington, D. C., and Miss
Angelica S.
fruit of Maine. In 1910 there were three
of the penguin would put ninetenths of Graves of Rockland. The funeral serand one-half million trees in bearing, a
the leaders of our best society to shame. vices were held at his late home in Bosdecrease of one-half million trees in comIt is not by possessing such attributes ton
parison to the 1900 report. Better prices that animals become “almost human.” of Sunday, Rev. S. H. Roblin, D. D.,
the Second Universalist church of
for grain and orchard products have reIt would be fairer to our furred and Boston
officiating.—Rockland Couriersulted during the last few years, especialleathered friends to say that the man Gazette.
ly since the opening of many summer who possesses these trails
in fine degree
reservations and summer homes in many is
almost animal.
j A brief obituary of Mrs. Margaret
parts of Maine.
There is a horse f vaudeville fame that ; Turner, who died Oct. 23d at her home
It is estimated that the apple industry reckons simple sums in addition, and in Isle au Haut, was
incomplete and we
is worth from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 to answers a wide variety of questions, if
quote as follows from a tribute to the
Maine annually. The increase of pests my memory serves me.
deceased in the Deer isle Messenger:
and diseases and the lack of proper atI will even allow him to write his own “Mrs. Turner was born at Port la
Tour,
tention to the plantfood needs of the first name with his hoof in the sand. N. S., the daughter of James and Elmira
trees are given as reasons for the de- The show bills call him, "human,”
yet (Dowling) Sholes, and is survived by
crease in orcharding. With better methwe feel no sens? of kinship as we watch
two brothers, Seth, of Boston, Mass.,
ods, such as are being advocated by the the performance, even though we should and Nathaniel, of Belfast, Me.; also her
Maine Experiment Station, the total grant him all the ratiocination his exhibi- entire
family of eight children, six
yield from Maine orchards will be great- tors claim. We simply say, "What a daughters and two sons—George and
ly increased.
wonderfully clever horse!” bestow a word Charles Turner, of Isle au Haut; the
of praise upon his trainer, and that is the daughters being Mrs. John Collins, of
One Thousand Tons of Hay.
whole story. 1 have seen a dog perform Isle au Haut; Sarah, wife of Capt. Geo.
One thousand tons of hay have been agile tricks with prompt obedience and Sawyer, captain of the E. S. S. Co.’s
harvested during the past summer on the obvious enjoyment, and to me he was steamer Belfast; Annie, wife of Clarfarms owned by W. B. Kendall of Bow- still a dog.
ence Gray; Bessie, wife of Mark BaldBut when some canine friend hides on win, of Springfield, Vt.; May, wife of
doinham, Maine,—an increase of onethird in yield over the preceding year. his wash day; when he steals the cat’s Capt. Jasper Chapin, and
Edith, wife of
Over 350 tons of selected clover hay will milk and pretends he did nor; when he
Capt. Raymond Conley, of Camden.
be fed during the winter to Mr. Kendall’s Blinks in at a door with every expression Funeral services were held at her late
flock of 1,500 sheep.
of eye and limb crying "peceavi,” ah, home on Oct. 25t,h, Rev. Ftank Snell ofThe hay grown on the Kendall farms then I say to myself, "There is some- ficiating, the bearers being her two sons,
thing human about that dog,” —Burgess and Messrs. John Collins, Mark Baldwin,
was seeded during the past three to ten
in Harper’s Magazine.
Clarence Gray and Jasper Chapin. The
years. Sheep manure was used as a top Johnson,
floral offerings were many and beautiful.
: dressing on a few of the fields, but comMrs. Turner had Deen an invalid for the
mercial fertilizers were used principally
to supply plantfood for the bumper crop.
past year or more, and had made her
Favorable weatherconditions, with plenty
Everybody knows him, and every- home with her son Charles. No more
fitting memorial can be erected m her
of ram during May and June, are also body likes him.
He’s a fine fellow,
responsible for the large production of with a hard hand, a big arm and a memory than that which she herself has
hay in Maine and other New England mighty chest. As strong as he is, he raised. Eight noble sons and daughters,
memoirs of a mother’s care and training;
will tell you that he isn't much good
States.
and the tender memories of those who
when his stomach goes back on him.
The Work of the Bureau of Soils.
knew her best as friend and neighbor,
So long as he can eat well, lie can
work hard and long, hut when his
always ready to help in time of trouble,
“The chief activities of the Bureau of
and one of whom it may be truly said
stomach is sick he doesn’t feel like
Soils of the U. S. Department of Agrithat
none went hungry from her door.
standing at his anvil. Many strong
culture are the Boil survey, fertilizer inAnd
transition may be her gain,
vestigations and studies in soil physics men have found “L. F.” Atwood’s we allthough
will feel our loss.”
Medicine a great help in keeping the
and soil chemistry,” says Milton Whitstomach well. It acts very promptly
ney, Chief of the Bureau of Soils, U. S.
on the digestive organs, the liver and
Carrie C. (Hills) wife of Roscoe
Department of Agriculture.
and keeps them regular and
Staples, died Friday evening, Nov. 3d,
“The influence of soils or topography bowels, When
in the Charlesgate Hospital, Cambridge,
healthy.
you feel out of sorts,
on agriculture is given, and the general
with little appetite, or suffer from a
Mass., where she had been receiving
type and methods of farming are de- sick headache, this reliable remedy treatment the
past six weeks for the unscribed, including the equipment used, will soon make you feel better.
suspected malady. She left home in apthe cultivation given the various crops,
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside wrapparently good health, and early reports
the crop rotations practiced and the ferper with your opinion of the medicine, we will
from Cambridge were quite reassuring.
tilizers applied. The size of the farms send one of our Needle Books with a good
Subsequent developments indicated that
and the value of farm land is given, and assortment of high grade needles, useful in
the end waB not far distant. The rereference is made to such subjects as every family.
mains were, brought to this city Saturlabor and tenure.”
"L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
day,Jand funeral services were held from

are

quickly.

r'&uciren Ory
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“aiemhered that men also pay the
°ver work. When the kidneys are
Vl'
when one feels
«1 1 <*' sluggish.
miserable, has the "blueB,” lacks

1

AND NEW YOR K

MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL

Men Feel Tired, l oo.

j

PORTLAND

REDUCED FaRES AND
STATEROOM PRICES

■

an advertiser who
and intelliadvertised
for any considerable
gently
length of time, and had supported that
advertising in the proper conduct of his
business in other directions, who has not
succeeded. Loss through advertising is
largely due to inadequate support, indifferent or useless extravagance. Your
business, like your soil, must not be
robbed. It is a law of nature that where
we receive much, we must
give something in return. Your soil will wear out
if you do not fertilize and properly care
for it. Your business will run down if
you do not advertise and keep it in a
healthy state of cultivation. It is activity that causes growth and development; in fact, it is activity that makes
us strong.
An active advertising campaign will make your business healthy
and strong. —Frank B. White, Managing
Editor Agricultural Publishers Associa-

has

POULTRYMEN
THISOVERALL"Dry-Mash”

1 FEEDER is yourswith each
absolutely FREE
bag of “Lay or Bust” ordered

Facts About Fruit Growing.

Anchor Your Farm.

ne

MASS.

ON

How many farmers nave a definite,
clear idea as to the exact mission of fertilizers? Professor Van Slyke, of the
New York Experiment Station defines a
fertilizer as being any substance which,
added to the soil, will, under favorable
conditions, produce a better growth of
crops, whether by direct or indirect
action on the crop or on the properties of
the soil.
Dr. A. D Hall, late director
of the famous English experiment station at Rothainsted, says that fertilizers
are designed to supply deficiencies in the
soil, and for all practical purposes are to
be regarded as consisting of compounds
of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.
Fertilizers are a mighty help in the
hands of the well-informed farmer. They
are not all-oowerfui—they cannot take
the place of hard work —of well prepared
seed bed—of well-drained soil—of good
seed, nor of sweet re-action in the soil.
The farmer should look upon his fertilizers the same as he looks upon his valuable machinery and valuable horses or
other livestock. They necessitate an expenditure of money, the same as the materials just mentioned. But if conditions
are made riuht and fertilizers are used
widely, experience has proven beyond a
doubt that they return a I. rge profit.
The fruit tree is more highly organized
than the grasses, the cereals and the
root crops.
More care and attention is
needed. Hay may he handled with a
fork, potatoes, wheat and oats with a
shove! without injury, but fruit must be
handled with care.
Fruit needs to be
uniform and of good appearance,as it is so
generally sold and consumed in the original form and a great difference in price
results if not properly handled.
The
fruit tree is highly sensitive to favorable and unfavorable conditions of soil,
climate, frosts and moisture. Wind currents, air drainage, elevation, the plantfood requirements of the different kinds
of fruit, the effects of the use of fertilizers on color, shape, size and quality of
fruit, the diseases of fruit trees, insect
pests, marketing, shipping, by-products,
and many other subjects must be understood before the orchard owner becomes
an efficient fruit grower.

—
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Plantfood Duties.

England’s
Biggest Problems.

increased ettectiveness can

**AKtv

—
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Maine

selfishness

has vanished, until the wail of personal
greed of each individual is broken.
I want to see farmers co-operate, not
to defend themselves from other classes,
but to render service.
Cleaning up the earth, protecting
game and resources, maintaining public
health and protecting soil fertility
these are the things toward which community effort must strive during the
next 25 years.—Liberty Hyde Bailey.

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

B0YINUT0N OPTICAL CO..
44 South Main Street, Winteroort, Maine.
OFFICE

DAYS,

MONDAYS AND

TUESDAYS

DR. W. (!. IJIIRY,
DENTIST,
37 Main Street,

Belfast, Me

ae hand, which had in some way become in*
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
acted. Monday morning, the patient showunder the
Mrs.Marcus Littlefield left Saturday for visits
ig more favorable aymptoma
reatment given, going to the hospital was de* ; in Thorndike and Burnham.
lyed, the patient not desiring to go unless i Mr. and Mrs. Harold Littlefield ere the proud
ecessary.
parents of a little son, born Nov. 13th.

SEARSPORT.
J P. Walker of Bangor

in town

was

Friday

business.

on

Capt. R. E. Sargent of Troy
week on business.

was

in town last

Mr. and Mrs. Cnarlea O. McMann and little
aughter. Mary Elizabeth, arrived last Saturlay from Dixmont for a brief visit with Capt,
,nd Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street,
eaving Tuesday for Bangor, where he expects
health being much
o have employment, his

Isabel Frame picked ripe strawberries
Nov. 3d, in the Rogers pasture,
Miss

J. A. Clement left Monday for
their winter home in Daytona, Florida,
Mr. and Mrs. Edmon Eno returned last week*
irom a two weeks visit in Bangor and EllsMr. and Mrs.

j
j

city at once.
uffer no return of that terrible sciatica which
vas so painful for him through the latter part
>f summer and autumn.

C. M. t lesson moved into the Sullivan
house on Pike avenue, which she recently
bought of C. S. Shute.

slight

snowstorm set in

Tuesday .about

having fallen,

the

snow

first for the winter.

W. Edwards

Miss L.

foot of

called to Hingham

was

NO ALUM-NO PHOSPHATE

Mrs. Harry L. Perry left Wednesday for
Marshfield, Oregon, to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Everett Curtis, who was recently stricken

—

-:-“----:-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

her left side.

on

funeral took

Made from Cream of Tartar

Runnells of Newburyport, a
Searsport boy,has been re-elected a member of
the Massachusetts legislature as a Republican
William F.

paralysis

Nov. 8th in his stateroom

Absolutely Pure

Center, Mass., last week by the death of her
sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Eames, in her 85:h year.

with

Lieut. Harold E. Marr of the 5th U. S. Field
Whooping cough is prevailing to quite an
Artillery, has been appointed inspector of the j
extent among the children throughout town.
Massachusetts State Militia with headquarters
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat, called here by
on Commonwealth avenue, Boston.
Mrs. Marr i
and young daughter arrived from Boston Sat- j the death of his father, the late James M.
urday to visit Mrs. Marr’s father, George A* Treat, left Nov. 8th to return to their home in
Bowen, on Main Btreet. Lieut. Marr will be ! Milo.

stationed in Boston for three years.
OBITUARY.

Capt.

Barnard, the assistant in the Stockton
Springs High school, was the guest Sunday of
Mr. Arthur Shute, whose two sons are pupils
in the school.

well

Salvage,
mariner, formerly of Searsport,
died Nov. 4th at the Sailors’ Snug Harbor,
New Brighton, N. Y., after an illness of about
a year.
He was born in Searsport June 21,
a

known master

1842,the

son

of Ezra L and

vage. He followed the

sea

Mary(Connor)

from

Henry S. Moulton, Cross street, returned last Thursday from a visit with her
daughter, Mrs, Harry E. Verrill, and family, in
Mrs.

Sal-

day bad commanded the following vessels:
N. Stowers, schooners Martinique and
Maud Snare, and barks Aberdeen, C. P. Dixon,
Rose Inoes, Grace Deering and Mabel I.
Meyers. He retired from the sea about 20

Auxiliary

aid of the Universalis* parish
entertained by Mrs. Edgar M. Colcordf
Mill street, Friday afternoon. A full attendance is hoped for by the hostess.
The

Brig

is to be

John

E. Lancaster, East Main street, is

en-

Brooklyn, joying his annual vacation—15 days in length
N. Y., and was engaged on shore duty along
from his R. F. D. route. Frank L. Blanchthe water front. He is survived by two daughard, his substitute, is supplying his place.
ters, Mrs. A. E. Munkerwitz, wife of Capt. A.
Samuel E.
West Main
came

years ago and had since resided in

—

Rendell,
street,
home from Caribou last Thursday because of
his wife’s temporary illness, expecting to
leave Monday on his return trip if she were
able to be left.

E. Munkerwitz of the steamer Bramell Point
of Brooklyn, N. Y and Miss Mollie S. Salvage

Brooklyn.

Interment

was

in the

family

lot

in Greenwood cemetery, Brooklyn.
bTEAMER COLUMBIAN oUNK BY GERMAN SUB-

Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
accompanied by their son and bride, Mr. and
Mrs. Crawford A. Treat, motored to Winterport ahd Bangor last Thursday afternoon to
call upon various relatives and friends, returning during the evening.
Mr. and

Capt. Frank E. Curtis of the Ameristeamber Columbian who arrived at Corunna, Spain, Nov. 13th. with the rescued crew
of hiB steamship, declared to a representative
of The Associated Press that he was a prisoner
on board the German submarine U-49 for six
days alter the destruction of his vessel. All
of the 109 members of the Columbian’s crew
MARINE.

can

o, ij. uieirnuew, i^nurcn street,
is rewere saved, Captain Curtis stated.
Captain
Curtis said the Columbian was warned before covering from the severe cold from which she
she was torpedoed and sunk by the U-49, The suffered
during last week. Her daughter, Miss
crew was left in life boats, as the captain was
Ruth, came from the M. C, I. Pittsfield Friday,
taken on board the submarine.
Captain Arthur Patterson,of the British because of her mother’s illness, and remained
steamer Seatonia, says that he also was a
until Monday morning.
prisoner on board the U-49 for eight days,
Mr. and Mrs. William Lambert, West Main
during which time he heard the guns of the
submarine in action and also heard distinctly
street, left the night of Nov. 7th for a motor
the explosion of the torpedo which he learned
trip to Attleboro, Mass., where they will visit
later blew up the Norwegian ship Balto, soon
after which Captain Yelugsen of the Nor- a married daughter before making a business
wegian ship Pordalen. joined him in the nar- trip to Boston for the purchase of fall dry
row prison on hoard the submarine,where they
goods for their Main street business.
were joined on the following day by Captain
Mrs. Charles A. Gibson of
Curtis.
Bangor, accom“My ship, registered at New York,” said panied by her companion, nurse, and an intiCurtis
to
the
“carried
Captain
correspondent,
mate friend, motored to Stockton Nov. 8th in
a cargo of about 9,000 tons, a crew of 102, all
of whom were saved. I stopped on the com- her fine new limousine (the weather being
mand of the submarine, whose commander ideal for an autumnal
day) to visit Mr. and
ordered me to abandon ship with the crew imMrs. Charlec 11. Emery, Maple street,
leaving
mediately, which we did without other baggage for
home
at
8
o’clock in the evening.
than two satchels with documents and money.
“Submarine U-49 tired at once two torpedoes
L. C. Simpson, who has been for a few weeks
at the
Columbian, which immediately sank. a
patient at the M-.osachusetts General HospiThe crew was left in life boats, while I was
taken on board the submarine, which plunged tal in Boston, came back to Stockton Nov. 4th
immediately after I was taken into the small to vote, returning to Massachusetts the middle
quartermaster’s cabin, where I found tne cap- of last week. He is the
organist at the Unitains of the Seatonia and the Balto. After me !
came Captain Yelugsen of the Fordalen.
The versalist church and that place is supplied by
cabin was very small. It contained a little
Mrs. Charles A. Snow, Church street,
during
folding table, a folding chair and three bunks. 1 his absence.
Everything was permeated with the odor of j
Nov. 8tn, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Treat, with
benzine. There was no communication with
the exterior and the cabin was absolutely dark their son and bride
as
guests, motored to
night and day. We were fed in the morning Camden in the Treat
car to inspect the
with a few morsels of black bread, a cup of
shipcoffee and a small portion of bad butter; at yards, two vessels being on the stocks, and
noon, with a stew of canned meat and soup, greatly enjoyed the fine weather, the ride and
and at supper at 10 o’clock with coffee or tea i
mechanical work. Once so familiar in Stockand black bread, with butter or marmalade. ;
The hours spent in this narrow prison were ton, shipbuilding is now one of the “Lost
Arts” here.
very long and disagreeable.
The captain oi
the submarine,” said Captain Curtis, “was
Mrs. b rank A. Patterson, East Main street
about 36 years of age, while his crew of 40
sailors were all veryyoung. All were attired in returned last Friday from New Bedford,
clothing of glossy leatner.”
where she was called the week before, to atThe Columbian was launched at San Fran- tend the funeral of her
lamented
uxio.

1

|

■

Mass.!

cisco in 1907 and her first commander
late

Capt,

Theodore

was

the

P. Colcord of Searsport.

When he

late,
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Franklin P. R. Patterson of
that city.
The kindest sympathy is extended
to her and her husband by all intimate friends
in their great bereavement.

resigned and retired he was succeeded by Capt. Charles M. Nichols of
Searsport^
Capt, Joseph F. Nichols had also been master j Eight consecutive
days of sunshine—beautiof the steamer for a time.
Her last commanful' November weather—was followed Sunday
der was Capt. Frank E. Curtis of
Bearsport- j evening by a snowfall, the first flirt of the
She carried a crew of 113, was 8,000 tons gross, I
year. Early risers Monday morning saw the
472 leet in length, and was well insured.
landscape wrapped in while. Through the
day a slight desultory snow storm continued,
FREEDOM
partially melting as it fell, giving the streets a
Lucy Say ward was the guest of Mr. and dirty appearance. The atmosphere was cold
Mrs. Fred

and

Kenney recently.

Livermore Falls
business the past. week.

John Maxwell from
town

on

Mrs.

was

in

Say ward visited her brother
Eben Gordon, in Clinton the past week,
Hon. Carter B. Keene from Washington, D.
C., was in town Nov. 7th to cost his vote.
J.

H.

Roberta Wiggin, Lena Plummer and
Rankin were in Waterville Nov. 13th.

Misses
Marian

Professor Woods, the

new

principal of.Free-

Academy,
very much liked by his
students and the citizens as well. He is a
great help in the church and Sunday school.
dom

is

dinner given by the Ladies’
Circle was a great succers, financially, aid
through the kindness of I. P. Griffies the hall
was prettily decorated.
The hall was darkened and every one enjoyed eating their dinner
The Hallowe'en

by the old fashioned tallow candles. It carried
many of the older ones back to their childhood
days.
The

concert

given under the auspices of

Winifred Dodge in the Grange hall Friday
evening, Nov. 10th, was one of the best entertainments given in Freedom for a long time.
The readings and vocal and instrumental music

raw.

Mrs. John

all

amount

that could be

was

desired and

a

goodly

to ualized wards

buying a new
At the close of the

Freedom’s orchestra.

James

OAK HILL

(Swanyille.)

Webster

in Brooks

was

on

excellent man, kind husband
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Larby returned to their
father, a successful captain and home Nov.
11th, after a few weeks’ visit at
j
an upright citizen, he will be deeply mourned
! their former residence, Perham.
by a host of friends, who although realizing
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Nealey, accompanied by
that his health was somewhat impaired by j
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey, motored to Newencroaching Bright’s disease, were not appre
The | burg Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Walter
hensive of a sudden fatal termination
blow to his nephew, Harry D. Shute, who had i Smith.
been more than a dozen years with his uncle
Mr. and Mrs C. B. Jewett, Mr. and Mrs. R.
in the pilot house, was especially severe, after C.
Nealey, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bickford and
been
he
having
their close companionship,
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley, were guests of Mr.
promoted to chief pilot of the steamer nearly and Mrs. George Hopkins in Monroe lastSaturfour years ago, upon his uncle being advanced
4th.

Nov.

Deepest sympathy is exfamily and all

captaincy.

to the

tended to the bereaved wife and
who

mourn.

who has

been severely ill and attended by Dr. H. E,
Small, West Main street, had Dr. E. D. T«p
ley of Belfast in consultation Sunday, and it
is feared an operation may be necessary, later,
although the patient is more comfortable at
present. Sympathy is extended in this suffering sickness.
Charles Sanford of Brooklyn, N. Y. arrived
Friday for a brief visit in town, followed on

Saturday by

the arrival of Mrs. Sanford and
their Bon, Richard Sanford, in their automobile. They are guests at The Stockton for a
few days, while directing repairs and painting
of their Fort Point cottages, not having been
here during the summer.

George H. Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
L. Hopkins, Church street, left Monday for
Mattapoisett, Mass., where his marriage to
Miss Louise E. Griffin will take place this,
Thursday, afternoon at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs Harry W Griffin. Numberless congratulations and best wishes are extended

business

recently.
Mrs. Henry Thompson of Waldo closed a
successful term of school in district No. 9 Nov.

3d.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey were guests of L.
O. Hanley snd family in South Thorraston
Nov. 12th.

Brooks.

The News of
Gorham Hamlin is

quite

ill at

Colson and family have returned
Monroe for the winter.

Sunday school

The

has about

to the young
Stockton friends.

couple by

Mr. and Mrs.

child of

!
1

to F.

P.

gagement

recently announced. The time
was spent
socially and in games that caused
much amusement. Refreshments of ice cream
and cake were served
by the hostess, and Miss
was

Twombly was the recipient
ful gifts,
among them an

of

pretty and

aluminum

set.

use-

cooking

SANDYPOINT.
The meetinghouse is being shingled.
The first snow of the .season came
Sunday

business trip.

night.

Benedict and daughter of Dedham,
Mass., who had been guests at Rev. W. E.
Streeter's, have returned home.
Mrs.

on a

Alfred Black left Wednesday for his home
in Everett, Mass.

guests of relatives and
friends here for several days recently.
were

F. Chase and his sister, Mis. Marie
in town last week attending to
^ole,
nusiness connected with their father’s estate.

Miss Nellie Blanchard left Monday for Pittsfield to enter the M. C. Institute.

B., where she

was

called

Miss Thelma Segar is at home from Monwhere she has been teaching school.
Henry Black of Malden, Mass., is spending a
week here with Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Griffin.

have returned

Penobsquis,

two weeks’ absence in

a

roe,

N.

by the death of her

Eather.

I

Jennie McGray is caring for Mrs. Hannah Webber, who has been ill for some time
it the home of her her nephew, Roscoe E.
Mrs.

-Jir

i_

L..

»»_

U_U *•

cupy

it

*U„

family will

during the winter while he has
in Portland.

em-

j

Mr, and Mrs. B.

j

iitend the National

L. Aborn of Knox

Grange.

are

also of the

party.

|

and

The remains of

Charles F. Black, who died
in Malden, Mass., arrived by boat

public flag raising was held at the school Nov.
grounds Friday, Nov. 10th, when the follow- Tuesday morning, a nd with a brief service in
the cemetery were buried in the
family lot.
ing program was presented:
Rev. W. E. Streeter The remains were accompanied by his brothPrayer,
Reeding, “Origin of the Flag,” Harold Payson ers, Henry and Alfred Black.
4th

A

Rec., “Betsey’s Battle Flag,” Caroline Streeter
Rec., “The Message of the Flag,”

The funeral of

Abbie Nickerson

held

Raising of Flag by Theoda Plummer
7 boys
Exercise, “Our Flag,”
4 little girls
Flag Quotations,
Mildred
Deering
Rec., “Ballad of Betty Ross,”
2 children
Pledge of Allegiance,
Salute to Flag,
Primary school
Freedom’s Flag,
Marjorie Reeves
Florence McAndless
Red, White and Blue,
Supt. D. B. Plummer
Address,
Rev. W. E. Streeter
Remarks,
Seth W. Norwood, Esq.
Address,
Singing, America.

and

Capt. Addison W. Shute was
Tuesday afternoon at his late home here
was largely
attended by relatives and

friends.

floral tributes were many and
Interment was in the cemetery on
the hill. The family have the
sympathy of
their many friends.

The hunters

bright and early
Monday morning hunting for deer.
Mrs.

spending a

Mr. Hans Mortenson of Portland is

Ida
the

ipend

stopping

Mrs.

last Saturday and Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Abbott of Brewer returned with them and were

Bangor

a

of Rockland is
,few days with her mother, Mrs.

|

pairB

home

again.

John W. Prescott went to Winslow four
weeks ago to visit her children. She fell on
Mrs.

A

j

of

CLARIONS WORK WITH
PRECISION
You never have to guess
You know beat results.
forehand just what a ClarThis saves
ion will do.
time and labor and expense, but what is even

Mr, and Mrs. W. H, Morrison and Miss
Leora Partridge, Church street, accompanied
by Mrs. Morrison’s sister, Mrs. Sanborn, of
Mansfield, Mass., motored to Bangor in one of
the McLaughlin autos last Thursday for the
day’s shopping in the city. They returned at
night with the exception of Mrs. Sanborn, who
left for her Massachusetts home after spending a few days with her siBter in Stockton.

more

important

it

saves

Clarion users are
care-free housekeepers.

care.

^

Ask the

Clarion

dealer.

THE HOME CLARION

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

r*"

SOLD BY W. A.

Mrs. A.

Bangor

of

Martha Nutter
recent guests of Mrs. D. F.

E. Blake and Mrs.
were

Dockham.
Mr.

and

Mrs. I.

M.

Cummings,

Mrs.

Fred

to Brewer

Nov. 11th.

The Pythian Sisters held a social at the K.
P, hall the evening of Nov. 11th. Another
social is appointed for Nov. 25th.

Hours,

ft

1c.

1

Stores, $15.00.

r

and Mrs. A. E. Cunningham of Swanville and Mrs. Carrie (Cunningham) Hardison
and children of Bangor visited Miss H. K.
Marden recently.
Mr.

and

Mrs. C.

Cummings and daugh-

R.

ter, Myrtle Marie, have returned from a visit
with Mrs. Cummings’ parents in Frankfort,
aDd her sister, in Orrington.
PROSPECT FERRY.

To the Honorable Justice of tf.
cial Court next to bo held
and for the County of \Y
Tuesday of January, in the
one thousand nine hundred

proof*

Dodge, In Rockland, Oct 24, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Dodge, a daughter, Loretta Louise.
Gray
In North Penobscot, Nov 2, to Mr
and Mrs Alvin R uray, twins, a daughter and

f.

marriner
George
County of Waldo and

spectfully-libels and gives

tlarrinian motored to Searsport
day last week, shopping
W. C. Harding is at home Irom Vinaihaven
Mrs. W. D.

mother, Mrs. Jessie Harding.

visit to his

Richard Aahworth visited her sister,
Mrs. Howard Leach, in Sandy point last week.
Mrs

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Buck of Stockton
visited Mr.

W. D, Harriman last Sun-

Mis.

ana

Springs

day.
Mrs. Helen Pierce has
and gone to

Bangor

closed her house here

spend

to

the winter with

her sister, Mrs. Henry Sanborn.
M, Ginn, Mrs. Jessie Harding and Miss Faustiua Harding motored to
Mr. and Mrs. P.

Bangor

last

Saturday

for

shopping.

P, M. Ginn, Miss Faustina
Harding and Mrs. Jessie Harding, motored to
Monroe last Sunday and took dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Bartlett. All reported a deMr.

and

lightful

Mrs.

Mark Rolerston has returned to his home in

Howard, R. I., after

a

few

days’

visit

with

friends in this town.

Mary Walker, who has been caring for
Miss J. E. McFarland, has returned to her
home in West Rockport, where she will remain

Bangor, Me.
HALL,

for

a

short time.

Miss Helen Cobb, who is teac hing in Littleton
N. C„ writes home to friends that the weather
there is delightful, and roses are in abundance
and very beautiful.

Alice, the little daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
J. N.. Palmer, is a victim of infantile paralysis.
The lower limbs are completely paralyzed.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer have the sympathy of
the entire community in their trouble.

E«tabi;«h?d izzo

BELFAST

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

roRTS.

wealth of

June, A. D

Massachusetts,

K

ft

jft
ft

By

ft
Jr
ft
ft
ft

on

ft
ft
ft
ft,,
ft/

1892, utterly deser

lant and has continued such
to the present time, being
consecutive years next pri
this libel.
Your libelant further aversided in this State in good fa
one year last past, that he
search and inquiry to as erU
of the libellee and that her
be ascertained by reasons!
Wherefore your libellant
be decreed a divorce from the o
mony now existing between hi:;
nie L. Marriner.
Dated this thirteenth day
D. 1916.
GEORGE

]ft

B&
B(

ft.
ft
ft
£
W

ft
ftp
%
ft

STATE OF MAI Vi

f

| WALDO. SS.

Bisbee-Stover. In Portland, Oct 27, by Rev I
W J Campbell, Francis Wilbert Bisbee of
Sumner and Miss Eieanur Irene Stover of
Penobscot.
Burke-Candage.
In Seal Harbor, Oct 25,
by Rev George S Brooks, John B Burke of i
Waterville and Miss Nina B Candage of Seal i

On this

13th

day of Nov,.
personally appeared the a!F, Marriner and made orr:

fr

■,

P
if

&

contained in the fort g
signed are true.
Before me,
ROBERT 1-

f

ft

STATE OF M
WALDO SS.

[i- s.J

Supreme Jit
in Vacation

Belfast,

N

I

Upon the annexed libel,
Clements-Heath. In South Penobbcot, Nov the undersigned, a Justice
7, by Rev G M Sinitn, Ralph Clement and Miss : notice be given to the lihele
Carrie Heath, both of Penobscot.
attested copy of the san
Eaton-Shepard. In Deer Isle, Oct 25. by H \ thereof, t gether with this
P A Spofford, Eeq, Clarence Eaton und Mrs
j aweeks successively minThe I.
Lenora Snepard, both of Deer Isle.
Be
newspaper printtd
Pomeroy-Harriman. In Belfast, Oct 7. by ! of Waldo, the last publicaiMaurice W lx>rd, J
j_.ugene H Pomeroy and at least before the next tern
be holden at Belfast, withe
Myrtilla O Harriman, botn of Belfast
Wood-Perry. In Belfast, Nov 14. by Rev j ty, on the tirst Tuesday ol
A A Blair, benjamin P Wood and Miss Marion
she may then and there apt
and answer thereto, ir she s*
Moore Perry, both of Belfast.
-I
!
WARREN(
Harbor

U1 KI).

Ames.
In Stonington, Nov 3, Justus Ames,
agea 70 years and 12 days.
Duren. In Bangor. Nov 9, Elnuthan F Duren, aged 102 years, 9 months and 26 days.
Harvey. In Freedom, Oct 31, Mrs Otis Harvey, aged 71 years.
In Orland, Oct 27, Edward P
HUTCHINGS.
Hutchings, aged 81 years and 4 days.
Knowlton. In Belfast, Nov 8, Fred L Knowlton, aged 62 years, 2 months and 10 days
Miller. In Belfast, Nov 15, Leslie P Miller,
aged 60 years and 4 months
Packard. In Union, Nov 8, Clarence A
Packard of Rockland, aged 64 years, 3 months
and 18 days.
SALVAGE, In the Sailors’ Snug Harbor, New
Brighton, N Y, Nov 4, Capt Charles Salvage,
formerly of Searsport, aged 72 years.
SHUTE. In Bar Harbor, Nov 5, Capt Addison
V Shute of steamer J T Morse, :.ged 62 years.
Treat. In Stockton Springs, Nov 5, James
M Treat, aged 70 years, 3 months and 1 day.
Wentworth. In Searsmont, Oct 31, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Benjamin Wentworth,
aged 9 davs.

Eastern Steamship Lines.

!

I
\
|

Justice Supreri
A frue copy of the libel o
thereon.
3w 4*
Attest: GEO. I. k:

VjiO

in

Business

For Y

self.

...

Chance for man who cai
wagon, to sell flavoring
toilet articles, etc. No ca*
Write for par
necessary.
WAKEFIELD LX
2w46
ISai.

j
j

|

For Rt
£

A pleasant down-stairs rt
and pantry; one good room
lar and shed; at 17 Bay view
2w46
M. b
No. 38 Union Street

j

;;
<

i

« i, sifi
Office 14 Main St.,

ALL THE WAY BY WATER.

New York, Nov 8. Ar, sch Edward H Blake,
Santa Cruz del Sur; 9, ar, sch Wawenock,
Chatham, N B; 10, sld, schs j Manchester

Residence 17 Church

7,w-i

BANGOR LINE

Turbine Steel Steamships BelHaynes, Chester, Pa.; Brigadier, Philadelphia;
11, sld. sch Sedgwick, Norfolk; 12, sld, stm
fast and Camden
America, Stockton; ar, sch Susie P Oliver,
Bangor via Bridgeport; 13, ar, schs Melissa
Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, ThursTrask, Bangor; William E Litchfield, Boston; days and Saturdays 2 00 p. m. for Camden,
Harriet C Whitehead, Providence; Mary WeavLeave Belfast TuesRockland and Boston.
er, Bangor via New Haven; 14, sld, sch Wm E
days, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
Litchfield, Newport News.
7.30 a. m for Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport
Boston, Nov 8. Ar, sch William Bisbee, and Bangor.
Philadelphia; sld, sch William E Litchfield, I Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, MonNewport News and Puerto Plata; 11, ar, sch days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.C0
Orozinbo, Stockton.
Leave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays,
p. m.
Philadelphia, Nov 8. Sld, tug Lykens, tow- Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00a.ni. for Bosing barges Phoenix, Monitor and Buck Ridge ton and intermediate landings.
for Bangor; 12, ar, sch J Manchester Haynes,
St Anns, C B.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Baltimore, Nov 12. Below, sch Augustus W
Snow, from Turks Island.
BETWEEN PORTLAND
AND NEW YORK
Norfolk, Nov 7. Sld, sch Calumet, Bahia.
REDUCED Fares and
Ar, sch W D Mangam,
Bangor, Nov 9.
Gloucester; 10, ar, sch Lizzie D Small, Boston;
STATEROOM PRICES
11, eld, sch Methebesec, Bridgewater, N S; 12,
Schedule disturbed. Information on request.
ar, sch Herman F Kimball, Weymouth; 14, sld,
sch W D Hilton, Bridgeport.
METROPOLITAN LINE
Searsport, Nov 8. Sld, stm Ruth, Norfolk;
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
10, sld, barge Spring, Philadelphia.
S'.~ckton, Nov 10. Ar, schs James L Maloy
-13 1-2 HOURS.
and Susan N Pickering, to load lumber; 11, ar,
sch Samuel Hart, to load lumber; 13, ar, barge
ROUTE
CAPE COD CANAL
VIA
S T Co No 4, Carteret, N J.
EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS
FOREIGN PORTS.

St Louis Du Rhone, Nov 10. Sld, sch Elisha
Atkins, Mobile.
Lisbon, Oct 27. Sld, sch Rachel W Stevens,
Hayes, Philadelphia; Nov 10, sld, sch Gov.
Powers, Philadelphia.
Buenos Ayres, Nov 10. Sld, ship Timandra,
Lee, New York.
Nice, Oct 28. Ar, sch Mary E Palmer, Hun*
ter, Baltimore.
Barbados, Oct 29. Ar, sch Blanche H King,
Pernambucoi(and>aldiNov 1, for Mobile.)ai4p»

thi-

informed that on the
tember, A. D. 1876. in i’rovi.',
of Rhode Island, he was lnv
Minnie L. Marriner, whose
\ ris to your libellant unknown
said marriage has conducte-:
said Minnie L. Marriner as a ?
fectionate husband; yet tr,<
Marriner, wholly unmindful
vows and duly, at
Boston.

MARRIED.

time.

Lucretia Ripley is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mary Boynton, in New Haven, Conn.

ft"
1®
j§,;'
ftH

„r

ments

one

on a

«

ft

Bp,
ft.

to be

son.

McAllister. In Burnham, Nov 1, to Mr
and Mrs (_» B McAllister, a daughter.
Rogers. In Nor'.hport, Nov 8. to Mr and Mrs
Milton Rogers, a son, weight 16 pounds.
Tapley. In Perth Amboy, N. J, Oct 20, to
Capt and Mrs James H Tapley, a son, John.

^B[

WALDO, SS.

Ever try to count the deed fallen hairs in
your comb and brush? They are nature’s advance warning of future baldness and
that the dangerous little dandruff germ is busy
on your scalp.
Dr. Sangerhund, the famous Paris specialist,
first discovered that dandruff and falling hair
Then came the disare caused by a microbe.
covery of the value ot the real Parisian Sage
in
destroying the dandruff germ
(liquid form)
and promptly preventing the further loss of
hair. The effect of only three days' use of
Parisian Sage is simply marvelous, and the
American people have now awakened to the
fact that dandruff is just as unnecessary as it
is unhealthy, and that they can be quickly rid
of it and save their hair by using a few ounces
of Parisian Sage.
Parisian Sage is sold for not more than 50
cents a large bottle at drug and toilet counters
everywhere. It is an ideal, daintily perfumed
liquid, free from grease and stickiness, and
will surely cause hair to grow Boft, lustrous
and really seem twice as abundant.
A. A. Howes Co. always have a large supply,
and guarantee it to you.

BORN

i

STATE OF MAT

THIS STOPS HAIR
FROM FALLING OUT

Mr.

of steers.

Mrs. Chessell Davis has.returned home from
Massachusetts. She went there about eight
weeks ago to work but soon after her arrival
had typhoid fever. She was with her sister
in Milford while sick. We are glad to see her

guests until Monday,
heavy “shower” of post cards descended the stairs soon after arrival there and hurt
I both knees badly. She was not able to come
jpon the invalid, D. O. Bowen, last week; 40
from the Veteran association and 40 from the home until last week when Mr. Prescott got
Morrill Sunday school. He seems to be gain- Mr. Dinslow to take him to Winslow in his
auto and she came home with them.
ing a little daily.
their

were
Mr. and Mrs. Josepn Tyler of Belfast
S. Killman.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. W.

Mrs.

ton for four

aer

auto ride to

Fannie Sukeforth

C, S. Adams has sold his pair of horses to
Cobb & Paine of Searsmont and swapped his
new auto with George Fowles pf West Apple-

Douglas.

an

last

Hon. F. F.Phillips is with us again and wants
to stay awhile and enjoy the beautiful winter
weather with us.
We are glad to have him
b ack.
He supplied the pulpit last Sunday.

Ellis has gone to Connecticut to
winter with her daughter, Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Dell. Paul took

out

W, E. Prescott has gone to Lowell, Mass.,
with his sister, Mrs. Estelle Garland, and while
there he will receive treatment.

few

Daniel Higgins spent two weeks with
sister, Mrs. N. H. Haines, in Phillips,
Maine, returning last Thursday.
Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearson, Mrs. Nathan
Hunt and Mrs. Elmer Hartshorn, attended a
Baptist meeting in Warren last week.

were

Law.

for a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Woods.
Mrs.

guest
Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Dockham of
are visiting relatives in town.
last
Warren Benson came from Augusta
Saturday night for a few days' stay.

Mrs.

Carrie Pearson of Providence, R. I., is
guest of Mrs. John. Berry.
of Knox is

Josiah Colson.

of

the

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

Mrs.

Woodbury

week-end at her
Miss An. ie Paul spent the
home in Morrill.
Mas3.. is
Abram Fowler of Newburyport,

SEARSM NT.

spending

Alma

The

beautiful.

MORRILL.

the

'I

ft

—..

Mrs. Lewis Shute, Mr. and Mrs.
George Shute of Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Woodside of Augusta, who were called
here by the death of their father,
Capt. A. W.
Shute, have returned to their homes.
Mr.

C.

Hopfcins.

family.

Mr. and Mrs. Benj. M. Eames left last Friday by train for Englewood. Calif., to spend
the winter.

oc-

Jenkins left Saturday for
Boston, where she will join an excursion party
which makes the trip to Washington, D. C. to
Hattie

15th with Mrs. Alice

met Nov.

W. C. K.

The

W. L. Marshall and wife and Mrs. Vida
Labree were week-end truests of P. J. Jordan

ployment
Mrs.

‘Mrs. Westly Styles, Miss Ellie Styles and
Miss Jennie Black spent Thursday in Bangor.

and

in West Brooks and his

PROSPECT.

Dr.

Webber.

place

Bridge-

Ladies’ Aid met Wednesday afternoon
with Mrs. Fred Blanchard.

were

from

an

Penobscot Bay Electric Com pan

Beck and James Brown, motored
for

on a

The

Millard

sons

Styles left last Saturday
hunting trip.

Asa
water

Doris Roberts is in charge of tne store
nf Mrs. H. C. Jenkins during the latter’s absence on a visit to Washington, D. C.
Miss

C. Goddard and

S. Harriman went to Houlton last week
business trip.

F.

and Mrs. Charles Hart and little daugh-

Mrs. G.

into

new,

■

Mrs, W. E. Hehard entertained a company of
ladies at the home of her father, Hon. C. M.
Conant, last Thursday afternoon in honor of
Miss Flora Twombly of
Monroe, whose en-

Percy

North Waldo Pomona Grange met with HarGrange. Brooks, Nov. 8th, with a
good attendance,
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Small are keeping house
for Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Carpenter during their

Bucksport

Our

At ali

or

saver.

of Operating Four

Cost

Clements lues-

vest Home

ter of

sewing machine (old

»

I
if

I

Mr. Foster, who conducted a garage and
machine shop here during the summer, moved
away this week.

Mr.

wonder worker changes your
Electric self-operating labor

A. Friend of Etna has bought nearly all
apples in this vicinity. A crew of three
men, with W. J. Bartlett of Etna in charge,
finished packing 350 barrels at G. H. York’s

| Monday night, going
day.

sands.

on a

ing;

H.

youngest
Grant is seriously ill at this writing.
Frank Lane has had a new well drilled, the
first one proving useless on account of quick-

absence

runs

of the

70 members.

The

Sewing Machine Attachment which
At
last you can sew without foot pedalthe machine for you.
the
without
slightest effort. This simple little
absolutely

day evening.

their many

Sunday afternoon Dr. G. A, Stevens, Church
street, was hurriedly called to Cape JelKson to
snd
son
IrvMr. and Mrs. A. T. Tootbaker
i rg and Mrs. E. E. Peavey snd Mrs. F. P. attend Edgar Parsons, whom he found suffer*
Webb were in Waterville Nov. 9th on business ing from blood .poison, due to a scratch upon

Here’s the wonderful little

Mrs. Augusta Whitney, who has been seriously afflicted with rheumatism for a long
| time, moving around only with the aid of
I crutches, fell in her room
recently and injured
one hip so that she is confined to her bed.

to

prospering and

here is

j

his home here.

Charles Varney has bought the residence of
the late A. E. Chase.

now

I

Slow.1’

or

An

and devoted

Jays with her aunt, Mrs. Dell Paul.

Merrithew, Maple street,

Capt. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, one
uur rural carriers, is
now enjoying his
annual vacation—time, fifteen days from the
organ for the church.
evening’s entertainment an oyster stew was 2nd of November—with Willard M. Berry,
served and every one who has eaten one of J.
Gilmore .street, as hia legal substitute. The
B. Wiggin's oyster stews knows they need oo Capt. and MrB. Griffin are christening a new
commendation. After refreshments they all top buggy during this opportunity for pleasure
adjourned to the dance hall and passed the re- driving. Last Thursday afternoon they spent
mainder of the evening in dancing to music by in Searsport, calling upon friends.
were

place

I

DEMONSTRATION

“A Touch of the Toe Makes it Fast

Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Clements and daughter
Barbara of the village visited Mr. and Mrs. F.
P. Clements, Sunday.

1

Self-Operating Electric.

a

LET US PROVETO YOU BY A FREE

(

C. H. Libby was a passenger on Monday’s
|
boat to Boston, en route for Melrose and Wollaston, Mass.

shipboard. The
home in Sandypoint,

Will

Camden.

boyhood, and in

his

of

at his

are

on

Mr.

Charles

Mrs, W J. Bartlett aid little son of Etna
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bartlett for a
few weeks.

Harry D. Shute and little
3arry D., Jr., arrived from Rockland, Nov. 7th,
Mrs, Shute’s mother,
:or a brief visit with
Mrs. A, C. Colcord, East Main street, called
lere by the sudden decease of his uncle. Capt.
\ddison Shute, of steamer J. T. Morse, who
passed away during his sleep on the night of

Sunday evening
one

Into

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements attended the
of North Waldo Pomona in Brooks
Nov. 8th.

meeting

and Mrs.

Mr.

Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived Wednesday from New'port News with 4700 tons ot
coal for the P. C. W. Co.
Steamer

Swanville,

in

I

Change Your Sewing Machine

Miss Louise and Master

Mr«. C H. I.ibby,
Lewi^. wee guests of relatives
begin housekeeping in
Sunday.
His friends hope he may

he

Mrs.

A

Mrs. Julia White visited Mrs. Emma Levanselier at the village several days recently.
Watson Sargent of Brooks is the guest of
his sister, Mrs. Julia White, the present week.

will

mproved. They

worth.

and continued

1

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL
Leave

North Side India Wharf, Boston, week

days and Sundays at 6 p. m. Same service
returning from Pier 18, North River, foot of
Murray St., New York City,
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

FOLfcV KIDNEY ttLlS
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BIADDER

MEN WANTED-TO BE
I

their Safety Razor Blades t
Sii
ened better than new.
Gem8, 25c. Gillettts, Hi
50c. per dozen. C. E. Shem
Belfast, Me.

BELFAST

j
\
j

j

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for

j

PRODUCE MARKET.
00a2 00
dried, per lb., 7
5 75
Beans, pea,
5 50
Beans, Y. E„
32
Butter,
10a 11
Beef, sides,
Beef, forequarters, 9a 10
60
Barley, bu,

Apples,per bbl.l

Hay,
HideLand
Land
Mu to
Oats,
Potai
Round

•*

Cheese,
Chicken,
t,alf Skins,
Duck,

28Straw

Eggs,

48

j

j

?

25 Turn*’
37 Tallow

20,Veal,
Wool,

18a20|Wood,

Fowl,

Wood,

18

Geese,

RETAIL PRICE.

1

I
un*

ha'
s.

KETAd

18 Lime.
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18s22.0at Meai
Onions.
1
24
Corn,
1 19'Oil, keros
Cracked Corn,
1 19,Pollock,
Corn Meal,
28 Pork,
Cheese,
2 30, Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye M*
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
24 Sugar,
Clover seed,
10 OOall 00 Salt. T. 1
Flour,
4 60 Sweet Pot?
H. G. Seed,
.rrt eo-

«|.

20 Wheat Mea.

j

|
{
i

i

j
1

j

j

